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ABSTRACT
RECLAIMING APPALACHIA:
MOUNTAIN REFORM AND THE PRESERVATION
OF WHITE CITIZENSHIP, 1890-1929
Tina A. Irvine
Kathy Peiss
America’s racial and cultural identity was contested and in flux at the turn of the
twentieth century as millions of ethnic immigrants arrived in the United States. While
many Americans embraced the idea of the nation as a “melting pot,” countless others
feared that the new arrivals posed a threat to the nation’s future; they maintained that
white Americans had founded the nation and were therefore its rightful heirs. In that
moment, concerned Americans turned their attention to the mountain whites of southern
Appalachia– a people who were generally disdained for their social and cultural
difference from mainstream Americans, but also considered laudable for their racial
purity, native-American birth, and latent potential.
Reclaiming Appalachia traces those late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century
efforts to salvage and incorporate Appalachian whites living in the mountain areas of
Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama into the
mainstream American social and political fold. It shows that interventionists’ views
regarding mountain whites’ racial worth and essential Americanism ran the gamut from
white nationalism and white supremacy to a latent anti-modernist concern for preserving
a disappearing “authentic” rural American people and experience. Despite their diverse
and sometimes overlapping perspectives, interventionists collectively understood their
efforts as vitally important to the future of American culture and democracy. By
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presenting that process as part of the burgeoning Americanization movement, this
dissertation reveals that mountain uplift was a crucial component of efforts to cultivate
citizenship and cultural homogeneity across the nation, and demonstrates that regional
reform was as much about changing the mountain interior as it was about solidifying the
nation’s racial and civic identity. Most importantly, it illuminates the central role that
rural white Appalachians played in the formation and re-formation of early-twentieth
century Americans’ ideas about the relationship between race, citizenship, and
Americanism.
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Introduction
In the opening lines of his popular 1915 book, The Men of the Mountains,
Appalachian reformer Arthur W. Spaulding declared that his fellow citizens had lost sight
of “what is most American.”1 Over the past thirty years, he explained, the United States
had become a “melting-pot of the nations” filled with the worst people of European and
Asian descent. He worried that as the “dross” of those nations mixed with native-born
Americans to form a muddied conglomerate, the nation would “forget… the base of the
alloy, which made the nation and which must yet preserve it.”2 He maintained that white
Americans had founded the nation and were therefore its rightful heirs.
It seemed nothing less than divine providence, then, when turn-of-the-century
reformers “discovered” five million pureblooded men and women living in the Southern
Appalachian mountains.3 That region was, as one late nineteenth century writer described
it, a “strange land” inhabited by a “peculiar people” prone to primitive violence, feuding,
and moonshining.4 As much as observers disdained mountaineers’ social and cultural
differences, they overwhelmingly chose to emphasize their subjects’ racial purity, nativeAmerican birth, and latent potential as they worked to modernize the group. Purportedly
descended from the nation’s earliest settlers and then “saved [for] America” in isolation
until its present time of need, Spaulding and hundreds of other regional reformers
concluded that Appalachian whites were, in fact, “the most admirable type of American”:
a people whose “pure metal” could be cultivated with interventionists’ assistance to
1

Arthur W. Spaulding, The Men of the Mountains, The Story of the Southern Mountaineer and His Kind of
the Piedmont; With an Account of Some of the Agencies of Progress Among Them (Southern Publishing
Association: Nashville, Tennessee, 1915), 3.
2
Spaulding, The Men of the Mountains, 3.
3
Spaulding did, in fact, credit the discovery to the divine.
4
William Wallace Harney, “A Strange Land and A Peculiar People,” Lippincott’s Magazine 12 (October
1873): 430-431.
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reinforce native-born whites’ citizenship, preserve the race’s social and political
authority, and revitalize the nation with the “simple vigor” of its original founders.5
This dissertation traces those late nineteenth and early twentieth century efforts to
reclaim and incorporate Appalachian whites living in the mountain areas of Kentucky,
Tennessee, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama into the
mainstream American social and political fold. Analyzing that process as part of the
burgeoning Americanization movement, I demonstrate that mountain uplift was a crucial
component of efforts to cultivate citizenship and cultural homogeneity across the nation.
Appalachian Americans had enjoyed the social and political privileges of whiteness and
citizenship for generations, but even as Americans lauded the group’s racial heritage and
“native” American birth, they also feared that mountain whites’ poor education, ill health,
primitive standards of living, and disinterest in national affairs threatened their
Americanism. Some even feared that mountain whites endangered the race’s social and
political authority in an increasingly heterogeneous republic.
Interventionists’ views regarding mountain whites’ racial worth and essential
Americanism ran the gamut from white nationalism and white supremacy to a latent antimodernist concern for preserving an ancient American “ethnicity.” Nevertheless, they
collectively understood their efforts as vitally important to the future of American culture
and American democracy. They hoped that the “Americanization” of Appalachia would
5

Spaulding, The Men of the Mountains, 3. A note explaining how I arrived at these numbers: over the
course of the roughly forty years considered in this dissertation, dozens of people worked in the fields of
public health and education through various philanthropies and settlement schools. Many worked for only a
year or two, but others made it their life’s work. Although settlements generally kept poor records of their
activities– and fires or floods often destroyed those that they did make– there is undeniable evidence that
there were hundreds of mountain workers engaged in Appalachian reform at any given time in the early
twentieth century. Reformer Olive D. Campbell published a partial list of settlements, for example in 1919,
which indicates there were well over one hundred schools at that time. See Olive D. Campbell, Southern
Highland Schools: Maintained by Denominational And Independent Agencies (New York: Russell Sage
Foundation, 1921.)
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transform the problematic region into a land of “power [and] providence”– a place that at
once supplied the nation with white citizens of the “purest Americanism” and advanced
Progressives’ effort to create a cohesive and organized American society.6
****
America’s sudden interest in Appalachia at the turn of the century stemmed from
the period’s Progressive impulse. As historian Daniel Rodgers has observed, latenineteenth century Americans felt increasingly uneasy with the social and economic
disorder of the period’s laissez faire industrial capitalism and looked to various European
programs designed to ameliorate class strife and improve social conditions.7 Using those
programs as a model for solving similar issues in the United States, American
Progressives developed a vast array of initiatives to strengthen and streamline the
American economy, state, and society. Progressivism took many forms and often
reflected regional prejudices and interests, but the movement largely rejected latenineteenth century liberalism in favor of an efficient and regulatory state operated by
experts.8
It was in this social and political climate that more than twenty million
immigrants arrived on the nation’s shores and rapidly changed the composition of
America. Many of the immigrants who arrived between1890 and the end of the 1920s

6

For quotations, see Samuel Tyndale Wilson, The Southern Mountaineers (New York: The Board of Home
Missions of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A., 1915), 196; Dorothy Stiles, “The Settlement on
Troublesome,” The Wellesley College News, Magazine Supplement 24, No. 5 (January 1916): 28, Folder 912, HSS. For more on Progressives’ social policy work and pursuit of an American nationality, see Thomas
C. Leonard, Illiberal Reformers: Race, Eugenics, and American Economics in the Progressive Era
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2016.)
7
Daniel T. Rodgers, Atlantic Crossings: Social Politics in a Progressive Age (Cambridge: Belknap Press,
1998.)
8
William A. Link, The Paradox of Southern Progressivism, 1880-1930 (Chapel Hill: The University of
North Carolina Press, 1992); Daniel Joseph Singal, The War Within: From Victorian to Modernist Thought
in the South, 1919-1945 (University of North Carolina Press, 1982); Leonard, Illiberal Reformers.
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were from southern and eastern Europe, and brought with them Old World customs and
political ideas that sometimes seemed at odds with Progressives’ plan for social
improvement.9 Historians of immigration have written extensively on the various urban
social settlements and business programs reformers created in response to that difference,
and have chronicled their attempts to “Americanize” and teach those new arrivals English
and the American values, beliefs, and customs they thought were necessary for social and
civic participation in the republic.10 Many others have discussed cycles of American
nativism and immigration restriction, and examined resistance to formal turn-of-thecentury Americanization programs.11
These efforts, as historian Christina Ziegler McPherson has shown, were highly
localized and varied– especially before 1914 when the movement centralized and was
given official sanction by the U.S. government.12 During those years, some Americans

9

For a useful tabulation of immigration by year see “U.S. Immigration Statistics: Immigration Station at
Ellis Island, N.Y.” https://www.nps.gov/elis/learn/education/upload/statistics.pdf. Data collected from
Annual Reports of the Commissioner General of Immigration, 1892-1924. Of course, immigrants entered
from other ports in this period, too. These numbers are therefore conservative estimates.
10
There is strangely only one full-length monograph on the Americanization movement: Edward George
Hartman’s The Movement to Americanize the Immigrant (New York: Columbia University Press, 1948).
However, many other excellent works consider the movement in one form or another. See, for example,
Robert A. Carlson, “Americanization as an Early Twentieth-Century Adult Education Movement,” History
of Education Quarterly, 10, 4 (1970): 440–64; John Higham, Strangers in the Land: Patterns of American
Nativism 1860-1925 (Atheneum: New York, 1973); John F. McClymer, “Gender and the ‘American Way
of Life’: Women in the Americanization Movement,” Journal of American Ethnic History 10, no. 3
(Spring, 1991): 3-20; Martha Gardner, The Qualities of a Citizen: Women, Immigration, and Citizenship
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005); Eds. Elliott R. Barkan, Hasia Diner, and Alan M. Kraut,
From Arrival to Incorporation: Migrants to the U.S. IN a Global Era (New York: New York University
Press, 2008); Christina A. Ziegler-McPherson, Americanization in the States: Immigrant Social Welfare
Policy, Citizenship, and National Identity in the United States, 1908-1929 (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2009); Maria Lauret, “Americanization Now and Then: The “Nation of Immigrants” in the Early
Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries,” Journal of American Studies 50, Issue 2 (May 2016): 419-447.
11
Gary Gerstle, American Crucible: Race and Nation in the Twentieth Century (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2001); John Higham, Strangers in the Land; Christina A. Ziegler-McPherson,
Americanization in the States; Douglas C. Baynton, Defectives in the Land: Disability and Immigration in
the Age of Eugenics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2016.)
12
The movement lacked an official organizing body before 1914, when Frances Kellor was made head of
the Division of Immigrant Education, a part of the United States Bureau of Education. For more on this, see
Hartman, Strangers in the Land, 56-63, 91-97. For more on the multiplicity of views within the
Americanization movement, see Ziegler-McPherson, Americanization in the States, 1.
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conceived of citizenship as a flexible and expanding category, while others decried
foreigners’ presence; the former group sought to extend citizenship rights to the new
arrivals, while the latter insisted immigrants could never become thoroughly American by
virtue of their ethnic heritage.13
Historians typically argue that those opposing views of Americanism came to a
head during and after World War I, and reached their zenith in the mid-1920s. In those
years, civic nationalism, which held that individuals’ civic dedication to the nation was
more important than one’s racial background, grew increasingly unpopular among
Americans wary of immigrants’ perceived difference and political radicalism. Eventually,
in the face of major labor unrest, a declining white birthrate, continued immigration, and
the Russian Revolution of 1917, many Americans and legislators embraced the logic of
racial nationalism. Translating public sentiment into law, they hardened the boundaries of
Americanism according to race and ethnicity, as the 1924 Johnson-Reed Immigration Act
made clear.14 Senator David A. Reed, one of the bill’s co-sponsors, enthusiastically
declared that with its passage, America’s days as a melting pot were over.15
Although Appalachian reformers offered a compelling case for the
“Americanization” of some of its own citizens at the turn of the century, scholars have
rarely considered the histories of Americanization and Appalachia in tandem.16 Regional
scholars have successfully chronicled how Americans first learned about mountain

13

Some scholars would also note the role of disability in that demarcation. See Baynton, Defectives in the
Land.
14
For more on civic and racial nationalism, see Chapters 2 and 3 in Gerstle, American Crucible. For one of
the best-known examples of calls for civic nationalism, see Former President Theodore Roosevelt,
“Americanism,” address before the Knights of Columbus, Carnegie Hall, 12 Oct. 1915, in The Works of
Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Edition.
15
David A. Reed, “America of the Melting Pot Comes to an End,” New York Times, April 27, 1924, p. xx3.
16
Alice Lloyd, “The Americanization Of Americans,” The American Journal of Clinical Medicine 28
(November 1921): 750-751.
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whites’ circumstances through Presbyterian missionaries and local-color writers in 1870s
and 1880s, and have explained how outsiders labeled the people an “exceptional”
population in need of religious, cultural, and economic “uplift,” as they called it.17 Others
have addressed how those early missionaries’ reforms, and the secular wave of rural
settlement schools and philanthropic public health programs that followed in the 1890s
through the 1930s, hegemonically demanded middle-class norms and standards from the
Appalachian people.18 More recently, scholars have balanced those earlier studies with
nuanced interpretations of reformers’ goals and motivations.19 They have shown how
outsiders struggled to reconcile their desire for a more unified American experience while
also preserving what they felt were the best aspects of the region’s unique culture and
character.
Although a handful of case studies have importantly established a link between
Progressive Era Appalachian reform and national efforts to create a cohesive American

17

Henry D. Shapiro, Appalachia on Our Mind: The Southern Mountains and the Mountaineers in
American Consciousness, 1870-1920 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1978.)
18
Shapiro, Appalachia on Our Mind; Richard E. Brown, Rockefeller Medicine Men: Medicine and
Capitalism in America (Oakland: University of California Press, 1979); John Ettling, The Germ of
Laziness: Rockefeller Philanthropy and Public Health in the New South (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1981); David Whisnant, All That is Native and Fine: The Politics of Culture in an American Region
(Chapel Hill: North Carolina Press, 1983); Deborah Vansau McCauley, Appalachian Mountain Religion: A
History (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1995); Jane Becker, Selling Tradition: Appalachia and the
Construction of an American Folk, 1930-1940 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998.)
19
Judith Sealander, Private Wealth and Public Life: Foundation Philanthropy and the Reshaping of
American Social Policy from the Progressive Era to the New Deal (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1987); David P. Searles, A College for Appalachia: Alice Lloyd on Caney Creek (Louisville:
University of Kentucky Press, 1995); Mary S. Hoffschwelle, Rebuilding the Rural Southern Community:
Reformers, Schools and Homes in Tennessee, 1900-1930 (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press at
Knoxville, 1998); Jess Stoddart, Challenge and Change in Appalachia: The Story of Hindman Settlement
School (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 2002); John Farley, To Cast Out Disease: A History of
the International Health Division of Rockefeller Foundation, 1913-1951 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2004); Penny Messinger, “Restoring the Woman Reformer: Helen Hastie Dingman and ‘Mountain Work,’
1916-1950” Appalachian Journal 37, No ¾ (Spring/ Summer 2010): 242-264; Sarah Case, “Katherine
Pettit and May Stone: The Cultural Politics of Mountain Reform” in Eds Melissa A. McEuen, Thomas H.
Appleton, Jr., Kentucky Women Their Lives and Times (University of Georgia Press, 2015), 168- 195;
Sarah H. Case, Leaders of Their Race: Educating Black and White Women in the New South (Champaign:
University of Illinois Press, 2017.)
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identity though literacy instruction and industrial capitalist markets, that work is not
primarily concerned with the role of culture and the consequences of cultural change in
national debates about Americanism, race, and belonging.20 Other regional studies
address northern Progressives’ economic, political, and social motivations for uplifting
the New South, but do not consider the uniqueness of Appalachia within the region, and
discuss lowland and highland poor whites as if they were of the same experience and
culture.21
This is an oversight, as many contemporaries were fascinated by mountaineers’
ancestry and existence, but were comfortable dismissing lowland white southerners as
“trash”– a people whose generational indolence and poverty were often taken as proof of
their biological degeneracy and racial deterioration.22 How was it that many turn-of-thecentury Americans came to understand lowland whites as people who were “not quite
white,” but habitually regarded mountain whites– a people with a similar record of
thriftlessness and indigence–as “scions of the race?”23 How could contemporaries
comfortably declare that mountaineers were a uniquely “redeemable” population, and
20

Samantha NeCamp, Adult Literacy and American Identity: The Moonlight Schools and Americanization
Programs (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University, 2014); John C. Hennen, The Americanization of West
Virginia: Creating a Modern Industrial State, 1916-1925 (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1996).
21
For examples of books that fail to distinguish between lowland and mountain whites, see Eds. Annalee
Newitz and Matt Wray, White Trash: Race and Class in America (London: Routledge, 1996); J. Wayne
Flynt, Dixie’s Forgotten People: The South’s Poor Whites (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University
Press, 1981); William A. Link, The Paradox of Southern Progressivism, 1880-1930 (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 1992); Matt Wray, Not Quite White: White Trash and the Boundaries
of Whiteness (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006). Natalie Ring, The Problem South: Region, Empire,
and the New Liberal State, 1880-1930 (Athens, Ga.: University of Georgia Press, 2012) and Nancy
Isenberg, White Trash: The 400 Year Untold History of Class in America (Viking Press, 2016) briefly
mention that contemporaries considered the groups as distinct and had different views regarding their
reform and development, but do not discuss those matters in detail.
22
For more on turn of the century ideas about race and biological degeneracy, see Brent Ruswick, Almost
Worthy: The Poor, Paupers, and the Science of Charity in America, 1877-1917 (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 2013).
23
I am indebted in sociologist Matt Wray’s phrase and thinking on this subject. See Wray, Not Quite White.
For the reference to mountain whites as “scions of the race,” which was a typical view of the time, see
William Aspenwall Bradley, “The Women On Troublesome,” (New York: Charles Scriber’s Sons, 1918),
Folder 8-18, HSS.
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that they could be “rehabilitated” for the race and for the nation, as they explained it, in
as little as one generation?24 And how could reformers “Americanize” a people already
endowed with two of the most important categories of social privilege in America:
whiteness and citizenship?
****
By positioning Appalachian reformers’ efforts alongside national debates about
immigration, race, and citizenship, this dissertation answers these and other questions,
and encourages us to rethink the nature of reform in the Progressive Era. In order to
comprehend Appalachian reformers’ motivations and arguments, though, one must first
understand the major lines of scientific, social, and political thought from which they
interpreted categories of race and nation, human development and worth– even
civilization itself.
Darwin’s theory of evolution, formulated in 1859, was one of the most important
and influential of the period. Less than a decade after the publication of On the Origin of
Species, Darwinian ideas regarding competition, selection, and trait transmission
circulated at every level of society.25 By the start of the twentieth century, scientists,
physicians, religious leaders, social reformers, and laypeople engaged evolutionary
theories about race, gender, and culture deeply and thoroughly, especially in the context
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of the closing American frontier in the early 1890s and growing American imperialism.26
Relying on a prevailing theory of cultural evolutionism that presumed societies
proceeded through predictable stages of primitivity/savagery, barbarism, and civilization–
and that only the white race had evolved to the highest level–white American imperialists
argued that their overseas settlements and so-called “civilizing missions” were justified
and even benevolent.27
At the same time, as historian Gail Bederman has observed, turn-of-the-century
Americans engaged in a multi-level process of redefining the bounds of respectable
manhood. Discourses of race and civilization were central to that re-fashioning, which
discarded earlier Victorian notions of restrained manliness in favor of a robust, strong,
and often violent masculinity.28 In the newly formulated context, ideal men (who were,
by default, of white descent) combated the “over-civilizing” effects of modern society by
renewing the primal aspects of their manliness through physical feats of strength and
aggressiveness. Especially for men like Theodore Roosevelt, who popularized this view
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in his 1898 Winning of the West and ensuing political career, the nation’s history seemed
to prove that race-conflict was a matter of Darwinian fitness.29 With no more domestic
frontier to overtake, he and other “manly” imperialists turned to the foreign conquest of
non-white people– a literal matter of survival of the fittest– to preserve their civilized
manliness and primitive masculinity.30
To some enterprising and adventurous contemporaries, America’s Southern
Highlands seemed an equally promising ground to fortify whiteness and civilization.31
Although they did not consider white Appalachians their racial subordinates, turn-of-the
century reformers regarded mountaineers as a primitive and underdeveloped people who
required outsiders’ benevolent assistance to improve themselves.32 They spoke
pejoratively about the group’s level of education, religious traditions, morality, and
hygiene, but argued those deficiencies were evidence of mountaineers’ stunted
evolutionary growth rather than proof of their racial degeneracy or inferiority.
Relying on the late nineteenth-century understanding of recapitulation theory,
which argued that an individual’s development followed the evolutionary path of its
29
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specific ancestors, turn-of-the-century Appalachian reformers argued that centuries of
isolation had prevented the development of an otherwise superior racial group.33 Unlike
the poor whites of the lowland South who were the purported descendants of the colonial
period’s criminals and indentured servants, Appalachian mountaineers were said to
descend from upstanding Anglo-Saxon, Scotch-Irish, and Huguenot Protestant émigrés
who had come to America in search of religious freedom. They had defended the nation
in each of its major conflicts and, reformers observed with optimism, they continued to
“cherish liberty as a priceless heritage.”34 And, distinct from the lowland poor whites and
the non-white Alaskan, Cuban, and Filipino peoples who had been the subject of
America’s “civilizing projects” in the 1870s and 1880s, Appalachian reformers assumed
their work would allow the people to eventually reach the same level of civilization and
evolutionary development as their intercessors.35 Although reformers, philanthropists,
and their financial supporters embraced mountain work for a variety of reasons, the
prospect of cultivating millions of white men and women to the highest level of racial
development, civilization, and citizenship were dominant motivators.
Fear also inspired regional workers: as much as they believed mountaineers were
a people who had “not yet been graded up,” they also observed hundreds of cases of socalled individual degeneracy.36 Contemporaries believed that pauperism, alcoholism,
immorality, and other social vices were hereditary, and they worried that isolated
instances of decline would eventually infiltrate the broader group without outsiders’
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prevention and lead to irreversible racial decay. And as late nineteenth-century eugenic
family studies of the Jukes and Ishmael Tribe had shown, unchecked degeneration
produced only more decline–and dozens of hereditary “defective” children.37 They feared
that unless interventionists quickly “rescued” mountaineers from the negative influences
of their present lives, the group would reproduce a disproportionate number of defectives
and retrogress so significantly that not even outside aid could save them.
Conversely, some reformers believed the youngest and healthiest mountain whites
could be encouraged to reproduce at high rates to combat what sociologist Edward A.
Ross called “race-suicide.”38 He and other contemporaries were disquieted by the
period’s high rates of immigration and bemoaned that non-white newcomers reproduced
more quickly and at a higher rate than native-born individuals.39 Ross warned that if
white women did not accept their reproductive duties, the race– and its social and
political authority- would soon decline, and possibly even become extinct.40 He and many
other contemporaries believed that the Appalachian South’s relatively small foreign and
black population made it more racially “pure” than any region in the country, and he was
heartened by reports indicating turn-of-the-century white Appalachians still reproduced at
rates greater than the national average.41 Looking to that population as a “stronghold of
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[the] race,” white supremacists like Ross urged Americans to think of the Southern
Highlands as a lily-white region that could be cultivated and modernized for the
betterment of the race and nation.42
Eugenics therefore, became a critical part of mountain work. British statistician
Francis Galton first coined the term in 1883 to describe the “science of better breeding,”
and by the turn of the century, his ideas about perfecting the human race through
scientific management and mate selection had developed a loyal following in the United
States.43 However, early eugenicists disagreed over the best means of cultivating a better
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race.44 It was not until 1914, when hardline hereditarian Paul Popenoe took over the
leading eugenics magazine as editor, that the movement adopted a strictly hereditarian
viewpoint.45 Before that time, many people embraced what historian Kathy Cooke calls
“moderate eugenics,” and what biologist Garland Allen has termed an “environmentalisteugenicist approach”: a view of human improvement and selection that accounted for
both environmental and hereditary factors.46
The environmentalist-eugenic approach was especially persuasive to Appalachian
reformers who were most aware of the region’s crude living conditions and believed in
recapitulation theory and neo-Lamarckian inheritance.47 Scientists had re-discovered
Mendel’s theory of genetics in 1900, but even then, many embryologists did not fully
understand it.48 As a result, Lamarck’s mid-nineteenth century theory, which posited that
individuals could pass on traits acquired in their lifetimes to their offspring, remained
salient in mountain work until the mid-1910s.49 Even after embryologist and geneticist
Thomas Hunt Morgan definitively disproved Lamarck’s theory in 1916 by demonstrating
how genes carried chromosomes, public opinion about acquired characteristics was slow
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to change; neo-Lamarckian ideas about inheritance persisted in the region until the mid1920s.50
Because reformers placed so much weight on the environment’s ability to stunt or
encourage the development of inborn racial traits, Appalachian reformers rarely turned to
negative eugenics. Negative eugenics, or policies and programs designed to discourage
the reproduction of the “unfit,” did not align with the majority of reformers’
interpretation of mountain whites’ heredity. They generally considered the people to be
descended from some of the nation’s best stock, and held that they would improve
rapidly if given tools for advancement. Reformers therefore preferred positive eugenic
programs, especially in the realms of education and public health, which encouraged the
fittest members of the group to reproduce and succeed.51
Although schooling and medical care were hardly eugenic in and of themselves,
those reforms became eugenic tools in the hands of regional reformers. Not every
Appalachian interventionist would have considered himself or herself a eugenicist, but
the ideas of “good breeding,” inherited genetic value, and the need to artificially
manipulate those traits pervaded all mountain work. Regional reform itself was
predicated on the eugenic assumption that natural selection was too slow at its best, and
imperfect at its worst. As contemporary eugenicist Lester Frank Ward maintained, natural
selection could even be dysgenic when it preferred the “fastest” rather than the “fittest,”
and selected without the benefit of a moral compass.52 Appalachian reformers shared
Ward’s concerns about natural selection and concluded that human-driven artificial
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selection would not only progress mountaineers’ fitness more quickly than natural
selection, but would do so with principled oversight to better serve the interests of society
at large.53
It was this desire to remove waste and inefficiency and create an improved society
at experts’ hands that attracted so many Progressives to eugenics. Although historians
once described eugenicists as extreme conservatives, recent scholarship suggests that the
group’s ideologies were more complicated than the conservative-progressive binary
suggests.54 Eugenicists and turn-of-the-century social reformers did seek to preserve
particular traits and populations, but as historian Thomas Leonard argues, they did not do
so with entirely traditionalist desires. In fact, many eugenicists thought of themselves and
their work as Progressive– as people and programs striving to advance individuals and
civilization to a better level than ever before.55
Appalachian reformers certainly thought of their work in this light. Their
programs and nativism illuminate a conservative strain running through Progressivism, to
be sure, but they thought of themselves as forward-looking people. Indeed, even as they
explicitly linked mountain work with the preservation of white social and political
53
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supremacy, interventionists considered themselves avant-garde innovators, and
maintained that their programs would produce a modernized New South that was better
than the Old South of the previous century. Hindsight shows us that their efforts to
enhance mountaineers’ rural communities, civic engagement, and appearance–while
simultaneously preserving the best aspects of their “folk” culture–made them at once
progressive and conservative, purists as well as modernizers. From their vantage point,
however, mountain work was a broad-minded and pioneering effort that improved
individuals’ lives and enhanced the greater social order.
Regional reformers were most conventional when it came to thinking about race
and race relations. Like the medical, sociological, and educational experts engaged in the
multi-faceted process of reifying the color line and establishing a legislative Jim Crow
order at the turn of the century, Appalachian interventionists believed in the rightness of a
racial caste system in America.56 They made no attempts to dismantle earlier notions of
racial hierarchies, and instead capitalized on support from Lost Cause southerners and
northerners sympathetic to that viewpoint.57 In fact, Appalachian reformers not only
accepted contemporary medical and scientific efforts to ground the South’s emergent
segregationist policies in theories of contagion–which positioned black bodies as
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biological and cultural threats– but often exploited those ideas in defense of their own
projects.58
As a collective, twentieth-century southern reformers maintained that
Reconstruction’s so-called “over-attention” to African Americans had left rural poor
whites more disadvantaged than any other group.59 Disguising their calls for white uplift
and racial segregation as a matter of racial justice, equality, and smart public health
policy, many turn-of-the-century southern educators agitated for programs to support
white southerners akin to what African Americans had received in the 1860s and 1870s.
That logic appealed to Americans north and south of the Mason-Dixon line, and they
overwhelmingly endorsed the two major educational philanthropies created in 1901 and
1902 as a response to that sentiment: the Southern Education Board (SEB) and the
General Education Board (GEB). Funded largely by wealthy northerners and southerners,
the two boards worked together to provide modern industrial education to rural southern
whites through the region’s existing public schools.60 However, as some contemporaries
observed, that policy inadvertently left mountain whites behind, as the Southern
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Highland’s poor roads and limited educational infrastructure meant that the GEB and
SEB had few places in which to work in the region.61
Private educators and organizations took swift action in response to the mountain
region’s dearth of educational opportunity and philanthropic support and founded
hundreds of independent mountain settlement schools throughout remote coves between
the late 1890s and 1920s. Although they operated independently of one another, regional
educators uniformly embraced an industrial form of instruction for their subjects, and
unabashedly drew parallels between their work and those of late nineteenth-reformers
who worked with non-white colonial peoples, Native Americans, and African
Americans.62 Although they did not wish to erase their students’ culture as those
reformers had, mountain educators did consider Appalachian whites in need of what they
called “Christian civilizing.” They believed industrial education’s combination of
practical and academic training was the most efficient means to that end.
Mountain educators also vociferously perpetuated a hierarchal interpretation of
mountain whites and lowland whites that drew on the period’s ideas about environment,
61
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heredity, and the potential for racial degeneration. The GEB and SEB intentionally
avoided comparisons between the two groups because they understood that labeling
certain whites as more worthy than others was self-defeating in their efforts to use
education as a wedge for future southern reform, but private mountain educators had a
narrower focus and found the demarcation useful to their cause.63 They regularly
described lowland whites with derogatory terms to emphasize that group’s racial decline
(which they maintained was the result of inter-marriage, hereditary slothfulness, and
decades of close contact with African slaves and foreign laborers), while emphasizing
mountaineers’ Anglo-Saxon ancestry, “American characteristics” of virility,
independence, and honesty, and authentic rural pioneer lifestyle.
Some Appalachian advocates even downplayed mountaineers’ social and cultural
differences to focus on how the group’s geographic isolation had created an Anglo-Saxon
reserve that could be used to restore what many people felt was America’s “true” white
racial identity. As historian Nina Silber has shown, turn-of-the-century northerners had
shown interest in easing sectional tensions after the Civil War by embracing former
Unionist mountaineers as part of the “national family”– but northeastern urbanites found
the group’s purported racial purity even more attractive than their patriotism as they
grappled with continued European immigration and changing municipal demographics in
the 1910s and 1920s.64 In those decades, mountain advocates and educators increasingly
followed the lead of nativistic organizations–like Martha Sawyer Gielow’s Southern
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Industrial Educational Association (SIEA)– by articulating a racialized view of
nationalism that linked Appalachian uplift with a strong American state.65
The SIEA–like all mountain organizations– relied heavily on fiscal support from
northeastern urban centers. But while many contemporaries from that region supported
Appalachian reform as a racial or biological imperative, countless others looked to the
Southern Highlands for cultural reasons. Especially for anti-modernists and those
involved in the Country Life Movement, mountain whites’ pre-modern existence seemed
at once idyllic in comparison to their own lives– which they feared were marred by the
economic and social changes of industrial capitalism and the “over-civilizing” effects of
the city– but also at risk of collapse because of young people’s steady exodus from
country areas. Made nervous by modernity’s various ills and eager to improve the more
negative aspects of rural living– like poor sanitation, education, and public health
facilities–anti-modernists and County Life reformers turned to mountain work to make
country living more enjoyable and rejuvenate the more primitive aspects of their
cosmopolitan selves in the process.66 Campaigning thereafter for scientific agriculture,
modern standards of health and hygiene, and the development of a Progressive
community spirit in rural mountain areas, reformers hoped their various uplift projects
would preserve America’s rural areas and simpler country lifestyle by creating country
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communities that balanced the more dangerous aspects of modernity while preserving the
best aspects of an “authentic” rural American identity. That task proved challenging,
however, as regional development and economic growth were rarely in sync with social
workers’ efforts to preserve the more traditional aspects of mountain life and culture.
****
This dissertation argues that Appalachian whites were central to the formation of
early twentieth century ideas about racial value, rurality, and “real” Americanism. In five
chapters I illustrate how and why they came to be seen as quintessential white
Americans, how contemporary reformers’ ideas about innate racial worth and whites’
special capacity for democratic participation led them to develop educational and medical
programs designed to cultivate the region and its people as civic and racial resources, and
the social and political consequences of that reform.
Chapter one looks at late nineteenth and early twentieth century efforts to explain
mountain whites’ physical and social difference, and describes why those justifications
were important to reformers seeking to integrate the group with mainstream American
culture. It explores how reformers found space to accept the group’s difference while also
insisting that those flaws were changeable if outsiders provided mountaineers with
education and medical care in their youth.
The next two chapters consider those two methodological approaches and
demonstrate how reformers used education and public health work to execute a multidecade and layered project to “make Americans” out of mountain whites in Appalachia.
Chapter two centers on reformers’ efforts to provide mountain children with academic
and practical training suited for their country lives, and one crusading woman’s effort to
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end adult illiteracy in Appalachia. It explores the myriad reasons educators were drawn to
the work, and places their various racial, social, and political motivations in the context
of the major social and political concerns of the early twentieth century.
Chapter three extends that conversation by considering the work of local health
officials and the Rockefeller Sanitary Commission (RSC) as they endeavored to eradicate
hookworm in the South. This chapter explores the efforts of that Commission and its
successor organization, the International Health Board, as it worked from 1909 to the
mid-1920s to reduce rates of infection, develop new standards of health and hygiene in
rural areas, and resolve the problem of poor whites’ physical difference and “improper”
whiteness.67 Paying special attention to how reformers thought about and spoke of
Appalachian whites’ bodies and civic duties, this chapter investigates contemporary ideas
about the relationship between democracy, race, and disease.
Chapter four elaborates on reformers’ methodology with a case study of Alice
Lloyd’s eugenic settlement program in eastern Kentucky. Lloyd’s “sociological
laboratory” never became the blueprint for regional reform that she hoped it would, but
eugenic ideas about mountaineers’ latent racial potential–and reformers’ duty to cultivate
that worth– shaped all mountain educators’ curriculum and approach. This chapter
illuminates where and how her methodology diverged from other regional workers and
shows that Appalachian uplift was eugenically motivated at its core– even though many
interventionists did not consider themselves “eugenicists.”
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The fifth and final chapter shifts readers’ attention to the mid-1910s and 1920s to
discuss how modern Americans in those years variously turned to mountain whites as a
racially pure “American type” and a culturally redemptive “American folk.” It considers
how those paradigms intersected with contemporaries’ concerns about modernity and the
period’s changing demographics, and explores the contradictions and paradoxes of that
reform.
In total, the dissertation shows how turn-of-the-century ideas about evolutionary
civilization and racial hierarchies shaped and were interwoven with contemporary
debates about inter-racial competition, eugenics, citizenship, and “authentic”
Americanism. In so doing, it illuminates Appalachian mountain whites’ important and
overlooked role in shaping American ideas about race, identity, and nationalism.
Although some contemporaries rejected a racialized view of Americanism in favor of a
multi-cultural and pluralistic understanding of American social and political identity,
many more remained convinced that culturally homogeneous, white, native-born
individuals best represented authentic Americanism. As a result, early twentieth century
Americans were as concerned with fortifying the nation’s racial and civic identity from
within as they were in preserving a uniform nation through immigration quotas and
restrictions. By looking for Americanization in mountain communities outside of urban
ethnic centers, my work reframes our understanding of Progressive Era reform, its goals,
and its subjects. It demonstrates that the Americanization of Appalachia was an essential
component of contemporaries’ efforts to re-imagine the boundaries of race, citizenship,
and Americanism at the turn of the century.
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Chapter 1- “A Strange Land and A Peculiar People”:
Explaining Mountain Whites’ Difference
In 1893, historian Frederick Jackson Turner explained to a rapt audience at that
year’s meeting of the American Historical Association that the nation’s frontier was
“closed,” and pondered what effect that event would have on American identity and
democracy. With each successive push West, he argued, Americans had sloughed aspects
of their European roots to become progressively more “American”– more individualistic,
more independent, more intolerant of class and hierarchy, and therefore, more
democratic. With no Western frontier on which to expand, he asked, how could turn-ofthe-century Americans maintain their national identity and, by extension, their political
system of self-governance?68
Historians have argued that Turner’s “frontier thesis,” as it came to be known,
both signaled and encouraged the formation of an overseas American empire as the
nation looked for new lands on which to forge their American identity and purportedly
spread democracy.69 The United States’ invasion of Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the
Philippines in 1898 certainly indicates a high-water mark in that moment and would
support that theory.70 But the closing of the frontier also prompted Americans to look
68
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inward. As they critically evaluated the nation’s march of progress, many observed a
strikingly primitive and distinct population in the heart of America: the mountain whites
of Southern Appalachia.
While some contemporaries looked to overseas conquests to fortify American
identity and expand the nation’s power, other reformers regarded mountain white uplift
as a chance to fortify whiteness and civilization domestically, and as a chance to cultivate
“American” citizens out of a group that was decidedly in but not “of” the nation.71 It was
an odd proposition at first glance: although the group was purportedly descended from
the nation’s first Anglo-Saxon settlers, mountaineers were an unhealthy and uneducated
bunch. Their emotive religion seemed foreign, their morals uncouth, and their hygiene
sub-par. Families of twelve and more lived in windowless one-room log cabins with dirt
floors, the walls papered by newspaper and magazines, and heated by leaky stone
chimneys and smoky pine knots. Appalachians’ children could often be found chewing
tobacco and imbibing moonshine whiskey, their wives dipping snuff as they worked in
the fields, and their men holstering pistols as part of decades-long regional feuds. Intermarriage between close relatives was a known problem to reformers, and they believed
individual cases of degeneracy had dirtied many bloodlines. Why then, did
interventionists consider mountain whites’ reform worthwhile? Were these people not, as
some earlier accounts suggested, so morally and socially degraded that they were best
considered a distinct and lesser race?
Turn-of-the-century Appalachian reformers admitted that mountaineers were
crude and underdeveloped, but adamantly rejected earlier degenerationist claims. Relying
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instead on prevailing ideas of evolutionary development and the superiority of Western
civilization, regional interventionists argued that mountain whites’ difference from
mainstream American civilization simply proved the group had not been given the chance
to evolve. Over the next twenty years, reformers constructed and repeated a complicated
biological narrative of mountaineers’ “arrested development” that excused the group’s
social and cultural difference and justified outside intervention. Using the logic of racial
recapitulation, reformers and their journalistic advocates contended that outsiders’ aid
would allow mountain whites’ latent racial traits to surface, and thus transform formerly
disengaged, listless, and culturally embarrassing mountain whites into exemplary
American citizens.
The closing of the West actually signaled that the time was right for such a
project. As New Jersey governor Woodrow Wilson observed in the early 1900s, it was a
“very significant fact,” that a supposedly pure-blooded but underdeveloped white people
inhabited the region that was now America’s “last frontier.”72 With no more western land
on which to continue “the hurried work of advancing settlement,” he and other turn-ofthe-century Progressives supported efforts to reform the Southern Highlands– the
nation’s “interior preserved frontier”– as part of a reflective analysis and evaluation of
the nation’s progress.73 It was vital, he explained, for twentieth-century Americans to
consider the parts of the nation that had been “skipped in the march” West, and to return
to those areas with social, economic, and political reforms “to do thoroughly what in our
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haste we had done… imperfectly or altogether overlooked.”74 In short, he and other
contemporaries alleged that the new century’s Manifest Destiny was not about “how far”
it could expand the nation’s principles, but to consider “how well” it adhered to them in
the process.75
However, for as much as turn-of-the-century reformers maintained a buoyant
hopefulness about Appalachian mountain whites’ evolutionary potential– and dismissed
claims of the group’s present degeneracy– they feared that the group would soon
experience irreversible racial decline if interventionists did not take swift and concerted
action. Presenting mountain uplift in racial and civic terms, and placing a special onus on
white Americans who valued their race’s purity, lineage, and social and political clout,
reformers intentionally downplayed cases of individual degeneracy and the more
unsavory aspects of mountain life to argue that the group could be made indistinguishable
in appearance and behavior from mainstream white Americans in as little as one
generation. With an emphatic belief in contemporary science and the superiority of
modern American culture, Appalachian reformers launched headlong into the work,
hopeful that their projects would cultivate millions of men and women to the highest
level of racial development, civilization, and citizenship.
****
Americans’ interest in Appalachia at the turn of the century was not new,
although it did take on fresh meaning and consequence in those years. The roots of that
interest, as historian Henry Shapiro has shown, began in the midst of the Civil War as
various northern Protestant Christian missionaries campaigned to create a homogeneous
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Christian nation.76 Seeing the war-torn and Reconstruction South as a fertile place in
which to begin their work, the American Baptist Home Missionary Society, the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, and the Methodist Episcopal Church competed for
denominational control of the region in the 1860s and 1870s.77 By 1886, almost all
Protestant denominations were involved in educational mission work in the South in one
way or another, and had, from a combination of pressure from white southerners
frustrated with Reconstruction policies and their own limited resources, turned the bulk
of their attention to the poor whites of the South and Appalachia.78
Northern missionaries did not make a concerted effort to differentiate between
rural whites living in the Southern Highlands and those living in the lowland or coastal
areas, but a distinction between the groups inadvertently emerged in the late nineteenth
century as the majority of church work gradually centered in the remote mountains of
Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama rather
than in the more populous lowland areas of those states. As a result, early northern
missionaries generally classified their work in those decades as “mountain white work,”
but they did not intend the label to suggest any cultural or racial difference between upper
and lowland whites.79 Indeed, as Shapiro has argued, late-nineteenth century Americans
had only a vague sense of who the Appalachian people were, and were even more
uncertain where to draw the geographic boundaries of the region. Northern missionaries
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were similarly unaware of how place affected southerners’ backgrounds or experiences,
and chose to work with the native-born whites in the Southern Highlands for practical
and evangelical reasons: they assumed that southern churchmen were less likely to accuse
them of religious carpetbagging if they worked with most northern southerners, and were
more generally engaged in a project of Christianizing the nation’s so-called “exceptional
populations.”80 Each of those groups, which included Appalachians as well as Mormons,
Mexicans, Indians in Oklahoma, and Eskimos in Alaska, adhered to a different set of
cultural and religious practices than mainstream Americans, and missionaries interested
in creating a uniform Christian national “family” felt it was their duty to bring those
incongruent domestic populations into the fold. 81
Local-color writers also “discovered” Appalachia in the late nineteenth century,
and it was through their stories published in popular middle-class literary magazines like
Lippincott’s, Scribner’s, The Century, Appleton’s, The Living Age, The American Review
of Reviews, and Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, that most Americans became familiar
with mountain whites.82 Unlike missionaries, the local-color writers of the 1870s and
80
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1880s understood the group’s peculiarities less as a barrier to homogeneity than as a
source of intrigue and wonderment. Their short, descriptive pieces were designed to
entertain middle-class readers and bolster their sense of cultural superiority rather than
analyze mountain whites’ difference, and their writers’ narratives radiated with
fascination and curiosity about the landscape and the people’s old-fashioned dialect,
customs, and selves.83 Collectively, the more than 90 sketches and 125 short stories
written about the Southern Highlands between 1870 and 1890 presented the region as “a
strange land and a peculiar people”– as a place and group located within the nation’s
borders, but distinct in striking ways.84
By the start of the 1890s, the concept of Appalachian “otherness” was so
engrained in American culture that a second generation of local-color writers, including
Mary Noailles Murfree, James Lane Allen, and John Fox Jr., moved beyond establishing
the “fact” of Appalachian difference in their stories and began to offer explanations for
why mountain whites differed from people outside the region.85 Through a variety of
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racial, historical, environmental, and cultural theories, the local-color writers of the 1890s
established Appalachia as a place removed from the advances of a modern progressive
society, and even suggested that it might be its opposite.86
Contemporary philosopher and historian John Fiske also joined in that
conversation and importantly shifted Americans’ analysis of mountain whites by
describing the group as racial and cultural degenerates. Fiske had regularly contributed to
popular American and British periodicals in the 1870s and 1890s on the topics of
Darwin’s theory of evolution and Herbert Spencer’s idea of survival of the fittest, but his
1897 historical account of the nation’s settlement used those ideas to directly address
Appalachian white’s impoverished and socially distinct condition.87 That text, titled Old
Virginia and Her Neighbors, argued that North Carolina’s first white settlers were the
“dregs” of European and Virginian society who were initially brought to the country as a
source of cheap, and often indentured, labor.88 It maintained that those persons were
eventually forced out of the state in the 1730s as African slavery grew more profitable,
with the better elements of the group remaining in the lowlands of North Carolina and the
most “intractable part [of] the old mean white element” moving south and westward
through the South Carolina back-country and Georgia. Then, Fiske explained, given the
“tendency of the degraded white humanity to seek the frontier,” these lowest white
human beings migrated north and west through the Appalachian areas of Tennessee,
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Alabama, Mississippi, and Ozarks of Arkansas before becoming “lodge[d] in sequestered
nooks outside of the main currents of progress.”89
Already an inferior genetic population by several “degrees” according to
Spencerian and Darwinian logic, Fiske argued that eighteenth and nineteenth-century
mountain whites’ highland conditions and cultural isolation created an atmosphere
attractive to “various wrecks of decayed and broken-down humanity.” Each generation
became more deteriorated from the cumulative effects of isolation and hereditary defect.
At the turn of the twentieth century, Fiske concluded, mountain whites’ biological
degeneracy was so apparent that it could be observed with the naked eye, visible in the
group’s ubiquitous shiftlessness and poverty.90
It is difficult to determine the size and scope of Fiske’s readership, but it is clear
his ideas had lasting and detrimental consequences for the region and Americans’ ideas
about mountain whites. Many scholars referenced Fiske’s ideas in their own historical
surveys produced between 1900 and 1920, and Appalachian social reformer and advocate
John C. Campbell’s comprehensive study of the region and its people, published in 1921,
observed that Fiske’s theory of mountain whites’ origin had “been so widely accepted as
an explanation” that he included an entire appendix in his seminal text to disprove the
historian’s ideas– which Campbell summarized as “a misapplied theory of mountain
origin.”91
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Even before Campbell had denounced him, other regional advocates and workers
sought to discredit Fiske’s accusations. While interventionists working in the 1890s
agreed that mountain whites’ “otherness” was a problem, they could hardly accept
Fiske’s claims of mountain whites’ immutable biological difference if they were to justify
their reforms. Eager to “Americanize” Appalachia and bring mountain whites into the
modern fold, turn-of-the-century regional workers developed a narrative that flipped
Fiske’s conclusions about mountaineers’ racial decline on its head.92
Over the course of the next two decades, this cohort of advocates created and then
repeated their own mountain “origin story” that positioned mountaineers as worthwhile
and genetically enviable Americans–and lowland whites as the “real” retrograde
southerners.93 Their accounts closely mirrored Fiske’s in form, but their content
portrayed mountain whites as a perpetually pure stock and a noble, independent, loyal,
and patriotic people whose westward movement was largely predicated on deep-seated
democratic principles, and social and economic circumstances outside of their control.94
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Several points in this narrative bear special attention. Mountain reformers’
historical account began with early colonists’ emigration from Europe as Fiske’s did, but
refuted his claims that mountaineers descended from criminals or indentured servants.
Reflecting contemporary ideas about the racial propensity for criminality, shiftlessness,
and poverty, mountain advocates traced the group’s ancestry to the morally upstanding
Scotch-Irish, English, and German peoples who migrated to the United States in the late
1600s in pursuit of better religious, social, and economic opportunities.95 Once in the
colonies, reformers explained, mountaineers’ ancestors quickly stood apart from the men
and women who would become the poor white “lubbers” of lowland South Carolina, the
“tar-heels” of North Carolina, and the “crackers” of Georgia.96 Creating for the first time
an intentional biological and behavioral distinction between highland and lowland whites,
turn-of-the-century mountain reformers depicted lowland whites as a “peculiar and
pitiable” people who descended from Europe’s worst criminals and then debased
themselves and their race by working for other men as indentured servants and tenant
laborers alongside African Americans.97
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To explain mountain whites’ eventual migration out of the more fertile and
prosperous lowland areas, reformers alternately emphasized their subjects’ desire for
adventure, their yearning to own their land, and their dedication to the fledgling nation’s
principles of democracy and freedom. Southern Highlanders’ ancestors were so dedicated
to preserving liberty, reformers explained, that they retreated to the mountains in the
early 1700s where they could live and work through their own labors, rather than
encroach on other men’s freedom as slave owners in what was becoming the South’s new
economic and social order.98 Content to live a simple but independent life in the
Highlands, advocates explained, mountaineers thus remained in a “pioneer stage of
development” for more than two hundred years– as eighteenth century Americans
encircled by a modernizing and developing American society.99 Despite the group’s
isolation and primitive state, reformers argued that their tenacity, Americanness, and
patriotism were indisputable; many turn-of-the-century mountain families could identify
ancestors who fought Native people in their battle to secure mountain lands, and almost
all Highlanders could trace their roots to men who served the nation in the Revolutionary
War, the War of 1812, and on the side of the Union in the Civil War.100
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Describing mountaineers’ ancestors with the same behaviors and characteristics
Frederick Jackson Turner had used to explain increasing levels of “Americanism”
produced by westward migration, turn-of-the-century reformers situated Appalachians as
among the most “American” Americans and as “true democrats.”101 By making their
native-born white subjects the descendants of an admirable Anglo-Saxon population,
regional reformers removed the possibility of degenerationist accusations and created a
space in which they could emphasize mountaineers’ impressive ability to retain their
forefathers’ noble qualities over many generations, even in a harsh environment.
Furthermore, by emphasizing the group’s centuries-long physical separation from African
slaves and foreign immigration, regional interventionists could claim–albeit falsely–that
their subjects possessed “pure,” uncontaminated bloodlines and values that made them
more like “the original American stock” than any other twentieth-century group.102
The most critical aspect of the new narrative, however, lay in reformers’ scientific
explanation for mountaineers’ primitivity. Relying on one of the period’s most pervasive
and influential lines of evolutionary thinking– the theory of recapitulation– mountain
advocates reasoned that Highlanders’ violence, different standards of morality and
hygiene, gender relations, and limited interest in education and politics were proof of
their stunted evolutionary development– and that their descent from “capable ancestors”
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meant that the group could be taught to progress to the level of twentieth-century white
Americans in very little time.103
Recapitulation theory, developed by German biologist Ernst Haeckel in the 1860s,
made sense to nineteenth and early twentieth century observers who were persuaded by
Darwin’s theory of evolution and the idea of a common ancestor for all organisms, but
did not fully understand how that process worked.104 The theory, also known as the law
of biogenetics or the biogenetic law, posited that individuals went through a process of
growth over their lifetimes that reflected their specific forefather’s evolutionary
development: a human embryo’s early gill slits were believed to represent an ancestral
adult fish, the temporary tail a sign of an earlier reptilian or mammalian progenitor, and
so on.105 In other words, ontogeny– the embryonic development of an organism–
followed a predictable path based on its phylogeny– the evolutionary development of its
species.106
Recapitulation theory did not propose that all humans had evolved equally.
Instead, it suggested that human development differed along racial lines– and that only
white adult men were fully developed beings.107 Relying on the period’s ideas about
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evolutionary civilization–which imagined societies as advancing from primitive
savagery, to barbarism, and finally, to civilization– racial recapitulationists argued that
non-white people did not possess the necessary phylogenic traits to advance beyond the
most basic social order. As historian Gail Bederman has observed, they spoke about
civilization as if it were a racial trait– an inherited rather than learned experience, an
innate rather than absorbed practice.108 By that logic, only Anglo-Saxons and other
“advanced” white races could–by virtue of evolution’s constraints– develop to the highest
level of civilization.
Recapitulation theory therefore gave scientific credence to the contemporary idea
that non-white people were like children, and was especially useful to imperialists as they
justified non-whites’ subordination around the globe.109 It ranked even the youngest and
most uneducated white person as the intellectual and evolutionary equivalent of nonwhite adults and framed people of color not only as inferior persons, but as incomplete
human beings.110 Filipinos were presumed to be an “undeveloped race…. incapable of
self-government,” African Americans a group that would permanently contend with their
race’s emotional “inherited impulses” that disqualified them from socialization in a
civilized world, and Native Americans a people decidedly “stuck in an earlier form of
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psychological/ sociological development” and incapable of advancing beyond that
stage.111
Turn-of-the-century scholars and laypeople so thoroughly accepted the concept of
racial recapitulation that they rarely felt the need to explain the roots of their thinking.112
British child study advocate James Sully, for example, wrote in 1895 that “we all know
[that] the lowest races of mankind stand in close proximity to the animal world,” and
anthropologist A.F. Chamberlain noted in 1900 that educators assumed children’s
development followed the mental and physical advances of their race.113 Even the
period’s best-selling American history textbook advanced racial recapitulation and
evolutionary civilization as credible theories, and continued to do so after Franz Boas’
introduced Americans to the concept of cultural relativity and pluralism in 1911, and
embryologist Thomas Hunt Morgan discredited recapitulation theory by exposing
chromosomes’ role in heredity in 1916.114 Indeed, Americans continued to believe in the
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theory and judge social groups according to their race and distance from the West’s
“standard” of civilization until the mid-1920s, presuming non-white people were
fundamentally less evolved, intellectually inferior, devoid of culture, and therefore less
able to participate in a democratic system of government.115
It was therefore contradictory, to late nineteenth-century local-color writers and
travelers, to find millions of white Americans living in Appalachia not as racial
exemplars but as “human animal[s] in a state of nature.”116 Early writers gave form to
that disconnect in their stories– and sometimes used recapitulation theory to make sense
of Appalachians’ difference. The protagonist of John Esten Cooke’s 1878 “Owlet,” for
example, felt he had “stumbled upon another world and another race of human beings”
when he arrived in Virginia’s Blue Ridge mountains. He described highlanders’ lifestyle
as one that had “never advanced beyond… its primitive elements” and, gazing at the
strange men and women in front of him, surmised that his male Appalachian host might
have “evolved from some aged and amiable bear, and the girl from a young panthress.”
How else could one explain the existence, he wondered, of such embryonic and illiterate
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white Americans, living just twenty miles from the railroad and all that marked the latenineteenth century?117
Social scientists and regional advocates of the 1890s and 1900s went beyond
earlier local-color writers’ casual references to racial recapitulation and centered their
analysis of Appalachians’ primitivity using that theory. Sociologist George Vincent, for
example, concluded in 1898 after a four-day horseback tour of Kentucky’s Breathitt,
Perry, and Knott counties that the Appalachian region was a “retarded frontier” and its
people a marvelous example “of a social order arrested at a relatively early state of
evolution.”118As a recent graduate of the University of Chicago’s new sociology
program, Vincent was excited by the sociological lessons that mountain whites might
teach modern, “civilized” Americans about human evolutionary and social development.
He encouraged sociologists, anthropologists, linguists, and historians to conduct field
studies before outsiders’ contact with Appalachians influenced the group’s progress and
thus reduced its “comparatively primitive character.”119
Social scientist Ellen Churchill Semple was also interested in explaining
Appalachians’ difference. As someone who studied the relationship between the
environment and humans’ development, Semple emphasized how harsh physical
conditions and centuries of isolation produced mountain whites’ “degenerate symptoms”
and made them “exponents of a retarded civilization.”120 Factors beyond their control
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seemed to have prevented the solid Anglo-Saxon stock from advancing beyond their
ancestors’ primitive or semi-barbaric level, but Semple was optimistic that outsiders’
educational assistance would quickly evolve the group to the highest level of civilization.
They possessed the inherited ancestral traits necessary for that achievement, she said, and
would become indistinguishable from mainstream white Americans in appearance and
behavior once they were instructed in the ways of modern civilization.121
Other contemporaries joined Semple in using recapitulation theory to justify their
efforts to “uplift” mountain whites at the turn of the century. No one was more effective
at this than Berea College’s president, William Goodell Frost. Frost had initially come to
the well-known Kentucky institution in 1892 as a defender of the college’s unique interracial approach, but rather quickly reduced Berea’s focus on African Americans’
education to pursue a concerted reform program for the region’s impoverished whites.122
Greatly influenced by educators Horace Mann and Samuel C. Armstrong, Frost
maintained that Berea’s Highland location presented it with a unique responsibility to
provide mountain whites with education and training comparable to the respected African
American institutions of Fisk, Tuskegee, and Hampton.123
More significantly, Frost asserted– in a series of speeches and writings published
in the period’s best-known middle-class periodicals– that Appalachians were actually the
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nation’s “contemporary ancestors,” a surviving human remnant of an earlier American
society.124 He popularized the idea that the group’s difference from mainstream
Americans was a matter of arrested social and evolutionary development rather than
racial decline– and stressed how two centuries’ distance from Western civilization’s
economy, progress, and thinking had produced their variances.125
Although geographic isolation had trapped mountain whites in what Frost called a
“Rip Van Winkle sleep” for more than two centuries, Berea’s president noted that the
group’s Anglo-Saxon ancestry meant that they possessed the white race’s “latent ability”
for progress.126 As mountaineers were a people who were “not yet graded up” on the
evolutionary scale, he thought, they could be made equal to white Americans outside the
region if shown how to utilize their inborn talents.127 Berea did that important work, he
said, by showing mountain whites the “right elements of advanced civilization in the right
order” so they would advance “rapidly though the stages of progress” mainstream
American families had already navigated. 128 There was nothing more patriotic and
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necessary, Frost said, than for contemporaries to invest in the uplift of these “‘belated
Americans,’” by bringing “the best elements of civilization” within the people’s reach.129
Frost’s language and framework of racial recapitulation was intentional.
Especially in his earliest writings about the topic, Frost explicitly addressed a mass
audience in order to “invoke a considerate judgment” for a people who had had too many
negative and false accusations levied against them– to ensure that contemporaries “[could
not] blame the people as negligent nor despise them as inferior.” 130 Recapitulation theory
provided him and other Appalachian reformers that leverage: it removed contemporaries’
ability to explain mountain whites’ condition as a matter of personal fault and racial
decline, and required mainstream Americans to reckon with their own role in the group’s
stagnation and otherness. It was outsiders’ fault and negligence, Frost explained, that had
allowed mountain whites to remain an underdeveloped people, and it was therefore
outsiders’ responsibility to bring them out of that state. “Above all,” Frost explained,
turn-of-the-century Americans would do well to remember that if their ancestors had
settled in Western Virginia rather than in Western New York, “they too would have been
groping in the mountains today,” held back by an accident of geography.131
Regional advocates continued to denounce degenerationist arguments and echo
Frost’s framework of mountaineers’ arrested development and latent hereditary potential
for the next two decades. They believed equally in the theory of racial recapitulation and
in interventionists’ ability to bring the group into the modern American fold in a few
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generations.132 Like Frost, they felt it was their duty to re-shape public opinion about the
group, and, through published tracts, journalistic exposés, and institutional literature,
articulated the idea that Appalachian whites were “laggards of the original American
stock”– a people who possessed an “elemental racial force” that would allow them to
“push through the handicap of their generations of isolation” and place them at the head
of civilization like their Anglo-Saxon progenitors. 133
Even leading sociologist Emory S. Bogardus used racial recapitulation to justify
mountain uplift as a matter of Progressive social policy– and did so well past the point of
its popular use at the turn of the century. In his 1919 study, Essentials of
Americanization, Bogardus described how the nation could be neither strong nor fully
democratic as long as the “underdeveloped peoples of Appalachia” remained outside of
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the cultural and political mainstream.134 He labeled the group– alongside recent
immigrants, Native Americans, African Americans, and Indians– as “anthropological
survivals of colonial days,” and therefore in special need of outsiders’ Americanization
programs.135
Educational reformers also joined in the discussion and proudly advertised how
their subjects’ latent racial potential allowed them to “develop rapidly” when given
scholastic opportunities.136 Because they still possessed “the unconquerable atom … [of]
… their forbearers who set sail from Europe,” reformers explained, mountain whites
progressed quickly through their latent race stages under outsiders’ tutelage, and
transitioned from their primitive state to the highest level of racial development and
civilization in a matter of years.137 Workers at the Hindman settlement school in
Kentucky, for example, noted with pride that their students’ “good blood” showed itself
plainly when mountain children learned more in a few years of schooling than “ordinary
children.”138
Settlement workers were so convinced of their mountain students’ budding
worth– and the ancestral root of that value– that they became obsessed with tracing those
boys and girls’ genealogy. Georgia social reformer Martha Berry, for example,
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interviewed thirty-four of her young charges in 1909 to prove their descent from the
colonies’ earliest Scotch-Irish, English and Huguenot colonists.139 She proudly shared the
results of that survey with Mrs. J. Lowrie Bell, who had expressed interest in the data
when she had visited the school a few months before.
Bell’s interest in pedigree was unsurprising given her affiliation with ancestral
organizations like the Society of Colonial Dames (SCD), the Daughters of the American
Revolution (DAR), and the anti-immigrant Southern Industrial Educational Association
(SIEA)– but many other regional workers shared that curiosity.140 Berea and Pine
Mountain Settlement School also required their students to interview family members to
trace their genealogy, and boasted in promotional literature that all of their students were
eligible for membership in the DAR.141 Most notably, reformer Ruth Huntington echoed
Frost’s idea that mountaineers were “of the Boone and Lincoln type” with an explicitly
recapitulationist logic that theorized her mountain white students might be “Lincoln in
embryo”– men and women waiting for education to trigger their latent ontogeny and
stimulate their development as civic and social leaders.142
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****
While ideas about racial recapitulation provided turn-of-the century reformers
with a scientific explanation for mountain whites’ difference–and a relatively easy social
solution for solving that variance– it did not resolve interventionists’ concern that the
group teetered on the edge of irreversible racial decline. The same middle-class
periodicals that offered readers thrilling local-color tales about the region also offered
distilled versions of contemporary scientists’ ideas about evolution and human
development– and the findings did not bode well for mountain whites.143
As Stanford geologist and paleontologist James Perrin Smith observed in articles
published in Appleton’s Popular Science Monthly and The Arena in the 1890s, “sheltered
environments” like city slums, the tropics, slave plantations, overly luxurious homes, and
isolated poor white communities were more likely to produce degenerate individuals than
“competitive” environments.144 Smith explained how organisms’ quality and energy
worsened over the course of their lifetimes in those settings because they did not have to
compete for survival and were able to exist with minimal “vigorous exertion.” Such
individual degenerates did nothing to improve themselves or the world around them, and,
he warned, threatened the strength of the race in the long term. If they were allowed to
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inter-marry and reproduce, Smith explained, they would yield racially devolved offspring
who were less developed and capable than their ancestors, in just a few generations.145
Appalachian reformers took that kind of warning seriously. Although they
retained their optimism for mountaineers’ evolutionary potential, interventionists’ work
was also characterized with a sense of urgency.146 Smith’s examination of fossilized
cephalopods indicated four steps in the process of organisms’ degeneration: first, a
“cessation of progress,” in which organisms retained their ancestral characteristics and
appeared as their peers’ “contemporary ancestors;” second, a prolonged larval or
adolescent stage of development, in which organisms developed at a lower level of
intelligence for the majority of their lifetimes and barely surpassed it at maturity; third, an
“arrest in development,” in which organisms failed to achieve the same level of maturity
as their immediate ancestors; and fourth, complete “reversion,” in which an organism
developed more characteristics of its remote ancestors than of its immediate
progenitors.147 By those metrics, Appalachian mountain whites collectively teetered
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somewhere between the first and third levels of decline and seemed ready to cross the
precipice of irreversible racial reversion, if left to their own devices.
Although scientists could not identify any organism in the natural world that had
fully reverted back to what Smith described as an “ancestral type,” contemporaries
believed in its plausibility and feared its development in Appalachia.148 One northeastern
journalist expressed concern that reformers had waited too long to intervene, and worried
that Anglo-Saxon mountaineers’ latent “higher qualities” would become so buried in the
retrogressive mountain germ plasm that they could not be retrieved.149 Another praised
mountain whites for maintaining a “distinct type” as the nation’s demographics
diversified, but also fretted that they had started to “redevelop… the feral instincts” of an
older and more primitive order.150 Reformers themselves also sometimes admitted their
surprise at the group’s poor condition, as Katherine Pettit did in 1899 when she observed
that mountaineers were not as “graded up” as she had been led to believe, and were more
often “thin and unhealthful in appearance” rather than “strong [and] vigorous.”151
But for as much as reformers may have personally feared their efforts came too
late, or worried that the task before them was Sisyphean, they rarely shared that concern
with the public.152 Pettit’s negative description of the people came after just a few
summers of work in the mountains, and was in fact quite rare. She and other regional
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workers quickly learned that local people took umbrage at those characterizations, and
that outside donors were more interested in supporting mountain work if it described
mountain whites in positive and redemptive terms.153 As she and other workers spent
more time in the region, they became more acquainted with local people and developed
better advertising techniques that defined mountaineers as “the Genuine Stuff” of
America”– real Americans of “good stock [and] of good capacity,” who would valuably
“contribute to… national life” if properly nurtured.154 They recognized that a certain
measure of “local-color” descriptions of the region and its poverty and backwardness was
necessary to attract support, but carefully toed that line in a way that principally framed
their subjects as a people who had “kept… their native talent.”155
Reformers were so savvy in their portrayals of the region that they intentionally
downplayed or under-reported cases of individual degeneracy to the media and to their
donors. Contemporary Americans were generally disquieted by physical and mental
abnormalities because they did not understand their causes, and were especially worried
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that degenerate individuals would negatively affect the greater population.156
Understanding disability, mental illness, and feeble-mindedness as contagions that could
easily infect the larger community, urban Americans embraced measures to keep the old,
the infirm, and the disabled out of public spaces, sight, and thought.157 Appalachian
mountain whites were, of course, isolated from mainstream Americans by virtue of their
geography, but their “discovery” at the turn of the century raised questions about their
future place and role in the social and political order. Although reformers mentioned
cases of individual degeneracy or disability casually in passing– as a quick clause in a
longer statement about the group’s arrested development or latent potential– they largely
chose to suppress evidence of the region’s “sub-normal” population, as it was called, and
refocused readers’ attention on their plans for releasing mountaineers’ untapped racial
characteristics and civic potential. 158
Kentucky reformer Alice Lloyd, for example, shared a sanitized version of her
efforts to institutionalize Leecey McKinney, a feeble-minded girl who resided near her
settlement in Knott County, when she was interviewed about her work in 1918.159 Leecey
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was the second youngest of seven children and suffered from epileptic fits; the other
family members’ chronic eczema, trachoma, and hookworm infections had made them
the target of reformers’ interventions in the past, but it was Leecey’s epilepsy that
prompted Lloyd to seek her removal from the general population in February 1917.160
Contemporaries did not fully understand the condition but considered it an alarming sign
of race-decay. They often described it as “a hereditable and degenerative mental and
nervous disease” and tried to quarantine and segregate persons with the disease, as Lloyd
sought to do in this case.161However, she was not successful in that attempt: other
reformers refused to admit Leecey to doctors’ care because they considered her epilepsy
too advanced. They surmised that Leecey’s seizures– which were known to last up to two
hours– almost certainly guaranteed that she would soon die from the condition, and
released the girl back to her mother’s care.162
But when Lloyd described her work with the McKinneys to the press, she
described them as a family that had been “redeemed from ignorance and misery” and had
been successfully treated for trachoma, an infectious eye-disease that was common in the
mountains and targeted by the U.S. Public Health Service. Lloyd did mention that Leecey
suffered from epileptic seizures– which readers would have noticed as a sign of
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individual degeneracy–but downplayed that defect to focus on her sisters’ poor eyesight
produced by trachoma’s granulated eyesores. She concluded her synopsis of the family’s
treatment by noting that the McKinneys were now “on the road to recovery” and were
“just three more out of many souls” she had “saved” from trachoma.163
Lloyd’s reticence to publicly describe Leecey’s advanced epilepsy, her failed
treatment, and thwarted attempt at segregation– all uncomfortable reminders of
individual degeneracy and its potential for contagion– was unusual for her. Other area
social workers at Kentucky’s Hindman and Pine Mountain Settlement Schools often
clashed with Lloyd over her willingness to describe portions of the mountain population
as “decayed past rescue,” and preferred to guard their public words carefully, out of their
concern for maintaining good relationships with local people and because they
consistently strove to dismantle the stereotype of racially decayed mountain whites. 164
Indeed, when Ruth Huntington, Ethel de Long, or Katherine Pettit wrote any
correspondence to friends and supporters with descriptive or incendiary remarks, they
concluded their letters with a capitalized reminder: “DO NOT LET ANY OF THIS GET
INTO PRINT.”165 Even Elizabeth Watts, who started work at Hindman in 1909 as a
visiting teacher and stayed for the next forty-seven years, admitted in a 1987 interview
that she had recently destroyed much of her early correspondence because it was “‘too
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bad’”; she worried that some of her statements would be misconstrued and could be used
against mountain people.166
Watts’ concern was reasonable, as regional workers wrote about subjects like
inter-marriage, individual degeneracy, local peoples’ relationships and moral standards–
and the problems they caused–amongst themselves or in private writings. Social reformer
Olive Dame Campbell, for example, noted in a November 1917 diary entry that some
people she met at Lloyd’s Caney Creek Community Center had “very good faces,” but
that there were also several men and women with “narrow [faces]… with eyes close
together and crossed.”167 She concluded that they were “quite below normal in
appearance,” and a conversation with the center’s nurse confirmed that fear; Caney’s
residents, the social worker admitted in confidence, were often “physically and mentally
hopeless… because of so much intermarriage.”168
Even Hindman’s Lucy Furman, who was well known for her fictionalized and
positive portrayals of her time as a social worker in the mountains, admitted privately that
only about half of her students “turned out” as she had hoped.169 Furman disclosed one
example of a “failed” student to Campbell when that she visited Hindman, describing
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how 17-year-old Cornelius Sloane had recently left the school and returned to his home.
There, she lamented, he has taken up drinking and “got a [12 or 13 year-old] girl into
trouble.” He married her, but Furman guessed that the union was mostly inspired by
Sloane’s desire to avoid the draft.170
****
Ultimately, mountain whites like Cornelius Sloane and Leecey McKinney rarely
made it into reformers’ public writings because their behaviors did not support reformers’
carefully constructed narrative that emphasized the group’s racial and evolutionary
potential. They believed in mountain whites’ ability to mature and improve with
outsiders’ assistance, and worked hard to discredit earlier theories about the group’s
racial decline or disreputable ancestry. Through defensive arguments rooted in the logic
of racial recapitulation, leading educators, writers, and sociologists presented
Appalachians whites as an evolutionarily underdeveloped, “side-tracked people” isolated
in the nation’s last remaining frontier: a people whose native-birth and race meant that
they were merely “waiting to be discovered as American citizens.” 171
Defining mountain whites as the nation’s “contemporary ancestors,” at once
defined the nation-state in racialized terms– as an originally “white” nation– and excused
mountaineers’ present physical difference. Centuries of environmental sequestration and
the recapitulationist logic of “arrested development” explained why they did not currently
look, act, or think as mainstream citizens did, and provided Americans space to come to
170
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terms with mountaineers’ peculiarity without challenging their beliefs in biological
determinism or white supremacy.172
Understanding mountaineers as the nation’s contemporary ancestors also provided
reformers with an entrée into the region. Rooted partly in the Progressives’ desire for
cultural and racial homogeneity and partly in reformers’ interest in bettering social
groups “left behind” by the late-nineteenth century’s rapid economic and social changes,
Appalachian whites’ uplift became a multi-level project with consequences affecting the
nation and society.
It was an overwhelmingly exciting prospect for interventionists, who were
confident in mountaineers’ reformability and were enthusiastic about the prospect of
modernizing the mountaineer.173 Turning first to education and then to medicine and
public health– and always influenced by what we would call “eugenic ideas” of good
breeding and inherited genetic worth– they looked to Appalachian whites as a stronghold
for the race and nation. Recapitulation theory proved crucial in their efforts, at once
excusing mountain whites’ difference as a matter of stunted evolutionary development
and framing that variance as a malleable set of characteristics, rather than as fixed (or
even retrograded) features. Put another way, reformers’ formulation of mountain whites
as the nation’s “contemporary ancestors,” rather than as an otherized group of “strange
and peculiar people,” gave Americans a framework for thinking about mountain people’s
difference and reformability at the turn of the century. Through that lens, Appalachian
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whites’ “otherness” did not seem impossibly insurmountable, and mountain work became
a hopeful enterprise in the nation’s larger project of cultivating citizenship and a
homogeneous American identity.

60
Chapter 2- Training the Hand, the Head, and the Heart:
Educating Rural White Citizens in the Southern Highlands
Appalachian interventionists believed in the promise and premise of public
education to modernize and develop the region’s people, but were confronted with scarce
educational options from which to work when they began their efforts at the turn of the
century. Although some mountain counties had public elementary schools for rural
students, few roads and steep ravines meant that many children could not access the
facilities– even if they were only a few miles away. Public high schools were even more
uncommon, and, like elementary schools, were kept open just four or five months out of
the year to allow students to work on their family’s farms.174 Attendance was not
compulsory, physical structures and teacher quality were poor, and the school officials
who oversaw the hodge-podge public system were corrupt and often illiterate. 175
In the absence of accessible or suitable public educational facilities– and
legislation to support their improvement– mountain educators developed a different
means of achieving their goals.176 Greatly influenced by the industrial settlement
movement of the late nineteenth century, and particularly impressed with the success of
programs for Native and African Americans at Carlisle, Tuskegee, and Hampton,
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hundreds of mountain educators turned to that model to provide rural mountain children
and their communities with academic and practical training suited to their country
lives.177 They saw their private institutions, which were scattered throughout the
mountains of Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, and Mississippi, as temporary educational programs that would meet local
peoples’ needs until Appalachian states became better equipped and motivated to provide
their rural residents with adequate public opportunities.
Public mountain educators joined in that regional reform work in the mid-1910s,
but focused on mountain white adults rather than on Appalachian youth. Inspired by the
pioneering work of one Kentucky social reformer dedicated to eradicating adult illiteracy
in the mountains, hundreds of public educators across the South held six-week night
school courses to teach illiterate men and women to read and write. Especially during and
after World War I, those programs inspired a national conversation about illiteracy, its
democratic consequences, and the nation’s failing public schools. Education for all
Americans– as a basic right of citizenship and as a safeguard to Bolshevism– became a
rallying cry for mountain educators and wartime enthusiasts alike.
To finance their efforts, industrial settlement leaders courted a diverse set of
donors. Prominent philanthropists sometimes bolstered mountain educational efforts with
sizeable donations after World War I, but most mountain settlements opened in the first
decade and a half of the new century thanks to modest donations from northeastern and
midwestern men and women. Therefore, unlike the majority of the General Education
Board (GEB) and Southern Education Board’s (SEB) educational reform efforts in the
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lowland South–which were subsidized exclusively at the turn of the century by state
monies and business elites like John D. Rockefeller, Robert C. Ogden, George Foster
Peabody, William H. Baldwin Jr., and Andrew Carnegie–early twentieth-century
mountain education was most often made possible from thousands of small donations
contributed by interested American citizens.178
Unlike the many southern reformers who initially launched their campaigns in
lowland areas out of fear and concern, mountain educators shared a collective excitement
and optimism about their task’s democratic, racial, and cultural significance.179 Some
activists contextualized their work in racial terms more than others, but all Appalachian
educators viewed their students as people slighted by time and circumstance, unable to
live up to a supposed innate racial potential. Some reformers envisioned improved
educational opportunities for mountain whites as a therapeutic treatment for the
democratic system– the means by which the State would educate and cultivate ideal rural
citizens. Others spoke most clearly of education’s value in preserving white power and
authority at home and abroad in its colonial holdings, and as a counterweight to ethnic
immigration and African Americans’ social and political advancement. Still others
conceived of their work in more Progressive terms; they hoped that improved rural
schools would translate to improved rural communities, which would in turn ensure a
vibrant rural countryside.
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Reformers’ varied concerns indicate an awareness of the shifting scope of
America’s citizenship and the important role their educational work had in determining
its future. Mountain workers’ collective efforts ushered in an educational renaissance in
the region– a system of living and instruction that responded to those concerns and at
once sought to preserve American democracy through an educated citizenry, reinforce
white social and political power in the United States and its territories, and protect
country living from degradation and decline. They believed whole-heartedly that “the
material [was] there” in the mountains, and that it could “be developed by education.”180
Financed by average American citizens and inspired by a dearth of public options, private
educational reformers executed a multi-decade and layered project to “make Americans”
out of poor white Appalachians.
****
Historians have rightly debated whether mountain settlement workers did more
harm than good in their work.181 David Whisnant’s seminal study, All That is Native and
Fine: The Politics of Culture in an American Region, condemned mountain educators as
social controllers who destroyed mountain culture and appropriated select regional
customs for financial gain.182 In response to that accusation, a handful of scholars made
overly laudatory conclusions about settlement workers that tended to problematically
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separate reformers’ intentions from their works’ outcome.183 More recently, historians
have acknowledged the nuances in mountain reform and educators’ policies. They
conclude that educators were both social controllers and benevolent workers, at different
times in their lives and practices.184
This chapter moves beyond questions of harm versus benefit to consider the civic,
racial, and cultural consequences of mountain education in a national context. Most
scholarship related to Appalachian schools has taken the form of institutional histories or
biographies of their founders.185 A few historians have considered mountain school
reform at the state-level, and others have noted the important role of philanthropy in the
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region’s educational projects.186 This project builds from their findings to consider many
sites of Appalachian educational reform together, to understand educators’ labyrinthine
connections to contemporary debates about democratic participation, race, and “real”
Americanism.
Although no two settlements were exactly alike, three important trends in
mountain education emerge when considering the period from the mid-1890s to the end
of the 1920s. I have characterized each of these periods as “phases” to reflect the idea
that mountain work and its emphases ebbed and flowed, and was importantly shaped and
influenced by the efforts that preceded it. The chapter chronologically traces mountain
schools’ establishment from the mid-1890s to 1910, their growth and diversification in
the period from 1911 to 1919, and their continued relevance and intersection with
contemporary debates about race and citizenship in the period from 1920 to 1929.187
Although mountain educators were always concerned with their schools’ democratic,
racial, and social impact, their primary interests and rhetoric shifted and adapted
significantly during that time. In each instance, educators’ projects– and the justifications
they used for those schemes– reflected and capitalized on current events, regional
prejudices, and contemporary economic and social anxieties.188
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The first phase of mountain work– or the period in which interested social
workers translated their optimism for mountain whites’ uplift into viable private schools–
took its cue from late-nineteenth century urban industrial settlements.189 Those
institutions had emerged suddenly and with force in the United States in the mid-1880s to
educate and assimilate recent European immigrants, and were modeled after the British
system of the same name.190 Their numbers increased over the next fifteen years and
expanded to rural Appalachia around the turn of the century, but were hardly limited to
that region.191 The settlement model was tremendously popular among Progressive
reformers across the country, and expanded rapidly in scope: the Russell Sage
Foundation estimated that there were only 80 settlements in the United States before the
centennial, but more than 103 by 1900. That number doubled five years later to a total
204 settlements, and by 1911 there were well over 413 institutions.192
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Late-nineteenth century industrial schools that served Native and African
Americans also impressed the men and women who founded private mountain schools.193
Rather than utilizing a classical curriculum centered on advanced study in reading,
writing, and mathematics, industrial education at Tuskegee, Hampton, and the Carlisle
Institute provided students with simple academic training that prepared them for their
basic duties of social and political citizenship, but then focused primarily on teaching
students skills for a given line of work.194 While the model prepared the majority of its
graduates for modest but efficient country living or industrial work, it was also clear that
the schools produced a talented group of “race leaders,” especially for the southern
African American community.195 These men and women returned to their communities
after graduation as progressive influencers and, observers noted, gradually improved their
neighborhoods’ social, economic, and moral standards.
Early-twentieth century southern educators observed that trend with a mixture of
envy and hope. Their focus in those years had already shifted from African American
improvement to the uplift of poor white communities, and they looked now to industrial
education as a panacea for a variety of ills in those neighborhoods.196 They hoped that
industrial education for poor whites would eventually produce a cadre of progressive
white “race leaders” who would, through example and influence, gradually uplift their
rural communities and make country living an efficient and enjoyable enterprise.
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As it was, rural living was difficult, inefficient, and, reformers feared, on the
decline at the turn of the century. Country Life advocates and anti-modernists were
already concerned that industrialism and urbanization would negatively alter America’s
character forever, and it seemed that traditional education in rural areas exacerbated that
trend.197 Educational opportunity in mountain communities was particularly scarce and
generally of poor quality; the limited number of public schools that did exist consisted of
rough-hewn plank or log walls, with no heating system and one or two windows for
ventilation. They very rarely had the supplies students needed to learn– like desks,
blackboards, chalk, maps, or globes.198 Teacher quality was also a major stumbling block.
Nepotism and bribery to secure teaching spots was rampant throughout the region, and
even first-class teachers in Kentucky– those possessing “thorough and accurate
knowledge”– sometimes had less than 18 months of schooling themselves.199
Nevertheless, some students secured a decent level of education, but invariably left the
region upon graduation for better economic and social opportunities. Their exodus further
depleted the countryside of bodies and brains, and made remaining residents feel
hopeless about rural improvement.200
Those trends produced widespread illiteracy and what Progressive reformers
interpreted as apathetic individualism in rural areas. Census data indicated that the Deep
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South and the Southern Highlands had the highest rates of native-white illiteracy in 1900
and 1910, and decades of mission work in the region suggested that the same proud
independence that had ensured pioneering mountaineers’ survival in previous generations
now stood in the way of community organization and social progress.201 As historian
Natalie Ring has noted, poor white communities’ backwardness and disinterest in
“civilized” behavior weakened democracy domestically at the same moment the nation
sought to affirm its dominance in colonial holdings.202 Uneducated rural white men who
signed by mark, could not read campaign literature, and were persuaded to vote based on
emotion or bribery were neither constructive civic participants nor exemplars of the race.
Their uneducated female counterparts were equal failures in social and civic realms:
unable to read their Bibles or literature about efficient homemaking and housekeeping,
they too were unable to fulfill their civic duties as the moral guardians of the home. Over
time, rural whites’ ignorance produced stagnant communities whose very presence
weakened white Americans’ racial, social, and political clout at home and abroad.
The key to solving that problem, mountain educators explained, was to provide
the people with industrial education that would make them “intelligent without being
sophisticated”– a form of learning that would not set them “toward the strife of the cities”
but prepare them “for a perfectly ideal life just where they [were].”203 By teaching rural
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people how to live healthfully, intelligently and efficiently in the country, reformers
rationalized, formerly ignorant and apathetic mountain whites would at once join
reformers in the work of revitalizing mountain life and prove that they were “as
susceptible of development as any people on earth.”204 Reflecting popular views that
whiteness uniquely predisposed men and women to democratic rule and Christian
righteousness, reformers confidently predicted that mountain whites’ “native talent”
would surface under the influence of industrial training.205 Thus enlightened, reformers
reasoned, they would be able to fulfill their race’s civic duties and access its privileges.
****
The prevailing maternalist view at the turn of the century suggested women were
especially well suited to draw out those characteristics. Despite the efforts of such
individuals as Andrew Jackson Ritchie and James Anderson Burns, who established an
industrial school at Oneida, Kentucky, in 1900, men were outliers in mountain settlement
circles. The field remained dominated by Progressive women. In an age where women
were socially limited and afforded few career options, settlement work offered a level of
independence, adventure, and purpose few other professions afforded at the time.206
It also presented reformers with opportunities to carry out the Progressive
principles of social service and community uplift. Settlement founders were not
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homogeneous in experience and ideology, but the ideas of British Christian Socialists,
American Pragmatists, and the American Social Gospel movement uniformly informed
their thinking.207 Mountain educators unequivocally believed they were doing God’s
social work. They did not operate religious schools– and in fact emphasized that their
institutions were non-denominational– but they placed Christianity at the center of their
efforts.208 They were personally religious, and considered it their Christian duty to
provide moral instruction alongside practical and academic training at their schools.
Mountain education, they repeated in a half-dozen forms and iterations, was best if it
trained the head, the hand, and the heart.209
Surveying the private mission and public schools in their vicinities, mountain
settlement workers found no such institution. Mission schools tended to be more focused
on “winning souls” than educating brains, and public schools– where they did exist–
presented outdated curriculum and required students to memorize by rote and recite their
lessons out loud.210 These “blab” schools, as they were aptly called, had largely fallen out
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of pedagogical favor in most areas of the county by the twentieth century, but persisted in
mountain areas where textbooks and slates for students to write on were rare.211
To make matters worse, those same schools lacked adequate leadership and
oversight due to archaic rules about staffing and funding. Kentucky, for example, did not
pass a single piece of legislation between 1837 and 1908 to improve or change its public
education system, and its common schools did not function with any degree of regularity
for 25 years after the Civil War.212 As a result, the state’s schools at the turn of the
century were funded according to Jacksonian era guidelines that appropriated funds only
if residents voted to tax themselves (which meant that schools rarely had enough money
to operate), and were overseen at the extremely localized district level by trustees.213
Those officials had the exclusive power to hire, fire, build and maintain schools, and
enforce attendance– but were rarely invested in the work for more than its paycheck;
most trustees held other jobs and collected their salary as an extra source of income, and
happily hired their friends and family members as teachers– even if they were
unqualified.214
Those difficulties were compounded by the fact that southern educational reform
efforts spearheaded by the General Education Board (GEB) and Southern Education
Board (SEB) at the turn of the century had little effect on Highland areas; the GEB
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limited their appropriations to secondary-level public institutions (which were few and
far between in the Southern Highlands), and the SEB centered its work in the more
accessible lowland areas of the South.215 Seeking to inspire quick confidence in their
efforts to improve teacher quality, consolidate schools, and raise taxes to support public
education, both Boards focused on public schools outside of remote mountain areas,
which meant that lowland poor whites received the lion’s share of their direct aid.216
Private industrial settlement schools emerged in the mountains, then, in the
absence of other constructive educational opportunities. As the State Agent for Rural
Schools in Kentucky concluded two decades later, the organizations “render[ed] unselfish
service in a section” that could not do the work “if left to its own resources.”217 Local
parents tended to agree with that sentiment, as they were also frustrated by state
legislatures that refused to raise taxes to support better public options.218 They often
welcomed external private educators and supported their schools financially when they
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could.219 The Oneida Baptist Institute, the Berry Schools, Hindman, Rabun Gap, Pine
Mountain, and Caney Creek, for example, were each made possible through the actions
of local men and women. They reached out to reformers, offered land and money for the
schools in varying concerted and desperate ways, and implored settlement leaders to
come to their remote areas to teach their children.220
These mountaineers’ names and words have been preserved in the schools’
publicity– and while the rhetoric of their appeals has likely been exaggerated, their
meaning has not. Appalachians would not have asked for reformers to “‘Come over an’
civilize us,’” as Ethel de Long described it in Pine Mountain’s promotional literature, but
many mountain parents were intensely invested in their childrens’ education.221 They
leapt at the opportunity to secure it for them, as one kindergarten teacher at Oneida
observed. Several mountain families who lived in the more remote areas around the
school relocated when the kindergarten opened so their children would have better access
to education.222 “The whole village is agog with interest and curiosity,” she wrote in her
diary three weeks into her stay. She indicated that children were just as eager as their
parents, and noted with amusement that one seven-year-old boy had tried to bribe her
with a watermelon in exchange for a guaranteed spot in the classroom.223
Local parents’ curiosity about the “‘fotched on women,” as they called these
outsiders, and their desire for better education for their children were, in fact, critical to
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mountain settlement schools’ establishment and initial success.224 Several years into their
work, reformers battled arson, shoot-outs, and other animosity from a handful of
disgruntled locals displeased with reformers’ temperance and social reforms, but they
rarely encountered such opposition in their earliest efforts.225 Indeed, Pettit and Stone
founded their school at Hindman, rather than at a different location, because several area
men invited the women to do so.226 The pair had conducted three experimental
educational summer camps in the area between 1899 and 1901, and locals were so
excited about the prospect of a permanent industrial institution–as opposed to their
current blab school– that they raised more than $800 in support of the effort in 1902. The
County Board of Education was just as enthusiastic, and asked the women to take over
the aforementioned county school that year and reform it in whatever way they saw fit.227
In less than a decade, Hindman had a waiting list of more than 700 students.228
Other settlement schools in Kentucky and Georgia had similar queues that reflected
locals’ enthusiasm for private education.229 The Berry Schools (made plural with the
addition of a girls’ school in 1909), often received several letters a week from parents or
relatives desperately seeking entrance into the school for their children or friends’
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children, and the Oneida Baptist Institute was formed after more than 50 interested
parties– from opposite feuding clans– gathered to create a private, Christian school to
facilitate peace between the groups.230 In Rabun County, Georgia, Andrew Jackson
Ritchie raised more than $5,000 from donations for his school’s establishment. With most
subscriptions ranging between 25 cents and $125, the campaign was undeniably a
grassroots effort. It was also especially popular among resident women; Ritchie noted
with pride that almost every adult in the community had donated something, and that
more than a third of the voting members of the community had participated.231 As women
did not have the right to vote in 1902, simple math indicates that about two-thirds of
Rabun Gap’s earliest supporters were mountain women.
In marked contrast, settlement leaders had trouble making inroads when local
residents did not want them to be there. Even Ritchie, who was successful in soliciting
funds for his private school in Rabun County, found local people’s resistance too
insurmountable to overcome when they opposed his efforts to consolidate the county’s
thirty-five public day schools.232 Much to his chagrin and confusion, they preferred to see
ineffective schools kept open if they were close to their homes– despite the fact that
regular attendance at the schools was lower than 50% and the school term was only 90
days.233
Tennesseans proved similarly resistant to changes in their local public schools. As
historian Mary Hoffschwelle has observed, many mountaineers in that state viewed
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public education as something for elite whites with desk jobs, and were especially
distrustful of its potential to socially advance African Americans at their expense.234 In
1903–the same year Tennessee initiated its first bare-bones attempt at a public system of
education–the state offered rural summer school courses for its teachers on the topics of
“how to overcome obstructions from parents and friends of children” and how to
“chang[e] the passivity of the community to activity.” 235 The state still taught the course
on overcoming parent obstruction as late as 1914, but as Tennessean educator Andrew
David Holt understood it, the larger “obstruction” in Tennessee’s educational
advancement was parents’ complacency and apathy, rather than direct resistance.236 He
cynically wished that they more openly expressed their opposition, which would have at
least given educators “something definite toward which to level their attack.”237
In places where local sentiment did allow settlement workers to establish their
schools, women dominated the mountain teaching staff. They tended to be in their
twenties, from the northeast or Midwest, and recent graduates of such prestigious
women’s colleges as Smith, Vassar, and Wellesley. Many had studied sociology,
economics, or social work. 238 They were almost always idealistic and tough. It was not
easy traveling to rural settlements, and daily life in the schools involved physical labor
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from sun up to sun down. Teaching students who had never been in a formal educational
setting before was challenging, and many workers expressed their acute homesickness in
their correspondence to parents. Most settlement teachers came and went after a few
years of work, but some stayed for a decade or more, and a handful made it their life’s
work.239
Surprisingly, mountaineers preferred these “foreign” women as teachers, and
vocally expressed dislike for the local men and women who trained as educators and
eventually became instructors for the area’s public schools. In what social reformer John
C. Campbell called a “striking example of a prophet not being without honor save in his
own country,” mountain people often reacted negatively to their peers’ involvement in
reform work.240 In one section, more than twelve families relocated to an area served by a
northern church board after a mountain boy returned to his home area to teach. As one
local woman explained it, a mountaineer turned-modern-teacher “‘aims to rise above his
raisin’” and was better off leaving the educational work to the “strangers and ‘furriners’
who ha[d] always known the better ways.”241
Despite this trend, settlement reformers continued to encourage their more
promising students to become educators in small branch schools because it was a major
part of their plan to improve public education.242 Pettit, Stone, and Berry were most
successful in this respect, and were able to slowly make inroads in their respective areas
by securing teaching placements for some of their earliest graduates.243 Hindman
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eventually developed a robust educational outreach program, and was especially proud of
its first graduating student, Mallie Baker. Baker obtained an elementary teaching position
at a common school in Sassafras, Kentucky in 1908 after the state passed new legislation
dividing educational power and work at the county, rather than district, level.244 Pettit
was ecstatic about that achievement as Baker’s opponent was a close relative of the
district’s trustee. Her appointment–based on her educational qualifications rather than her
kinship– reflected trustees’ decreased power in Kentucky’s new county-based
educational system, and gave Pettit hope that local practice could be changed within her
lifetime.245
Regional educators also turned to the boarding school model to accelerate area
youths’ moral and social development. Although they rejected late-nineteenth century
claims that mountain whites were a group in racial decline, mountain educators were
among the first to note cases of individual degeneracy and deterioration, especially in
older mountain residents.246 They worried that decades of heavy drinking, smoking,
feuding, and early or inter-marriage had taken their toll and left many adults too arrested
in their development to be reformed.247 They reserved hope for the younger generation,
but assumed those individuals’ success hinged on removing them from clearly
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deleterious, or “dysgenic” environments.248 As the Southern Industrial Educational
Association (SIEA) opined in 1912, boarding schools that kept students “wholly
separated” from their parents’ “unclean, disorderly, and…. morally harmful …home
surroundings” were the “only way in which physical, mental, and moral betterment”
could be brought to the secluded mountains.249
Katherine Pettit believed in the necessity of that model so emphatically that she
left Hindman in August 1912 over a dispute with her co-worker, May Stone, regarding
the efficacy of the school’s day education program.250 Although that school had accepted
boarding students from the beginning, day students were always more numerous and their
education remained the primary focus of the school.251 Pettit was frustrated by this, as she
noticed that children who returned to their homes every night did not make as much
progress as those students who lived in-residence at the school nine months out of the
year. Mountain parents were too lenient in her view, as they gave their children whiskey,
tobacco, and coffee when they asked for it, and sometimes exposed their children to what
reformers felt were harmful moral influences.252
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As a result, Pettit concluded that real change in the mountains required live-in
schooling for its youngest residents.253 When she left Hindman with another social
worker, Ethel de Long, to establish Pine Mountain Settlement School in Harlan,
Kentucky, she was clear that she did so in order to separate mountain youth from their
parents’ dysgenic influences. The new school accepted only boarders under the age of
twelve– students whom Pettit handpicked after visiting area families– and admitted that
its housing requirement and curriculum was designed to allow for young people’s
evolutionary growth rather than “retrogression,” as Pettit called it.254
To do this, Pine Mountain operated as a replacement home for mountain youth.255
The original settlement was structured around six small cottage homes–each of which
was staffed by a live-in housemother who interacted with and supervised the children 24
hours a day– and the school’s founders made no attempt to hide their effort to “take the
place of [mountain] mothers in all respects.”256 They urged prospective workers to think
seriously about the gravity of being a surrogate parent before accepting the job, and
reminded workers that their task was twofold: to mother the children and develop in them
a “sturdy character” through stimulating their latent Anglo-Saxon traits.257
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Other Appalachian reformers, like Martha Berry and Andrew Ritchie, managed
their schools similarly. Like Pettit, Martha Berry started her educational work in the
mountains via the day school model, but quickly tired of that approach due to students’
limited academic gains, poor attendance, and what she felt was insufficient moral
oversight in their mountain homes.258 After six years, she also turned to a live-in model
that allowed her to oversee each student’s training from the moment they arose (5:30 am–
sharp), to the moment they went to sleep (after sun-down). In the interim hours, Berry’s
school instructed students in purposeful work that she believed trained them in all-around
“Christian life and activity.”259 Ritchie was similarly invested in operating a school that
functioned “just the way a big family does,” and advertised his live-in teachers’ ability to
supervise students’ meals and leisure time. That set up, he explained, created an ideal
environment that was “a home, farm, and school combined.”260
Berry and Ritchie were also pleased with how the model allowed them to control
the make-up of their student body.261 Berry pirated her first two students from the nearby
Everett Springs School because she heard that there were “two husky, ambitious young
men” there whose brawn and drive, she felt, would be useful in constructing her
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settlement’s first buildings.262 She continued to recruit students from mountain homes in
northern Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee for the rest of her life, selecting boys and
girls from crowded, unhygienic, and primitive log-cabins whom she felt were both
promising “Anglo-Saxons” and willing to adapt to her school’s requirements.263 Ritchie
conducted his school admission’s process with equal selectivity, and boasted that Rabun
Gap had “no bad scholars” because it did not accept girls and boys whom he felt were
immoral or unwilling to participate in the hard work of maintaining the settlement.264 Just
as Gideon selected only the best men in his large army to fight in the Battle of Jericho,
Richie explained, he too chose a handful of the area’s most “earnest boys and girls” to be
trained and sent back to their communities as foundational leaders for larger mountain
reform.265
Mountain educators therefore embraced the boarding school model for some, but
not all, of the same reasons and assumptions as late-nineteenth Native American
educators. Like their predecessors, early twentieth century mountain reformers favored
the boarding school model because it separated children from their parents and allowed
full control over children’s development and education.266 But Appalachian reformers
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thought their efforts showed Anglo-Saxon students how to take advantage of what was
“already theirs by inheritance,” whereas Native reformers thought of their work as
“civilizing” a group of people who were biologically and culturally inferior.267
Indeed, Richard Henry Pratt’s famous utterance that places like Carlisle allowed
interventionists to “kill the Indian… and save the man” did not obtain in mountain
settings.268 Although aspects of Appalachia’s primitive and “uncultured” lifestyle
repulsed reformers, mountain workers never sought to fully erase the group’s culture, nor
did they operate with the racial antipathy that guided their work with Native people.269 In
fact, mountain reformers’ ideas about eugenics, race, and inborn worth allowed for a
rather opposite scenario: even as they hoped that mountain children would reject their
parents’ primitive lifestyle in favor of a more modern and cooperative rural community,
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they also lauded mountain white youth as an “authentic” remnant of the American past
whose racial heritage and “ethnic” culture were worth preserving and celebrating.270
In many visitors’ estimation, the schools succeeded in that task, and they often
expressed their admiration for students’ transformation in environmental-hereditarian
terms. Presbyterian missionary Reverend William Crowe, for example, pronounced the
Banner Elk settlement in western North Carolina as an educational and moral training
ground where “sleeping giants” of a pure race awakened from generations of slumber and
accessed their “dormant capacities.”271 Folklorist and ballad collector Cecil Sharp
observed something similar in 1917 after a visit to Pine Mountain. He reflected that its
students behaved “just like well brought up children of gentle folk” after a few years
under Pettit and de Long’s care because the women had released their latent racial
character. The school’s founders, Sharp explained to a friend, “quite realize the type they
are dealing with” and knew how to cultivate the best of what was “in their blood” through
education.272
****
Running a settlement school required a significant sum of money, and the
schools’ earliest years of existence were marked by efforts to establish strong
relationships and connections with future donors. Although each reformer personally
fretted over the task of finding money to run their centers, the schools’ earliest years were
fairly stable, as schools found steady financial support from donors in their respective
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states. Hindman, for example, was maintained for over a decade by the Kentucky
Federation of Women’s Clubs and a local chapter of the Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union (WCTU), and benefitted from positive publicity in Lexington papers and academic
journals.273 Ritchie found similar backing for his Rabun Gap school in Georgia
businessmen and professionals, and also enjoyed years of support from the Daughters of
the Confederacy, Georgia Clubwomen, and the local press.274
Mountain settlements also sent written financial appeals to ordinary men and
women on the east coast and midwest, with great success. The small donations they
received– which ranged from $1 to $25 to $50– proved essential to early settlements’
ability to pay for student scholarships and become firmly established institutions.275
Martha Berry considered those gifts to be the “backbone” of her school, as did Hindman;
that institution relied on northeastern donors to fund seven out of their nine boarding
school scholarships in 1904.276
Donors were also influenced by in-person presentations offered by settlement
school leaders. Martha Berry traveled extensively throughout the northeast courting
prospective donors, as did Oneida’s James Anderson Burns, Rabun Gap’s Andrew
273
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Jackson Ritchie, and Hindman’s Katherine Pettit and May Stone.277 For the most part,
educators’ northeastern circuits consisted of public presentations at churches and
fellowship halls with people of ordinary financial means.278 Sometimes, however,
settlement workers targeted the region’s elite. No was more effective at those
solicitations than Martha Berry, who spent many months out of the year in the northeast
conducting what she called “begging tours.” She was as indefatigable in her pursuit of
funds as she was effective; in 1905, Berry convinced Helen Gould (the daughter and
heiress to railroad developer Jay Gould’s fortune) and George Foster Peabody to donate
$1,000 each if she could raise $3,000 on her own. She did so easily.279 Then, in 1909,
Berry persuaded Olivia Slocum Sage and Andrew Carnegie to donate $25,000 each if she
could raise $75,000 from other fundraising sources. Berry met that goal in less than a
year, through small donations from interested men and women across the country.280
Donors gave to the schools because they found reformers’ analysis of the
“mountain problem” persuasive. They were especially moved by educators’ description
of the profound illiteracy in the region, and concerned by the harmful consequences that
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such widespread ignorance presented.281 Like SEB director Charles Dabney, who warned
Americans of the South’s growing “army of illiterate” poor whites, regional
interventionists cautioned how poor education prevented mountain whites from fulfilling
their obligations and duties of citizenship.282Voting was therefore an especially important
topic; when one of Berea’s supporters learned from that school’s promotional literature
that it was common for illiterate mountain men to vote by signing their names with a
mark, to sell their votes to the highest bidder, or to be persuaded by emotional–rather
than intellectual– appeals, she wrote directly to the GEB to ask them to intervene in the
region.283 Other reformers focused on the way illiteracy stunted mountain women.
Unable to read and write, they explained, illiterate mountain women turned to gossip and
base entertainment, and could not learn from their Bibles or write to friends. Reformers
contended that illiteracy made women more isolated and uncultured than the physical
remoteness of their homes; without a touch of irony, one reformer suggested mountain
women should be taught to read so that they could replace gossip and the “discussion of
trivial affairs” with conversations about the latest topics in the Ladies Home Journal or
the Twentieth Century Home.284
Reformers’ early appeals also drew attention to the way limited education
prevented mountain women from improving their moral and social conditions. They
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observed that those female students who had had the fewest years of schooling tended to
marry early–often at the age of fourteen or fifteen, and sometimes to close kin–and then
tended to have a child a year. It was not uncommon for families to have upwards of
fifteen children, and for mothers to look “worn out” and exhausted from years of anemia
and childbirth by the age of thirty-five.285
Educators and their supporters were less concerned about the number of children
mountain women had though, than they were worried that those offspring were of poor
eugenic quality. Contemporary research suggested that underage and inter-marriage
produced higher rates of birth defects and lower IQs, and some reformers took those
findings to heart.286 Hindman’s Elizabeth Watts, for example, consoled herself when the
school lost one of its students to an inoperable brain tumor in 1912 by remembering that
he had “no constitution,” due to the fact his mother had borne him at the age of
thirteen.287 Others, like Martha Berry took a more proactive approach by encouraging
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students to delay marriage by even a few years so that domestic science instructors could
teach young women about proper upkeep of the homes and children they would
eventually oversee. She also offered special summer programs for more than a dozen
young girls to keep them away from “the rough drinking boys [near] their mountain
homes,” knowing they were almost guaranteed to marry at the thirteen or fourteen and
“bring poor little children into the world … as ignorant as they [we]re” if they returned to
their mountain communities too soon.288
Philanthropist Andrew Carnegie and author Roscoe Stott were particularly
interested in this kind of programming, as they believed better-educated mountain
mothers would raise civically and socially-minded children. Carnegie gave $50,000 to
Berry’s Girls Industrial School in 1913 to prepare them for life “as future wives and
mothers,” and Stott supported girls’ education for similar reasons.289 He maintained that
if reformers kept young mountain girls in school long enough to “better direct” and align
the so-called maternal instincts with modern ideas about hygiene and child-rearing, then
the mountains would soon be “remade [into a] community of beautiful homes” and
successful mothers.290 Hindman’s leaders would have agreed: in 1900, they circulated a
pamphlet among their friends and supports advertising how their school was “Making
[Better] Homes in the Mountains” through early childhood education. They admitted that
“The mother makes the home,” but insisted that their school still effectively “re-made”
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regional households by working with young girls who were merely “mothers in process
of growth” and were in their “most susceptible condition.”291
In that light, industrial education in the mountains became seen as the first step in
reforming the larger rural community and revitalizing the countryside. Berea boasted that
its industrial school was gradually “making good American citizens” by “introducing
progressive ideas and building up a ‘middle class’ in the heart of the South,” and Seaman
Knapp, of the GEB and USDA’s scientific farming programs, enthusiastically endorsed
Berry’s school because it showed students “a world beyond the one in which they have
been reared.”292 He admitted that Berry boys were not intelligent enough to “go to most
schools” outside of the mountains, but Knapp understood mountaineers as undeveloped
resources. Rowan County educator Cora Wilson Stewart similarly maintained that
uneducated mountain whites were like unpolished agates, chrysolites, and other precious
stone hidden under a rough façade, and encouraged Americans to join in educational
reform to “polish” those “mountain jewels” and show the nation their true value.293
In addition to explaining the democratic and social consequences of mountain
education, settlements’ early promotional literature concentrated on its implications for
race and empire. Some of the earliest endorsements of Appalachian uplift came from men
who understood the efforts in an imperial context and hoped intervention in the region
would improve the clout of the white race at home and abroad. William E. Barton, an
Appalachian missionary with the AMA and a trustee of Berea College, for example,
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noted in 1898 that America would be remiss to forget the “isolated people” of the
Appalachian mountains as it expanded its imperial reach in Cuba and the Philippines.294
Framing the region as “a great inland empire” composed “of the purest British blood …
this continent affords,” Barton focused his readers’ attention on the need to integrate
superior white people into the national fold before doing the same for non-white colonial
subjects. Appalachian mountain whites, he reasoned, were surely “worth more to us than
any ten million Cubans or Filipinos” and were “in every way worth annexing to our
sympathy and affection.”295
Several years later, Ross C. Houghton, a Massachusetts-based First
Congregationalist pastor, reiterated Barton’s imperial logic. He quoted Barton on
Appalachian “annexation” and described settlement schools’ initial success in Northern
Georgia: educated mountaineers married early, had large families of “sturdy, pureblooded American children,” and proved their capabilities as “the very best American
citizens” once given an opportunity.296 Referencing the people’s race and status as nativeborn American citizens, Houghton declared mountain whites “the strongest reserve force
of the church and of the nation,” and called on patriotic Americans to support the schools
working for their development.297
Houghton was so convinced of mountain education’s racial and political value
that he declared it the “consummation of real reconstruction.”298 He and many other turnof-the-century Americans were deeply concerned with the deleterious effects of what
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they perceived as “inattention” to poor whites in the aftermath of the Civil War and
understood reformers’ mountain schools as an important countermeasure to blacks’
educational and social advancement. Re-appropriating the language of freedom and
bondage used by abolitionists decades earlier, southern reformers described their work to
supporters as the “emancipation of the mountain people”– a pursuit that freed neglected
white men and women through education and allowed them to “enter their legitimate
economic, civic, and cultural inheritance.”299
That so-called “inheritance” referred to many Americans’ belief that a racially
stratified society was acceptable and divinely sanctioned.300 As the most southern
reformers, Berry and Ritchie were particularly aware to this line of thinking. They
capitalized on southerners’ concerns that blacks had received too much attention in the
Reconstruction period, and that whites and blacks were increasingly social and political
equals. Although Jim Crow policies had already divested African American’s of many
rights by the start of the twentieth century, they spoke and acted as if blacks were socially
and politically ascendant.301
Ritchie, for example, contextualized his school’s work as an important facet in
solving “the negro problem” and restoring the South’s “proper” social order. Relying on a
paternalistic argument typical of the time, he explained that Rabun Gap– a school for
mountain whites– would indirectly support African American education since it trained
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the men and women fit to carry out that work.302 Ritchie would have agreed with his
contemporary, Virginian Edwin A. Alderman, who asserted that the education “of one
untaught white man …. [was] worth more to the black man himself than the education of
ten Negroes.”'303
Southerners were easily persuaded by this kind of rhetoric, but so were
sympathetic northerners. One of Berry School’s first teachers, Massachusetts-born
Richard L. Watson, for example, explained that he had left his teaching position at the
Mount Hermon School for Boys to “train the white boys of the South” because he
believed their racial status was at stake. Unlike Ritchie, Watson believed that the socalled “negro problem” would solve itself; he observed that the area’s African Americans
were generally ambitious and sought educational opportunities, whereas mountain white
families and students showed little interest in education and were ambivalent about
improving their social surroundings. As a result, he warned, mountain whites needed
outsiders’ immediate educational intervention to “understand their condition” and innate
potential. He estimated that educators had one generation to “rouse [the group] from their
degraded condition” before their “own apathy placed [them] on a lower… scale of
humanity than the negro.”304
Other northerners were similarly persuaded by a racialized logic of reform. Ohioborn Presbyterian minister Howard Agnew Johnston, for example, praised the Berry
Schools and encouraged donors to support mountain industrial schools as “A Rare
Chance to Build Victorious Manhood into the Fabric of the Nation’s Life.” White
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southerners would be returned to their rightful place in the social order–above African
Americans– he argued, if they were given this kind of educational opportunity.305
****
Industrial educators entering the second decade and “phase” of their work
continued to frame their efforts as the most efficient means of preserving white social and
political power. But as Jim Crow became more established in the South and the number
of ethnic immigrants continued to rise in urban northeast centers, reformers found it less
useful to present their work as a countermeasure to blacks’ social and political
ascendance. Instead, they increasingly justified their regional efforts by referencing
Appalachians’ purity as Anglo-Saxons, their native-birth as “real Americans,” and their
lack of “contamination” from foreign influences.306
Although it is impossible to determine if reformers spoke to Appalachians’ “pure”
racial heritage and patriotic Americanism because they believed in those ideas or because
they knew the concepts resonated with northeastern contributors made nervous by the
period’s shifting demographics, we know they used that rhetoric nonetheless.307 Their
schools’ newsletters, institutional literature, and correspondence to donors produced in
the 1910s are replete with arguments promoting the idea that educated mountain whites’
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race and native birth made them ideal American citizens.308 Berry, for example,
advertised her efforts as “patriotic work” that made “all-round American Men and
Women” out of “the finest raw material” of the nation. She asked donors to join her in
transforming underdeveloped mountain white students with “the best and purest AngloSaxon blood” into clean, hard-working men and women, and urged them to visit the
school for themselves to see “What the Berry Schools Were Doing for America.” Surely,
she said, they would then understand that there were real “American Citizens in the
Making” at the Berry schools.309
Racial arguments were compelling for many Americans concerned by the
decade’s changing ethnic and social order, but so too were appeals made to Progressives’
desire to protect country living from decline. Many observers feared that rural areas were
being socially and economically left behind as the nation rapidly industrialized and
became more urban, and subsequently joined a loose association of “County Life”
workers who worked to make rural life more pleasant, productive, and cooperative.310
Believing that something quintessentially “American” was preserved in rural life and its
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struggles, Country Life advocates–including President Theodore Roosevelt– were
therefore impressed by Berry’s efforts. Indeed, when the ex-President visited the school
in 1910, he could hardly contain his excitement that the program produced what he called
honest, courageous, tender– yet forceful– rural citizens. He believed those were “essential
virtues” of American citizenship anywhere, but especially useful in a Progressive country
community. Roosevelt concluded that Berry’s school was therefore “one of the greatest
practical works for American citizenship that has been done within this decade.”311
Indeed, the second phase and decade of settlement work might have proceeded
exclusively along those lines if it were not for the startling revelations of the 1910 census.
That survey indicated that rural native-born whites were five times more likely to be
illiterate than urban native-born whites, that the South was the most illiterate region in the
country, and that its mountain areas were home to the greatest number of native-white
illiterates in the nation.312 Suddenly, Americans across the nation–not just mountain
settlements’ supporters– were faced with the uncomfortable realization that southern
public schools had failed, and that this failure had hurt a population typically awarded the
nation’s greatest social and political privileges.
Settlement leaders and public educators were equally troubled by that data, but
they did not immediately restructure their programs to include adults. They, like most
contemporaries, maintained that illiterate adults’ brains were not malleable like
children’s, and assumed that people over the age of twenty-five were incapable of
311
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learning.313 Many accused older adults of not caring enough about education in their
youth, and dismissed them as hopeless causes and a waste of the area’s limited
resources.314 As a result, mountain schools planned to continue working exclusively with
children– until they saw the results of one Kentucky educator’s night-school program for
illiterate adults.
That process began with relative quiet on the night of September 5, 1911 in fifty
scattered public schools in Rowan County, Kentucky. There was a full moon that
evening, and, invited by volunteer educators’ house-to-house canvas the night before,
more than 1,200 illiterate men and women streamed into the schools to begin their first
lessons in reading and writing.315 These meetings came to be known as “Moonlight
Schools,” and their founder, Cora Wilson Stewart, became the region’s and then the
nation’s greatest advocate for eradicating illiteracy.
Stewart was well suited to begin this herculean task: she was born to an elite
family in Rowan County in 1875, and began teaching in its public schools at the age of
twenty. Six years later, she was elected Rowan County’s first female school
superintendent, and secured that spot again in 1911. Thus, by the time she turned thirtysix, Stewart had a unique combination of teaching and administrative experience that not
only allowed her to understand the depth and breadth of the state’s educational problems,
but to develop a realistic plan to fix them. Based on her conversations with older adults
indicating their sincere regret at not having opportunities to learn in their youth, and her
observation that literate adults were more likely to send their children to school, Stewart
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turned to night- schools to reduce the county’s more than 18% adult illiteracy rate and
improve its public offerings for young people.316
A volunteer army of educators executed Stewart’s plan. The same men and
women who worked in the public schools during the day joined in the night-school
crusade by offering their skills freely. They implemented Stewart’s innovative method by
coaching students for two hours a night over the course of six or eight weeks in reading,
writing, and basic math. To instruct students in reading, teachers relied on a newspaper
Stewart created called the Rowan County Messenger, which provided learners relevant
county news distinct from the trite stories of children’s readers; for writing, students used
grooved pads to trace letters before transitioning to their own free-hand script. 317
Stewart served as the program’s cheerleader and advertiser, and drove herself
nearly to exhaustion traveling between the Moonlight Schools and encouraging the
students.318 So did some of the teachers; when certain students were too ill, old, or unable
to travel, Stewart dispatched individual educators to their homes. With the slogan “One
for every one,” Stewart made it clear she would eradicate illiteracy in her county, by any
means necessary. 319
The results of the first Moonlight School session were promising, and Stewart
wasted no time in using her administrative platform to share those findings with other
southern educators. Addressing the Southern Education Association (SEA) in Houston,
316
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Texas in December of that year, Stewart spoke to many contemporaries’ belief that
education brought out mountain children’s innate racial value and proved their unique
capacity for participation in a democracy– and then maintained that the same could be
true for mountain adults.320 Reading excerpts from letters written by her newly literate
students, Stewart showed how a mere six weeks of education had transformed apathetic
and disinterested citizens into enthusiastic social and civic participants.321 Men and
women, she explained, who had “hitherto been divided by contention and strife”
suddenly found themselves working alongside each other in the classroom to better
themselves. That experience, she explained, “whetted [a] desire for cooperative activity
where individualism and stagnation had prevailed,” and decisively showed that illiterate
adults were not “resigned to their fate” as so many contemporaries believed.322
As a result, Stewart believed that southern public schools needed to uniformly
take up Moonlight School work, and quickly.323 She urged the SEA to look seriously at
what she had achieved in just a few months in Kentucky, and consider how those lessons
could be applied in other states. Although the SEA chose not to fund the work, Stewart
forged ahead and began a second course of Moonlight classes in the fall of 1912.324 This
session had even more participants than the first, and offered a teacher-training course to
prepare volunteers with strategies for reaching reluctant learners. Sixteen hundred men
and women– some as old as 86– came to the Moonlight Schools, and more than 300 of
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those students were men and women from the first course who returned for more
intensive study.325
While her volunteers labored in the classroom, Stewart traveled across the country
giving addresses to various state teachers associations.326 She continued to encourage
public educators across the region to start their own Moonlight programs, and by the end
of 1912, Kentucky’s Johnson, Mercer, Garrard, Boyle, Martin, and Carter counties had
followed Stewart’s lead. By the end of 1913 Kentucky’s Fleming, Grayson, Jefferson,
and Mason counties had established Moonlight Schools, as had several mountain counties
in Tennessee and Arkansas.327 The U.S. Bureau of Education also took notice of
Stewart’s work that year, and issued a pamphlet on the problem of illiteracy in the United
States, using Rowan County as a case study.328Alabama and South Carolina developed
night school programs for their illiterate adult population in 1914 and 1915, and by the
1920s, most southern states had some kind of evening-education program for their
adults.329
Stewart also developed separate Moonlight Schools for Native and African
Americans, but did not do so out of a desire for racial equity.330 She reminded her
supporters that mountain whites were “not the descendants of the African, the Mongolian,
or other inferior races, but the sons of the Clays, the Jacksons, the Lees, the Marshalls,
and all the nobility of the South”– and urged them to think of Moonlight Schools as a
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means of preserving that power.331 Mountain white adults’ illiteracy had to be eradicated,
she said simply, if white Americans wanted to “retain [their] supremacy as a race.”
“Development,” after all, “[was] for power.” 332
By 1914, Stewart’s fame as an anti-illiteracy crusader was firmly established.
She had successfully eradicated illiteracy the year before in Rowan county– all but 23 of
the 1152 illiterates in that section had been reached through her method– and she used
that victory to lobby the governor of her state to expand Moonlight Schools and eliminate
illiteracy in Kentucky by 1920.333 She was successful in that appeal, and the Kentucky
Illiteracy Commission (KIC) was formed that year with Stewart as its head. However, as
the KIC requested only official sanction and no funds, it depended on small fundraisers
and support from women’s clubs and private organizations to fund their efforts.334 Even
after 1916, when the state finally appropriated $5,000 a year to support the work, private
donations remained indispensable to Stewart’s program.335
Ever the pragmatist, Stewart directed the KIC to begin its work with an extensive
survey of the state’s illiterate population.336 It was an extraordinarily efficient effort,
aided in large part by the fact that Stewart convinced the chief of the Census Bureau to
give her the names and addresses of the state’s illiterate population from the 1910
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census.337 That data gave the KIC a clear idea of where to work, and allowed Stewart to
hire county illiteracy agents to visit each of the targeted individuals’ homes. Stewart
provided each agent with a pocket-sized “Day by Day” book to record their travel, the
people with whom they spoke, and any suggestions or inclinations they had for
convincing a particular person to learn.338
Stewart then compiled those findings into her own “Census of Illiterates” for each
county. The hundreds of illiterate persons’ names, ages, addresses, personal traits and
quirks that fill the pages serves as a powerful testament to the grassroots nature of
Stewart’s campaign and local people’s partnership in that work. The entry for Mr. Chas
Thompson, in Rock Fork, Woltz, Kentucky, is typical of the records. County illiteracy
agents had determined Mr. Thompson was possibly too ‘obstinate, decrepit or
disinclined’ to learn, but indicated how to work around those difficulties nevertheless.339
The surveyor noted that the 50-year-old Mr. Thompson’s “Hearing [was] not good,” but
there was hope. She wrote, “Has a little girl, Marnie Thompson, aged 11 a bright little
girl, and takes interest in school work. Is devoted to this child. Have her teach him.”340
Persistence, a team of dedicated canvassers, and the enlistment of the mountain people
themselves were therefore essential partners in the campaign to reach every Kentuckian.
****
Stewart’s Moonlight Schools inspired many educators to rethink their ideas about
intelligence, learning, and the scope of educational reform– but very few private
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settlements chose to alter their approach to include night schools for older adults.
Kentucky’s Alice Lloyd and Georgia’s Andrew Ritchie notably did, but for the most part,
private schools were content to endorse Stewart’s method and commend public educators
in their attempts to replicate the model.341 Martha Berry, for example, applauded
Stewart’s work in her school’s monthly magazine–and even included an essay Stewart
wrote explaining its value– but never pursued adults’ education at the Berry Schools.342
Nevertheless, the Moonlight School model spread throughout the South in the
mid-1910s, thanks to public instructors who invested in the work for its clear social,
economic, and civic benefits. South Carolina’s Wil Lou Grey, for example, who founded
that state’s “Opportunity Schools” in 1914, observed that her graduated adult students
showed more interest in their own children’s pursuit of knowledge. She maintained that
their newfound attentiveness did more for stimulating community enthusiasm for
improved public education than any other campaign.343 Kentucky educators reported
similar changes, and noted that literacy training for adults had indirectly led to better
local school attendance and public support for new compulsory attendance laws.344
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Eradicating adult illiteracy also seemed to have a positive effect on local
economies. As J.A. Joyner, North Carolina’s Superintendent of Public Instruction
explained, uneducated illiterate adults were less likely to be able to work and, therefore,
more likely to rely on state aid.345 He consequently praised his state’s night schools for
converting “grown-up children into independent citizens” and reducing North Carolina’s
expenditures. Joyner maintained that adult education was therefore smart economic
policy, and Stewart agreed; she herself concluded that illiteracy was “the most expensive
and extravagant thing a state c[ould] have,” and estimated that teaching a person to read
cut state’s labor costs by increasing worker productivity by about 62%.346
Public educators were also thrilled to see that their adult literacy work encouraged
rural mountaineers to invest in various “cooperative” activities that they had tried to
implement–for decades–without success.347 Many rural communities developed “better
roads for better schools” campaigns after Moonlight Schools were established in their
areas, and the same communities reported less violent crime. 348 Other areas reported
more interest in Sunday School and church. As one older mountain woman remarked to
Stewart at a remarkably civil graduation ceremony, it appeared literacy had inspired
mountaineers to “swap… moonshine and bullets for lemonade and Bibles.’”349
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Moonlight Schools’ most obvious benefit though, was thought to be in the civic
realm. Quite logically, reformers noted that better-educated citizens were often more
informed voters– which became a serious concern when America entered the First World
War in April 1917.350 That event alerted Americans to the startling fact that more than
700,000 new recruits signed by mark to enter the conflict– and that more than 30,000 of
them were native-born whites from Kentucky.351 Especially after the Russian Revolution
that same year, many Americans feared that people who were unable to read newspapers
or write letters to their loved ones were not only unequipped for the basic duties and
privileges of citizenship, but dangerously susceptible to Bolshevism.352
Stewart was incensed that so many young men were to be sent to France unable to
read. Men’s ability to follow written orders, read their Bibles, and write letters home to
their mothers were essential for success and morale, she said, and demanded that the U.S.
army provide its recruits with basic literacy training before their deployment.353 When
they refused to offer such instruction, Stewart took it upon herself to bring the Moonlight
Schools to the soldiers. She collected a list of the 30,000 illiterate men in Kentucky by
July of that year, wrote to the state’s 11,000 teachers asking for their support, and
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announced the opening of a special Moonlight School for draftees.354 She continued to
offer special literacy courses in army camps across the nation for the duration of the
conflict.355
With the help of the KIC, Stewart also waged a concerted wartime propaganda
campaign to raise awareness of the democratic stakes of illiteracy. She argued that all
members of a republic– men and women, youth and adults, soldiers and civilians– were
“handicapped” by illiteracy since it prevented them from fulfilling the gendered
responsibilities of their citizenship in wartime.356 Illiterate soldiers, she explained, could
not read their supervisors’ orders, communicate with their fellow combatants, or write
home to their loved ones.357 Illiterate women and children were similarly unable to fulfill
their patriotic duties since they could not read the government’s propaganda or bulletins,
sign Liberty Loan Bonds or thrift cards, nor fully benefit from the many home
demonstrations and related publications offered in war-time.358And, when General
Pershing issued a public order on March 10, 1918 to the women of America commanding
them to “regard themselves as thoroughly militarized” and to write long, cheerful letters
to their loved ones over seas, three million womens’ illiteracy became not only a
weakness for the republic but a tangible failure to fulfill a wartime command.359
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As they were unable to read, write, and communicate with Americans beyond
their isolated mountain homes, Appalachians were often more uninformed than recent
immigrants about current events and national affairs. It was unfortunate for foreigners to
be distanced from their loved ones and polity through ignorance, Stewart said, but “a
menace [and] a disgrace” for the native-born population.360 Drawing on those ideas, she
declared on large broadsides posted throughout the state that illiteracy made
mountaineers “FOREIGNERS IN THEIR OWN COUNTRY.”361
Stewart’s statement was an exceptionally powerful one in the late 1910s, at a time
when Americans increasingly linked literacy with their conception of American
citizenship.362 Her assertion implied that illiterate mountain whites were imperfect
Americans– and that they required patriotic and academic instruction as much the
nation’s recent immigrants. In fact, Stewart and many contemporaries did call for the
“Americanization” of both African Americans and native-born mountain whites in those
years through literacy training.363 As one Philadelphia newspaper opined in 1919, “mere
accident of birth” did not “make one an American, save in the legal sense.”364 The writer
admitted that citizenship came with certain rights and protections, but emphasized that
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duty and responsibility were also required; in wartime, those responsibilities demanded
literacy.365
Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane shared that view, and declared before
the 66th Congress in 1919 that “an uninformed democracy” was in fact, “not a
democracy” at all.366 He and many legislators supported the ultimately failed SmithBankhead Americanization bill, which would have appropriated $5.2 million annually to
the education of native and foreign-born adult illiterates in the United States.367The bill’s
supporters argued that all United States residents– African Americans, native whites, and
foreign-born persons– had to be educated and informed to preserve the democratic
system. “The making of America,” one advocate said, simply could not “proceed faster
than the making of Americans”– and with eight million illiterates, the nation “tempt[ed]
the disorganizer, the anarchist, and all the agents of disruption” more than it worked to
create intelligent American citizens.368
Indeed, many Americans embraced Stewart’s Moonlight Schools, and mountain
education more generally in the war years, because they considered illiterates an easy
entrance point for Bolshevism and radical ideas. Dozens of journalists across the nation
cautioned readers that uneducated masses were “‘easy-prey’ for political panderers and
bootleggers.”369 Local Appalachian newspapers were particularly blunt in linking
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mountaineers’ illiteracy with increasing labor unrest and the spread of radical
propaganda. Journalist Allie Ames Winter warned that the group was unable to rebuff
radical ideas since they could not read multiple sources of information to determine the
truth. She feared that they would easily succumb to Bolsheviks’ “insidious doctrine,”
while T.J. Coates, president of the Kentucky Normal State School, spoke to the way
illiteracy weakened the republic from the inside.370 Democracy was a farce and at risk of
collapse, he said, as long as “the balance of power [was] held by people who [were]
unable to read and write.”371 He and many others contended that the best way to defeat
the spread of radical ideas was to invest in better education for young people, as well as
adult literacy programs.
****
The democratic consequences of mountain whites’ illiteracy and poor education
remained at the forefront of Americans’ minds in the third “phase” of mountain work, or,
the years following World War I. Stewart persisted as the central figure in that fight,
which was now national in scope.372 As the head of both the National Education
Association (NEA) and its Illiteracy Committee, Stewart interacted with educators
around the country, who continued to warn how the nation’s more than four million
illiterate voters could easily “swing an election” if they were persuaded by radical
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propaganda.373 But Stewart also spoke out against what she perceived as undue public
attention to immigrants’ Americanization programs. She was neither opposed to
immigration or Americanizers’ adult education efforts, but she was frustrated that
foreigners’ education garnered more public attention and funding than Moonlight
Schools.374 This was especially true after 1925, when the NEA’s Illiteracy Committee
merged with federal Department of Immigrant Education to form a new Department of
Adult Education.375
Much to Stewart’s chagrin, that merger exacerbated the public’s association of
adult immigrant education and Stewart’s literacy training for native-born people.376 Lay
persons’ inability to distinguish between her work and those of Americanizers frustrated
and confused Stewart because the programs operated on two different premises in her
mind. As she explained to a friend in 1923, Americanizers’ adult education was “a
program of centuries,” designed to acculturate and train immigrants in American norms
and traditions.377 Many of those people had some educational training, albeit in a
different language. Stewart contended that Americanization programs would be necessary
as long as there were immigrants, but did not consider that work as important as her own
373
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Moonlight Schools which served people with no educational background at all. Unlike
Americanization’s adult education, Stewart understood her work as a short-term but
dedicated “crusade” to teach native-born illiterates and inspire confidence and attendance
in the nation’s public schools. She hoped her work would eradicate illiteracy in the
native-born population by 1930 and make future efforts obsolete.378
Private educators also joined in that discussion. Like Stewart, they found it
advantageous to link their work with mounting debates about how to preserve democracy
and combat radicalism in the United States, but tended to do so in more racist and
nativistic terms than Stewart. Hindman, for example, suggested that mountain whites’
deep love of liberty could be used as an antidote to “Bolshevists, Reds, agitators, unrest...
anarchy, [and] revolution,” while others presented mountain whites as a political
safeguard to radicalism.379 They maintained that the mountains sheltered a people who
were a “bulwark of Americanism” that could never be weakened by the “bearded specter
of Bolshevism.”380 Rabun Gap’s Andrew Ritchie even suggested the United States would
be better served to “import” mountain graduates rather than immigrants from Eastern
Europe, since their independence and distance from urban centers kept them free from the
radical ideas proliferating in urban centers.381 Berea’s newly elected president, William
G. Hutchins, echoed that sentiment; he remarked that the nation needed the educated
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“pure-blooded Americans” of Appalachia to remind it of its political roots as the “spirit
of Bolshevism pervade[d] the industrial centers of our Nation.”382
Donors were highly persuaded by this rhetoric and deepened their support for
mountain work in the late 1910s, and throughout the 1920s, because they considered it
racially and politically expedient. One donor from Brooklyn, New York wrote to Berry in
1916 noting her approval and appreciation for her work with “white boys and girls,” and
Georgian capitalist and civic leader George J. Baldwin explained that he endorsed
Andrew Ritchie’s Rabun Gap settlement because he thought America would have “fewer
Bolsheviks….if there were more Ritchies in the country.”383 Richard H. Edmonds, the
editor of Baltimore’s Manufacture’s Record, was similarly disgusted by the “God-hating
people” of eastern Europe and their “rankly bolshevistic” ways, and supported mountain
educators’ efforts because he saw them as a protectionist tool.384 Educated mountain
whites, he maintained, would soon “pour... into national life a rich strain of the purest
Anglo-Saxon blood” that could serve as a racial and political check to ethnic immigrants’
“un-American” race and collective impulses.385 Contemporary Blanche G. Sillman
expressed a parallel view with respect to Martha Berry’s work: she believed that the
Berry schools were engaged in a special “Christian citizenship building” that preserved
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the country’s foundational values and institutions.386 America would remain as it was
racially and politically, she explained– and for the better–if it turned to the kind of men
and women Berry produced as its foundation.
The period’s wealthiest philanthropists and individuals also joined in supporting
mountain work in the 1920s, but they did so most often out of a sense of Progressive
social service and a desire to preserve rural life in a rapidly urbanizing nation.387 Adolph
Ochs and Albert Shaw, for example, both visited the Berry schools in the 1920s, and
were so favorably impressed that they became life-long endorsers and advocates of the
work. Ochs owned the New York Times and Shaw served as the editor of the popular
American Review of Reviews; both men used their platforms to advertise and endorse the
work throughout the decade. Shaw was so excited about Berry’s program that he wrote to
his friends at the GEB in 1921 asking them to endorse and fund the schools, and
explained that the “new kind of community spirit” Berry graduates gave their
neighborhoods was the best tool for reformers as they sought to revive country life.388
Similarly, Ochs took it upon himself in 1925 to raise $100,000 for the school after he
learned that several buildings needed major repairs. Reaching out to about 40 prominent
business leaders in Atlanta, Ochs raised $115,000 in just one week, and wrote to his
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friend John D. Rockefeller to see if he could interest him in a national fundraising
campaign for Berry’s school.389
****
Rockefeller was so impressed by the regional and national consequences of
Berry’s work that he seriously considered making an exception to the GEB’s policy of
funding only public secondary institutions.390 The Board’s director ultimately dissuaded
him from doing so, but the Berry Schools– and other private industrial settlements like it–
continued to grow and remain critical actors in the educational reform scene of the 1920s
and 1930s. They persisted in reaching out to ordinary Americans for financial support
through promotional literature, newsletters, institutional magazines, and mailings, and
increasingly turned to wealthy donors to extend the work into their larger communities.391
At the same time, public education in the mountain South gradually improved, thanks in
large measure to the volunteer army of educators whose dedication to teaching
Americans of all ages– including illiterate adults– helped usher in and maintain a new
form of rural education. Together with settlement school workers, those Moonlight
School teachers worked to meet the diverse educational needs of the mountains by
extending basic literacy skills to adults who had not obtained those skills in their youth,
and by offering younger students the practical training– rather than traditional academic
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instruction– they felt was necessary for happy and efficient country living. Designed to
discourage the region’s outward migration of its best-educated students and prepare all of
its residents for active social and political citizenship, settlement workers and Moonlight
School teachers envisioned their programs as a multi-layered solution to the mountain’s
social and educational problems, and many times, the nation’s political and racial
struggles.
Of course, the weight and emphasis of those concerns shifted throughout the first
three decades of mountain education work. In its earliest phase, regional educators and
donors embraced mountain whites’ education with the understanding that the people had
been unfairly slighted by time and circumstance. They were acutely aware of the region’s
limited public options for education, and eagerly looked to private industrial settlements
to fill that void.
Many southerners and sympathetic northerners were attracted to industrial
mountain settlements in those years because of arguments that framed poverty-stricken
mountain whites as a people in need of a parallel “Reconstruction” to ameliorate their
social and political losses after the Civil War. Racial justifications for mountain work
persisted in the next two decades, but shifted in the early to mid-1910s–the second phase
of mountain work– from anti-black arguments to those aimed at curbing a variety of
problems contemporaries felt were produced by high rates of European immigration.
Indeed, by the mid-1910s, Americans started to think more about the link between
poor educational opportunity in the mountains and the decline of America’s social and
democratic order. Settlement workers had alluded to the way poor education and
illiteracy corrupted the voting process and stagnated rural communities’ growth for more
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than a decade, but Cora Wilson Stewart’s Moonlight Schools launched that discussion
into the national limelight. Her campaign to eradicate adult illiteracy in the nation– and
her explicit connection between education and a strong democratic populace– proved
wildly popular and inspirational, especially in the context of World War I. That conflict
bolstered Americans’ sense of patriotic citizenship and state-centered collectivity, and
both private and public mountain educators capitalized on those trends. They
contextualized their work– and the people with whom they worked– as a countermeasure
to Bolshevistic thought and immigrants’ perceived radicalism, and in so doing,
interpreted mountain whites’ education as a safeguard to democracy.
Education for Americans of all ages–as a basic right of citizenship– remained a
dominant concern in the third phase of mountain work, but so too, did ideas about race
and Americanism and the importance of cohesive rural communities. As civic
nationalism declined in popularity in the mid-1910s and was replaced by a more
racialized interpretation of citizenship, mountain educators found it more useful than ever
to frame their regional work as something that at once preserved the democratic system,
reinforced white social and political authority, and protected country living from decline.
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Chapter 3- Poor, White, and Wormy: Hookworm Eradication in the South
and the Boundaries of Whiteness and Citizenship
By the end of the first decade of the 1900s, private educational reformers and
observers outside the region realized that training mountaineers’ hands, heads, and hearts
did little good if those persons were not physically healthy. They had long known that
rural people’s sanitation and hygiene were unsatisfactory, and understood that those
conditions were largely responsible for mountaineers’ high rates of trachoma–a highly
contagious eye infection that often left its victims blind– and recurrent bouts of typhoid
and tuberculosis.392 They also noticed that many mountain children were “undersized” or
“below-average” in strength or mental aptitude for their age, and that countless adults in
the region shuffled about sluggishly with stooped-shoulders and sallowed skin– but
observers did not generally understand why those persons were so afflicted.393 Indeed,
even if interventionists could have determined the source of that lethargy, they could
have done little to improve public health conditions on a large scale due to southern
states’ non-existent or weak State and County Boards of Health.394 Individual doctors did
their best to treat illnesses in their localized communities, but public health initiatives
throughout the Southern Highlands, and the South more broadly, remained
embarrassingly underfunded, understaffed, and ineffective until October 1909, when the
Rockefeller Sanitary Commission for the Eradication of Hookworm (RSC) was formed.
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Hookworm was certainly not the only illness contributing to the public’s poor
health in the South, but it was a major one. Preliminary surveys of Puerto Rico and the
American South in 1902 made it clear that the disease was a significant issue in both
locations, and the major culprit behind poor worker efficiency.395 That same year,
parasitologist Charles W. Stiles presented his findings on the American hookworm
(Necator americanus) to the Pan-American Sanitary Conference in Washington D.C.
with dramatic results. In addition to explaining the technical nature of the disease and its
transmission, he proclaimed that generations of hookworm infection were actually to
blame for rural white southerners’ strange habits. By this measure, he said, “‘dirt-eating,’
‘resin-chewing,’” and even the “proverbial laziness” of the group could be accounted
for.396
Stiles’ decision to frame hookworm as the “embryo” of rural poor whites’ laziness
and cultural impropriety was revolutionary, and dramatically shifted Americans’
perception about the malleability of poor whites as a class.397 The New York Sun reported
on his talk the next day with the bold headline, “Germ of Laziness Found? Disease of the
‘Cracker’ and of Some Nations Identified,” and many contemporaries latched on to
Stiles’ discovery with broad and hopeful optimism about the group’s reformation.398
Although mountain educators continued to articulate their subjects’ distinctiveness from
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lowland whites– and maintained that the latter group was racially degenerated and
inferior to pureblooded Anglo-Saxon mountain whites– many others embraced Stiles’
environmental framework to reconsider older ideas about poor whites’ so-called “inborn” and “natural” deficiencies. When businessmen, philanthropists, and reformers
realized that hookworm might be source of poor and mountain whites’ laziness, it did not
take long for them to consider the positive implications for its eradication.399 They
wondered: if hookworm made poor whites so “poor” in their “whiteness,” what could the
group be like if it were healthy? With medical attention, would they continue to be poor
whites at all?
John D. Rockefeller was one of those interested in Stiles’ discovery– especially
its ramifications for improved public health and economic efficiency in the South.400 He
and other northern philanthropists and businessmen largely regarded the region and its
“backward” poor whites as a “problem”– as a roadblock to sectional cohesion, regional
economic development, and an embarrassment to the nation as it sought to extend its
empire abroad.401 Rockefeller had already tried to remedy some of those ills by funding
various educational projects in the South–including the General Education Board (GEB),
established in 1902– but the Sanitary Commission was his first attempt at marrying the
philanthropic impulses of scientific medicine and public education together.402
Buoyed by reports of treated hookworm patients in other parts of the world and
Stiles’ findings on the American hookworm, Rockefeller agreed to put $1 million dollars
399
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towards eradication efforts in the American South over five years.403 The Rockefeller
Sanitary Commission was born, and its twelve-member Board wasted no time in sending
workers to survey children in 600 southern counties to determine the extent of the
region’s infection. They began that review in the states they presumed were most heavily
affected– Tennessee, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, Arkansas, and Louisiana– and found that over 40% of that surveyed
population was infected with the parasite.404 By 1911, the Commission had expanded its
work through similar means into Kentucky, and then in to eastern Texas by 1912. When
the funds for the RSC expired in 1914 and hookworm was still not fully removed from
the American South, the International Health Board (IHB)– an arm of the newly formed
Rockefeller Foundation– took over the remaining regional work, which lasted into the
mid-1920s.405
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Figure 2: Map, County Work of the Rockefeller Sanitary Commission, 1909-1915
Source: Eric B. Thoman, “Historic Hookworm Prevalence Rates and Distribution in the
Southeastern United States: Selected Findings of the Rockefeller Sanitary Commission
for the Eradication of Hookworm.” In Rockefeller Archive Center Research Reports
Online, edited by Ken Rose and Erwin Levold. (New York: Tarrytown, 2009): 10.
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Rockefeller and the members of his Board– most of whom were also members of other
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democratic, social, and racial consequences of the new program.406 So too, were the men
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workers and medical professionals associated with the Commission’s program agreed
that alleviating poor whites’ hookworm infections had the potential to transform them
into better American citizens.407
Some interventionists conceived of that transformation in economic terms, and
spoke to the clear monetary benefits of a healthier and more productive labor force;
others addressed the way hookworm treatment translated into improved schools and more
vibrant country communities– thus reducing the number of young people who left rural
areas for the cities. Others still spoke about the clear racial and civic benefits of
hookworm eradication; they hoped that their public health efforts would solidify the color
line by resolving poor whites’ physical and cultural improprieties, and would encourage
the group to fully exercise their race’s political and social rights. In short, the hundreds of
people who participated in the RSC’s hookworm campaign were drawn to the work for
myriad reasons, but were united in their shared belief that treatment was essential for
resolving poor white southerners’ “backwardness,” and critical in early-twentieth century
efforts to create a more integrated, efficient, and homogeneous American society.408
****
The RSC’s stated and most immediate goal was, of course, the eradication of
hookworm, but Rockefeller and his supporters also hoped the Commission’s work would
act as a “wedge” in the region to inspire better public health more generally.409 Looking
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to the GEB’s success in inciting public enthusiasm for improved education through its
partnerships with existing public schools in the South, the RSC began its work along
similar lines by joining forces with states with existing Boards of Health.410 As more
states agreed to appropriate funds to develop state and county-level public health
programs, the RSC expanded in scope and incentivized the work by paying for all State
officials’ salaries.
The Commission was also exceedingly careful to partner with local authorities to
avoid accusations of a Rockefeller take-over, as southern sentiment toward the northern
philanthropist was lukewarm at best.411 Various rumors circulated among distrustful
North Carolinians, for example, that Rockefeller had recently partnered with leather
manufacturers, and that his decision to invest in the anti-hookworm work was actually a
ploy “to scare the people of the South into wearing shoes at all times.”412 Others simply
wanted nothing to do with anything “Rockefeller” related because they resented
northerners’ negative characterizations of the South. The most vocal critics of the
Commission though, disparaged Rockefeller as a rapacious capitalist and rejected his
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“help” by insisting that he had exploited southern people for long enough.413 The South,
those critics maintained, could take care of itself.
To circumvent those accusations and inspire local people’s trust in the
Commission, the RSC worked jointly with State Boards of Health to appoint area doctors
who were held in high esteem as the Commission’s state-level Directors of Sanitation.414
They then worked with those officials to hire more local physicians as subsidiary
Sanitary Inspectors, who arguably held the most important position in the organization.
Described by one RSC official as “the long arms with which the State Director” looked
out over his territory, Sanitary Inspectors’ influence was indeed far-reaching: they
organized lectures, demonstrations, home-visits, and personal conferences on the topic of
hookworm and its transmission, and they were the men who could ultimately convince
skeptical rural residents to join in the campaign to build better privies and prevent the
spread of disease.415 Lesser-known local workers, who served as Sanitary Inspectors’
microscopists and laboratory technicians, also aided their success, as did area journalists
and teachers, who allowed the RSC to use their schools and grounds as meeting sites for
public forums and treatment.416
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The architect behind the RSC’s careful networking and emphasis on forging
strong local relationships was the Executive Secretary of the Commission, Wickliffe
Rose.417 Rose was a smart choice to head the organization; he was a native of eastern
Tennessee, and had decades of experience in public education in the South. By all
accounts, he was a compassionate and conscientious man; he worked well with state field
staff, and corresponded frequently with advice and moral support for when they faced
challenges or local resistance.418 He was deeply committed to the Commission and saw
its work as an “undertaking … for humanity,” a service that could dramatically change
the human landscape of the South for the better. Rose felt hookworm eradication was
important because it “restore[d] to usefulness millions of human beings.” The alarm he
felt in witnessing entire families made sick and shrunken from generations of
unexplained illness is palpable in reading his reports and correspondence.419
To be sure, hookworm was an insidious intestinal parasite that removed energy
from its victims like a stealthy thief. As North Carolina’s Dr. W.S. Rankin explained it,
the worm made many tiny financial withdrawals from the body’s “bank account,” taking
energy out in “driblets, pennies, nickels, dimes, and occasional quarters—in little drafts,
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long continued.”420 The extractions were so imperceptible and slow that victims rarely
knew they had been infected– and the South’s warm, moist climate and unsanitary
conditions made it especially easy to spread.421 It was “a disease bred in filth,” as one
settlement worker described it– transferred sometimes through unwashed vegetables and
fruits, but most often through water and soil contaminated by fecal mater containing
microscopic hookworm eggs.422 Those eggs then hatched to produce immature worms, or
larvae, that were small enough to be undetected by the naked eye but strong enough to
enter exposed human skin. Rural children rarely wore shoes except in winter, few homes
had privies, and infected soil was commonly used as fertilizer for crops, which meant that
the parasite found easy entrance into humans through exposed feet and hands.423 Once in
their victims’ bodies, the worms traveled through the bloodstream and entered the lungs
before settling in the small intestine, where they sapped energy and nutrients from their
host over the course of their life cycle, which lasted between two and thirteen years.424
Other than the itchy, red splotches left behind on an infected person’s hands and feet at
the worms’ point of entry, no other physical symptoms manifested for months. By the
time a person showed visible signs of hookworm infection–low energy, anemia, sallowed
skin, fluid-build up in the abdomen or significant weight loss, and mental enervation– the
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number of worms had multiplied significantly, and the overall health and mental strength
of the individual was greatly reduced.425
Hookworm therefore left its scars on the bodies and minds of its victims like other
common diseases of the early twentieth century, but sanitary workers faced an uphill
battle convincing rural residents that the visible symptoms of the disease were not
“normal.”426 Many people reasoned that hookworm infection could not be serious as the
Commission said if they were still well enough to work, or expressed indifference about
sanitarians’ claims that the parasite had long-term consequences for their children’s
health, intellect, and financial futures because they too had also been pale, under-sized,
and weak in their youth– but had outgrown those symptoms as they aged. 427 Others took
a fatalistic approach, avowing that “if God meant for [them] to have worms [they] would
have them and no ‘tomfoolery doctor’ could take them away.”428 Another subset of the
population simply refused to believe worms existed; as one woman from Buzzard,
Kentucky explained it, it was simply “natrur’ fer kids to be teethin’ and sick in
summer.”429 Hookworm doctors soon learned that “teething” was poor whites’ catchall
explanation for any sudden, reoccurring and unexplainable ailment in young children.430
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Sanitary inspectors’ greatest challenge though, lay in convincing local physicians
that hookworm was an infection to be taken seriously. The RSC estimated that only 16%
of practicing physicians in the nine participating Southern states agreed to treat patients
for hookworm in its first year of operation, and observed that many rural people would
not even consider treatment if their local doctor did not approve of it.431 As a result,
thousands of infected people were reluctant to take treatment even when it was offered to
them: of the 42,946 positive cases the RSC identified in 1910, only 14,400 agreed to take
home the dose of the emetic thymol necessary for cleansing their bodies of the
parasite.432
An even smaller number actually ingested the medicine once they were at home.
Doctors observed that this hesitancy stemmed from a mixture of patients’ distrust of the
doctors and medicine, fear of what the drug would do to them, and uncertainty about how
to properly administer the drug; many southerners were illiterate, and the directions for
treatment were written and complicated. All too often, Tennessee doctor Robert Wood
reported, did he return to a victim’s home months after “treatment” to find the bottle of
thymol sitting unused on a shelf or mantle.433 Kentucky’s J.S. Lock reported a similar
frustration when he discovered a patient who had chosen not to take the medicine as
directed. When questioned as to his motive, the man answered: “I did not have any faith
in the thing and thought I would see if you would find the same thing next time.”434
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Rural residents were hesitant to accept the Commission’s initial offerings for
treatment because its method of diagnosis seemed inconsistent or based largely on
personal opinion. In many respects, their suspicions were warranted: the RSC’s initial
surveys conducted in 1910 were haphazard and varied greatly from state to state, and
most early Sanitary Inspectors did use visual inspection as their primary method in
determining if an area was “heavily” or “lightly” affected by the parasite.435 It was
common practice for workers to look at a patient’s “‘color, dose ‘em with thymol, and
[then] diagnose afterward”– by examining their excrement for worms– or to simply look
for people exhibiting a “fixed fish-eyed stare.”436 That “strained, dull hopelessness,” as
Kentucky’s W.L. Heizer explained, was all one needed to determine which rural whites
were infected with hookworm.437
RSC workers also exhibited clear bias when it came to ideas about race, disease,
and contagion. Reflecting the contemporary view that African Americans were more
immoral than whites, more likely to carry disease, and generally in greater need of
hygienic instruction, Commission operatives determined that it was essential for the RSC
to work with blacks as well as white southerners.438 However, that decision was made for
whites’ benefit, rather than out of workers’ genuine concern for African Americans’ well
being. As the RSC stated in its First Annual Report in 1910, insufficient sanitation in
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black communities presented a contamination risk for nearby white residents, which in
their view meant that “the white man owe[d] it to his own race that he lend a helping
hand to improve the sanitary surroundings of the negro.”439 A few years later, Charles
Stiles exploited that view and Wilmington, North Carolina residents’ racial prejudice
with particular effectiveness by sending letters to 22 of the area’s elite white mothers
informing them that their sons had “been eating human feces” due to the area’s many
unsanitary privies.440 Their natural reaction to this news was horror– but a revulsion
further exacerbated by the fact that they lived near black families. As Stiles pointed out,
that proximity meant that their white sons were not only eating their “own excrement, but
also that of the other race.”441 To a group of people already preoccupied with limiting
physical contact between whites and blacks, the idea of ingesting the other race’s feces
would have been an almost unthinkable breach of propriety– and an exceedingly effective
tool for the RSC in convincing local people to support their efforts at improved
sanitation.
The Commission was so preoccupied with the idea of African Americans as
potential sites of contamination that they were more likely to survey counties with large
African American populations– even though, as scholars Cheryl Elman, Robert A.
McGuire, and Barbara Whitman have observed, hookworm was less prevalent and less
severe in those communities than in white ones.442 Doctors’ decision to spend
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considerable time and resources in a population already presumed to be less affected
might seem odd– but their focus on the link between black bodies and disease actually
supported what historian Melissa Stein calls a “medicoscientific idea of race” developing
at the turn of the century.443
That view utilized scientific and medical “discoveries” to justify southerners’
deepening calls for segregation.444 As Dr. Charles T. Nesbitt explained in 1913, African
Americans slaves had brought the parasite with them on slave ships decades ago, and had
since become relatively immune to the worst effects of the disease. Although they were
not entirely resistant to infection, they seemed to be less afflicted by hookworm– showing
only “relatively slight discomfort”– and remained, in his view, “almost entirely
responsible for the terrible plight of the southern white.”445 Calling for black and whites’
physical separation to prevent the future spread of hookworm, Nesbitt thus presented
segregation as a matter of good public health and social policy– as a means of
simultaneously preserving the so-called “purity” of the white race and white people’s
health.446
Nesbitt’s ideas about race and the consequences of infection were commonplace
in the South and much of the North. In fact, his belief that African American slaves
imported the disease only parroted what Charles Stiles had alleged since 1902, and his
argument that blacks were less affected by hookworm– and therefore less in need of
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treatment– paralleled the Commission’s financial expenditures.447 Even in communities
with many African American students, poor whites received the majority of the
Commission’s funds, resources, and attention.448
Only a small percentage of monies given to counties with mixed populations
actually went to Black families to improve their health, and when they did, sanitarians
expressed less enthusiasm in the work and used different language to describe their
subjects.449 Unlike poor whites who were, as Dr. J.W. Williams explained it, “sure of
becoming better looking, better feeling and just better men, women and children” with
treatment, RSC doctors tended to describe African Americans’ healing only in terms of
economic improvement.450 In other words, the period’s pervasive racism and ideas about
whites’ supremacy meant that doctors often struggled to see significant differences in
infected and healthy black communities beyond the fiscal realm, but easily observed the
transformation of poor whites in physical, economic, and social terms. Both poor whites
and African Americans could be lampooned as inherently lazy, shiftless, and uninterested
in improving themselves before treatment, but only the former group could slough off
that stigma with a dose or two of thymol.451
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****
Contemporaries’ assumptions about race and racial improvement therefore made
the RSC’s anti-hookworm campaign an opening to both explain and remedy the longstanding paradox of America’s “white trash.”452 RSC Board member and white
supremacist Walter Hines Page, for example, was strangely elated to learn about the
South’s hookworm epidemic, as he had been stupefied by rural poor whites’
backwardness for years. He believed that most of that population was “of almost pure
English stock,” and was puzzled by its largely unhealthy and sordid appearance, which
contradicted what he believed was the group’s “[descent] from capable ancestors.” 453 He,
and other white men troubled by the cracks poor whites put in their claims to their race’s
superiority, therefore viewed the southern hookworm epidemic as an exhilarating
discovery because it explained “for the first time,” as he put it, “the main cause” of the
group’s “long backwardness” and, most importantly, demonstrated that it was “a
removable cause.”454
Page was the editor of the popular pro-business monthly magazine, The World’s
Work, and he used that platform to promote his view of hookworm and its negative effect
on the white race. Declaring it the “Greatest Menace to the Human Family” and
“Civilization” around the globe, his news outlet provided positive coverage of the
Commission’s work, situated hookworm as the primary cause of poor whites’ degraded
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condition, and eradication as its solution.455 Smaller press sources made similar
arguments that also exaggerated hookworm’s influence on the group’s appearance and
social conditions; in 1911, the Hampton-Columbian Magazine printed a lengthy piece by
Louis Brownlow on the RSC’s progress in the “successful fight” against hookworm. It
declared the parasite “the cause of shiftlessness” in poor white southerners, and
anecdotally cited the disease as the reason for their poverty and degradation.456
Brownlow’s piece carefully underscored the role of unsanitary conditions in
spreading hookworm rather than any intrinsic attribute of poor whites. Using the fictional
character of Jim Langford, a sickly mountaineer who valiantly served in the army and
“knew he had not been born lazy”– but who had gradually become sick upon his return to
the Tennessee mountains after the Civil War–Brownlow showed how hookworm could
overtake even the most patriotic white men and cause their ambitions to shrivel.457 After
describing how the parasite reduced Langford, his wife, and his children to the “class of
‘no-count white trash,’” Brownlow provided readers with a metamorphic account of the
family’s treatment at the hands of RSC doctors. Given just one dose of thymol and a few
weeks to recover, the Langford clan quickly demonstrated that nothing about their current
state was an inborn characteristic; cured of the hookworm, the formerly “poor white”
family was converted into members of the “self-respecting, thrifty, hard-working
agricultural class on the upward grade.”458
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Brownlow intended this description of the family’s transformation to represent the
end of an era, a synecdoche for what was at stake in hookworm eradication in the South.
In curing hookworm, the author proclaimed, America would witness the “Passing of ‘the
Po White Trash.”459 For those people convinced of the correlation between hookworm
and poor whites’ backwardness, the RSC’s efforts therefore represented more than a
healthier, economically productive South. In their view, eradication was the cornerstone
to evolving poor whites out of their degraded state and class, towards a more functional
capacity that improved, rather than drained, white American society.
Many others affiliated with the RSC similarly turned to environmental
justifications to account for poor whites’ condition and dispel the idea that the group was
inherently lazy and worthless. Dr. Steele, of the Kentucky State Department of Health,
described the mountaineers he worked with as “pure blooded people deserving of
attention.”460 He maintained that they were not “steeped in sin” as some people thought,
but were actually “victims of disease and ignorance.” 461 His colleague, W.L. Heizer
agreed, and predicted that mountain whites in his state “would revive and infuse new life
and new force” in the nation if they were “freed of [their] disabilities and rugged
environment.” 462 “Armed with education and culture” – rather than being “benighted and
bedamned” by hookworm– he explained, mountaineers’ “Anglo-Saxon aggressiveness”
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would allow them to join in the broader social and political order as “masters of men
[and] leaders in the world of finance and industry.463
Charles Stiles also offered environmental justification for poor whites’ racial and
cultural impropriety, and rejected characterizations of the group that spurned rural white
southerners as the “trash” of the race. That dismissive term, he argued, was unfair for a
group that was “not responsible for their conditions” or for the South’s hookworm
problem. He preferred the RSC use terms like “tenant white,” “the poor white
population,” or “the whites in lower brackets of income” when talking about the people
with whom the Commission worked.464 Each of those terms importantly reinforced the
group’s inherited whiteness while framing their economic status as a mutable
characteristic– changeable if reformers intervened in the South’s unsavory environment.
Stiles thus re-framed “the poor white situation” as a generational cycle of poverty and
illness rooted in an infected environment that unfortunately produced the illusion of racial
degradation. By this logic, he reasoned, it was “as unjust” to apply the term “white trash”
to poor white southerners as it was to apply the term to “[t]ubercular patients in the slums
of New York,” because both groups were sickened by polluted environments beyond
their control.465 In this view, neither poor whites nor lower-class urbanites were
inherently inferior, which importantly meant that they had the potential to change and be
reformed.
But the most effective tools for persuading Americans that poor whites’
imperfections stemmed from unclean environments were stories of RSC workers made ill
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from time spent in poor whites’ sordid environments.466 Dr. Moseley of Louisiana, for
example, treated the disease in his patients for two years before he realized that he was
also infected. His health, work ethic, and self-worth declined over the course of that time,
but it “never occurred to [him] that [he] was harboring those same little parasites.” Once
Moseley realized the source of his fatigue, he started dosing himself with thymol and
gained ten pounds in a month. Moseley was so amazed at the effects of his treatment,
which he said made him feel “like a new man with new aspirations and renewed energy,”
that he wrote directly to the head of the Commission. Of all the “good investments” he
had made in his life, the doctor said, this was the most worthwhile. “If I could have
invested one thousand dollars in two doses of thymol two years ago, it would have been
the greatest investment of my life,” Moseley proclaimed. “The loss to me during this time
in being unable to [work properly] has been more than double this amount.”467
The RSC was so impressed with Moseley’s account that they reprinted his story
in their Second Annual Report in 1911, and drew special attention to the fact that
hookworm infection had caused the physician to rapidly lose the energy and initiative
supposedly characteristic of the white race. Indeed, the Commission opined, the doctor’s
infection and subsequent lethargy proved that hookworm did not ask “‘Who’s who?’”
with respect to class, and was “no respecter of race.”468 While that statement addressed
the parasite’s capacity to degrade any human body– rich or poor, black or white––it also
offered a veiled confirmation that unchecked hookworm infection threatened
466
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contemporaries’ ability to maintain white supremacy and preserve the color line. As the
editor of the American Medicine Magazine had explained several years earlier,
hookworm was a “matter of national concern” for white Americans because it was a
“removable … part of [their] own racial deterioration;” Moseley’s illness made the racial
ramifications of a dirty environment similarly clear– and signaled to the Commission that
eradicating the disease was critical if the South’s developing Jim Crow system were to
succeed.469
No one made the racial implications of hookworm more clear than a group of
poor whites living in the Northern Neck section of Virginia. Pejoratively referred to by
locals as the “Forkemites”– in reference to their residence on a wide-spreading fork of a
tidewater creek– this group of people was so ill and degraded from generations of
hookworm infection that Wickliffe Rose reported in 1910 that they had started to “look
like a distinct race.”470 He observed that locals had largely given up on improving the
group’s condition years earlier, and that their neighbors characterized the Forkemites
with descriptors commonly reserved for people of color– as people distinguishable by
their “extreme poverty, their lack of energy and thrift, for the low order of their
mentality…. [and] the low moral tone which characterize[d] the community as a
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whole.”471 Unsurprisingly, Rose observed, Virginians had used the name “Forkemite”
“for generations… [as] a term of reproach.”472
Rose admitted that the group “afford[ed] the most striking illustration …. of the
physical, intellectual, moral, social and economic” effects of the disease– but encouraged
the Commission to go forward with its work in the area.473 Over the course of the next
year, the RSC offered the Forkemites hookworm dispensaries and sanitary education in
their homes and schools. The results were as transformative as the Commission hoped
they would be, as they witnessed hookworm treatment convert “anemic… illiterate,
thriftless, shiftless, loafer[s]” into proper, respectable, white people.474 Twenty-six year
old William King, for example, went from being a “bed case” with unsightly chronic leg
sores to being a productive farmer after treatment. No longer infected with hookworm,
King was able to get married, produce a good crop, and, the local doctor joked, smile for
the first time in his life.475 His neighbors– five young children who had been so sick their
entire lives that they had never attended school–similarly showed how much hookworm
infection had “handicapped” them. Once treated, the formerly sallow children took on a
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“good color,” were “alert,” and prepared to go to school for the first time in their lives.476
The changes were so dramatic that the community’s doctor reported a visible
improvement in the “moral atmosphere” of the place. Rose agreed, and on his second
visit to the region, testified that the Forkemite community had in fact taken on an entirely
fresh appearance and “a new spirit” over the course of the year of treatment.477 Inspired
by the Commission’s work and the massive sanitary overhaul of a people whom he had
once hesitated to acknowledge as part of the white race, Rose predicted that it was only a
matter of time until the group lost the stigma of that name and changed forever into “a
new people and a new earth.”478
The Forkemites’ monumental conversion– as well as Moseley’s illness and
treatment– therefore represented much of what was at stake in the RSC’s work across the
South. Those events supported the prevailing idea that hookworm was a roadblock to
poor whites’ ability to live as “proper” white people, and also suggested that treatment
would “emancipate” them by removing all manner of “handicaps” that had prevented
them from accessing the privileges of their race.479 As Rose explained in reflecting on the
Forkemites’ changes, the group was naturally endowed with “with plenty of red blood
and a keen native intelligence,” and was finally able to realize those qualities once they
were cured of hookworm. They stood thereafter, he concluded, as “a measuring rod to
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indicate the weight of the handicap by which the rest of the community ha[d] been held
back in the race.”480
****
Rose and the Commission were heartened by many aspects of the anti-hookworm
campaign’s first year, but also realized that their gains were too small to make any lasting
impact on the region in the remaining four years of Rockefeller’s grant. Local opposition
to the Commission remained high in certain places–eastern Tennessee especially– and
Sanitary Inspectors’ reports indicated that there was a significant discrepancy between
the number of people surveyed and the number of people actually treated for the disease.
481

Those factors, combined with the resounding success of one Mississippi health

worker’s experimental dispensary in December 1910, prompted the RSC to re-think how
it approached its work for the rest of its term.482
Beginning in January 1911, the Commission abandoned its earlier case-by-case
model of treatment in favor of establishing dozens of well-advertised county dispensaries
scattered throughout the region. The public’s reaction to the new model was swift and
overwhelmingly positive: people came in massive crowds to join in the experience of a
Rockefeller dispensary, and were at once entertained by Sanitary Inspectors’ lectures on
hookworm disease and transmission, public sanitation, and privy building, enthralled by
the views they saw of wriggling hookworms under a microscope, and energized by
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reformers’ insistence that treatment for the parasite would make them look and feel better
in very little time.483 The fried chicken lunches and barbeques, provided free of charge to
dispensary attendees, also helped produce an atmosphere that was fun and welcoming–
more akin to a religious revival, as Rose observed– than a medical clinic. 484
Overwhelmed at witnessing the energy and magnitude of one such event– which treated
more than 455 people in a single day– one RSC affiliate remarked that the throngs of
people, “com[ing] by boat, by train, [and] by private conveyance for 20 to 30 miles”
made the hills “look… like the days of Galilee.”485

Figure 3: Untitled Map of Kentucky dispensary locations
Source: Rockefeller Sanitary Commission for the Eradication of Hookworm Disease
Records (FA057), Series 2, Box 6, Folder 119, “Kentucky, 1910-1915.” RAC.
As historian John Ettling has observed, the Commission’s embrace of the
dispensary model was a decisive turning point in the effectiveness of the organization and
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its public reception.486 Not only could doctors now distribute medicine to hundreds of
people in one setting without having to travel to their remote homes, but they could
educate the public about the broader dangers of poor sanitation and hygiene. Privybuilding instruction thereafter became a major part of the Commission’s dispensary
lectures, and public awareness about a variety of diseases, and how they were spread
through fecal matter and contaminated water sources, improved tremendously.487
The new model also allowed for stories of miraculous healing to circulate quickly
among an otherwise dispersed rural population. Many of those accounts were so
impressive that they seemed like New Testament miracles, and it was common for
doctors and thankful parents to note that patients’ transformation was so remarkable that
they “would not be recognized as the same person” after treatment.488 In at least one case,
these remarks were not hyperbolic; one 17-year-old female patient went from being “the
perfect picture of a hookworm case” to such a healthy individual that her own mother
really did fail to recognize her when she returned home.489 That girl’s doctor, Dr.
Williams, declared that this event was the “best advertisement” he ever had; he noted that
his patients “were actually tickled” from that point forward to find they were infected
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with hookworms because it almost “guaranteed” that treatment would result in them
“becoming better looking, better feeling and just better men, women and children.”490
In actuality, however, the effectiveness of the dispensary model in eradicating
hookworm remained less certain. As Charles Stiles pointed out to Rose in an August
1912 letter, the Commission risked overstating its accomplishments if it simply looked to
the number of dispensary attendees. “The more I go around the country where
[dispensaries] have been,” he wrote, “the less importance I am able to attach to the
statistics of the clinics.”491 All too often, Stiles explained, he found families who had
enthusiastically visited dispensaries, been told they had hookworm disease and agreed to
take the medicine home for self-treatment, but then were too afraid to take it.492
Stiles estimated that only half of the people sent home with thymol actually took
the medicine as it was intended–– and recent scholarship suggests that his pessimistic
attitude about the effectiveness of the RSC in eradicating hookworm might be warranted,
albeit for different reasons.493 Indeed, as that model became a clear public favorite,
Sanitary Inspectors throughout the South became less inclined to host dispensaries in
rural, less-populated areas. Over time, this trend meant that hookworm dispensaries were
held in more urban and densely-populated areas and did not, therefore, serve the poor
white southerners who were more likely to be infected with the disease and most in need
of medical assistance.494
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Rose was an optimist though, and largely dismissed Stiles’ concern. He
maintained that the dispensary model was invaluable to the Commission’s overall goal of
improving public health in the South–even with its flaws–as it educated rural men and
women about the sources of their illness and inspired them to make long-term changes in
sanitation. Over time, Rose and other broad-minded reformers believed, those
developments would create a new rural atmosphere that could support thriving public
schools and other social services.495 Those changes would, in turn, help mitigate the
persistent problem of out-migration and create the efficient and healthful country
experience of Progressive reformers’ imagination.496
In many instances, hookworm dispensaries and treatment clearly acted as a
catalyst for community cooperation. Kentucky bacteriologist W.W. Richmond, for
example, reported to his supervisor that people leaving his dispensary were so enthralled
by the topic that they could be found talking “about nothing but hookworm and
hookworm disease.” Rural whites who had had been skeptical about the very existence of
worms a few hours before, he explained, were now thoroughly engrossed with the subject
and eager to join the Commission in its fight against the parasite.497 One older farmer
even approached Richmond the night after hearing his lecture to confide that he had not
been able to sleep the night before, as his mind was too preoccupied with the realization
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that his living conditions were “unclean.” He told half a dozen of his nearest neighbors
about his new discovery and inspired the neighborhood to launch a sanitary privy
campaign.498
That man’s newfound enthusiasm for his and the public’s health was not unique;
Kentucky doctor J.S. Lock also reported that dozens of people approached him after he
held a second clinic in the area to explain how they had “done more cleaning up” since
his first visit “than they had ever done in their life before.” They were pleasantly
surprised, Lock said, to find that better sanitation and screens meant they now had onethird fewer flies, and they seemed thoroughly committed to continuing public health
efforts.499 Lock’s supervisor, Sanitary Inspector A.T. McCormack, agreed. He was
impressed by how effective the Commission’s lectures on sanitation, health, and hygiene
were in convincing rural people to return to the communities with “new enlightenment”
and enthusiasm for maintaining sanitary privies and clean water supplies, and was
thankful most of all for the way the clinics transformed formerly disinterested rural
people into what he called “disciple[s] of good health and … scientific medicine.”500
Some local residents became so devoted to the new doctrine of public health that
they took it upon themselves to discuss sanitation and hookworm disease with their
neighbors; a few even joined in the effort of collecting fecal specimens for testing. One
78-year-old man in Williamsburg, Kentucky, for example, was so excited by the results
of his treatment that he bustled around town for weeks brandishing a four-ounce bottle
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containing his excreted worms, while one woman in the mountainous town of Thrasher,
Mississippi voluntarily passed out specimen containers to more than 100 neighbors. 501
Other “good old lad[ies]” in the Kentucky mountains helped similarly; one woman in
McCreary County distributed containers “among the shy girls” in her area, and another
woman in Stearns, Kentucky visited more than 146 neighbors in one day to collect their
fecal samples.502 That achievement was all the more remarkable considering that she
could not read; she remedied that problem by taking along a young boy with her who
read the treatment directions to infected persons as she delivered their medicine.503
Many other doctors noticed these rural people’s enthusiasm, and happily
broadcast how hookworm treatment had inspired entire towns to become more
productive, healthful, educated, and civically involved. They were delighted to find that
school enrollment, attendance, and literacy improved in areas that were once previously
heavily affected by hookworm, and thrilled to find dozens of treated poor white families
enjoying a level of “prosperity never known before.”504 They boasted how those persons’
lives were transformed “from squalor and wretchedness to health, comfort and
happiness” in the course of a few months after being “restored in health and vigor,” and
reported that many formerly sick people moved out of their run-down shacks and into
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respectable homes to start living “cheerfully” and “industriously.”505 All of this proved to
the Commission and its supporters that theirs was a “great and grand work for humanity.”
With “proper treatment,” one doctor noted, the Commission made “healthy bodies, bright
minds and happy faces out of what was before but human wrecks.”506 Another described
how the group showed “a remarkable increase in … intelligence” when treated, and was
shocked to see how quickly their former “pallor and leaden” features were replaced with
“rosy cheeks and bright eyes.”507
Others were most impressed with the economic consequences of hookworm
eradication, which were substantial. Some contemporaries estimated that coal miners
were 20% more productive after they were treated for hookworm, and several cotton mill
operatives decided to invest in the anti-hookworm campaign because they hoped the
work would produce similar financial gains in that sector.508 Recent scholarship suggests
that theirs was a wise investment; in his analysis of the data, economist Hoyt Bleakley
found that adults infected with hookworm were significantly less productive than their
healthy peers and earned about 20% less in income. The long-term financial detriment
was even more severe for young people who were infected throughout their childhood;
they often earned about 40% less than their peers as adult wage earners.509
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Contemporary capitalists were quick to note, then, that sick workers were
“expensive citizens,” since they were often unable to provide for themselves and their
families without the state’s financial assistance.510 They maintained that spending the
money on hookworm treatment was a matter of responsible state spending, as it would
quickly “make efficient citizens” out of the many infected workers.511 Smaller farmers
were equally impressed with the financial gains and increased productivity brought on by
the Commission’s services. Harvey LeForce, of Woodbine, Kentucky, for example, wrote
to his state’s Sanitary Inspector boasting that he had gained twenty-five pounds since
being treated for hookworm, and had never felt better. “I work all the time, [and] never
lose a day on the farm,” he said. “Though I am small, [stunted from hookworm,] I do the
heaviest work. I eat hearty and feel dandy.”512 Your doctors, he concluded, have “made…
a live boy out of a dead one in me.”513
Dr. J.W. Slate had similar results in Stokes County, North Carolina, with an 18year-old anemic patient who started to “take on [a] new life” one week after treatment.
That boy, like a 16-year-old subject treated for hookworm in Mt. Airy, North Carolina,
proved to be “a good hand on the farm” once he was treated.514 So too, did 13-year-old
orphan Bennie Landrum; that boy’s probate judge reflected on Landrum’s recovery and
concluded it alone was worth “all the money spent by the county” on anti-hookworm
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work.515 Landrum expelled 1,000 worms over the course of five thymol treatments, and
went from being bedridden to picking 75 pounds of cotton a day. Landrum, the judge
concluded, looked and acted like “a new boy.”516
Kentucky’s sanitary inspector A.T. McCormack observed something akin to this
in one of his state’s most extreme cases: a man from Corbin, Kentucky by the name of
Joe McFarland. He shared before-and after photographs of that patient with Rose, and
described how McFarland’s illness had made him “a pale, flabby, useless hulk of flesh…
considered worthless by the community.” 517 His infection was so severe that he had
never worked a day in his life, but after the Commission sent him to Dr. Stiles’
Wilmington, North Carolina hospital for 25 days of treatment–where he expelled 2,464
hookworms and 12 round worms, and gained 24 pounds– he returned to Kentucky and
found gainful employment in a coal mine. McFarland made between $4 and $7 a day in
that new line of work, but insisted that he could not “count in dollars and cents the good
[treatment] has done [for] me.” He reported with joy that he could now “do as much work
as any man, and … never fe[lt] tired’”– and would “never cease to feel grateful to [the
Commission] and all those connected with the noble work.”518
Hookworm infection– and its treatment– also had immediate consequences for the
civic realm, which many affiliated with the RSC were quick to observe. They were
especially troubled by the fact that endemic hookworm disease reduced adults to the
status of children and prevented its youngest victims from ever leaving that state. The
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cultural and political ramifications of that dependency, of course, varied for men and
women; relying on traditional ideas about the appropriate gender roles and
responsibilities of its citizens, critics scorned poor white men whose physical
impairments prevented them from working and supporting their families, engaging in
politics, or serving their country in times of war. They criticized sickly poor white
women for underperforming in the domestic and reproductive realms.
Before-and-after photographs of sanitary conditions and hookworm patients were
especially useful in showing how hookworm held adult poor whites back from their
fullest civic potential, and importantly reminded viewers that those flaws were rooted in a
public health crisis.519 Americans had known from earlier reporting that hookworm
reduced males’ ability to labor or serve in the army, and they understood that patients
retained water easily if the infection went untreated for long periods of time–thus
swelling mens’ bodies to unsightly proportions.520 They also knew that the parasite could
even weaken men to such an extent that walking and sitting became impossible– but
seeing actual images of bedridden men was especially hard.521
To be sure, audiences found the grotesque physical effects of the disease difficult
to witness, but they were particularly offended by visual evidence of poor white men’s
economic dependency. Many honor-bound southerners equated work and providing for
one’s dependents as crucial markers of age, race, and gender, and therefore felt poor
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whites’ pauperism offended regional standards of respectable masculinity and
whiteness.522 Viewing images of poor white heads of household dependent on state aid
was to see them as emasculated and infantilized. Examples of weakened white
masculinity made healthy observers nervous for their own futures; they feared poor
whites’ cultural, behavioral, and economic impropriety might diminish their personal
claims to racial and gendered power. The RSC’s efforts to eradicate hookworm became
nationally relevant when considered in that light. The Commission’s supporters and
advocates understood that millions of poor white men, reduced to child-like dependency,
threatened the foundations of Southern society as well as whites’ claims to authority and
dominance.
World War I made this problem clearer than any other, and reinforced the national
ramifications of southern poor whites’ ill health. Although many southerners rushed to
join the war effort, the “deteriorating effect” of the disease forced the army to reject
thousands of draftees.523 Judged by the Binet-Simon test and others, the army found
many southern poor white recruits “had the mentality of persons only twelve years of
age” and were far more likely to be mentally deficient than their northern peers.524
Observers understood immediately the disastrous effects of an adult population reduced
to a child-like rank in America’s moment of need, and declared the situation an
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“inestimable loss to the State in lives, vitality, citizenship and material wealth.”525 Over
15% percent of the 160,000 men enlisting from the South had failed their country and
their race in terms of manpower and social capital.526 Service to the nation in wartime
was a long-standing expectation of white male citizenship; when poor whites failed to
uphold that responsibility, they endangered the political and cultural authority of
whiteness and the very future of American democracy.
In that light, hookworm eradication in the war years became intertwined with a
broad domestic agenda to “help… lick the Germans.” As North Carolina’s J.S. Mitchener
reasoned, “part of patriotism at home” was “keeping fit to serve.’”527 He and other
sanitarians across the South capitalized on growing public support for hookworm
campaigns and wartime patriotism by linking the Commission’s project of destroying
germs with the United State’s goal of defeating the Germans with catchy puns and turns
of phrase. The governor of North Carolina, for example, hosted an award ceremony for
children participating in a local health challenge marketed as a “WAR PROGRAM on
GERMS AND GERMANS (our Two Greatest Enemies),” and Georgia health workers
published an instructive story about a boy infected with hookworm “Germ-huns” and
described his treatment as “dislodg[ing the parasite] from [The South’s] intestinal
trenches.” 528
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Medical reformers were also attentive to how hookworm prevented adult women
from performing the reproductive and domestic obligations of their citizenship. Infection
often caused amenorrhea in women of reproductive age and made childbirth more
difficult and dangerous. Hookworm, the Commission found, had a significant “deterrent
effect upon the birth rate,” especially since many women became pregnant almost
immediately after being cured.529 Hookworm doctors were thrilled by that development,
and declared it “a fact of vital economic significance in view of the present shortage of
man-power throughout the world.”530
The RSC was also shocked at the way generations of hookworm infection had
negatively affected poor whites’ gendered division of labor. They were particularly
distressed to see poor white women work outside the home “cultivating crops, building
fences, and milking cows.”531 “The women who should be fitted for housekeepers and
homemakers,” they said, were too busy with “men’s work” outside the home to attend to
domestic issues. As a result, reformers declared, poor white women knew “absolutely
nothing of decent living,” and lived in “truly wretched” conditions.532 One sanitary
inspector bemoaned his first-hand experience with this phenomenon as he politely
choked down a Kentucky mountaineers’ poorly prepared biscuits. The food was “barely
browned at the top and nearly raw on the bottom and in the middle,” he complained.
“They were soaked with grease and absolutely indigestible.”533
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While poor white womens’ domestic and reproductive failings were subtler on a
day-to-day basis than their male counterparts’ inability to work and defend the nation in
wartime, reformers took females’ social and cultural deficiencies seriously. Their work
outside the home and their inability to healthfully reproduce presented a major threat to
the maintenance of gendered labor and separate spheres in the South. As Commission
dispensaries started to treat and heal poor whites with positive results, observers
understood that the group’s deficiencies stemmed not from willfulness or racial defect,
but from ignorance and poor sanitation.
****
Doctors affiliated with the Commission also saw hookworm-infected children as a
weakness for the nation’s future citizenry, and took a particular interest in treating their
infections with that concern in mind. Based on the results of a study conducted by RSC
doctors Edward K. Strong and Charles Stiles in the mid-1910s, the Commission knew
that treating children sooner rather than later in the course of their infections had
significant long-term mental and physical consequences– consequences that affected
subjects’ ability to be self-sufficient and productive citizens in the future.534 That study
showed that while the parasite uniformly stunted infected children’s physical and mental
development, very young children were able to make a near-full recovery with treatment,
and went on to nearly-match their non-affected peers in height and weight. Hookworm’s
effect on mental capacity was less clear, but doctors agreed that protracted infection
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tended to have “prolonged effects upon mentality … from which the individual m[ight]
never entirely recover.”535
Strong and Stile’s findings presented the Commission with data similar to what
state-level doctors narrated in their quarterly reports.536 Alabama doctor J. Fraser Orr, for
example, remarked that infected children arrived at his clinics with “old-mannish
appearance[s]” and stood with “characteristic apathy… hands deep in trouser pockets,
leaning against the door posts and waiting their turns without interest in the clinic or even
in the events of the street outside.”537 There was “no better example,” Orr said, of
hookworm’s disabling effect, as the parasite “drain[ed] from its poor victims the youth
and vitality which [was] their inalienable right to possess.”538 Georgia’s doctors offered a
comparable message, and explained to their patients how hookworm made children “look
pale and sallow.” It disfigured them by producing a “‘pot-belly’” in spite of their
underlying malnourishment, and made them “feel tired … lazy,” and “slow to learn.”539
This most insidious parasite, one Georgia broadside proclaimed, “stunt[ed] the child’s
growth” and “depriv[ed] him of a robust, vigorous, manly body.”540 The Rockefeller
Foundation’s Story of a Boy Who Did Not Grow Up To Be A Tall Strong Man (1917)
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conveyed that same message clearly and simply.541 Using illustrations and succinct
sentences, the book offered elementary students the cautionary tale of a young boy whose
hookworm infection was diagnosed too late in life. As a result, the boy remained stoopshouldered and shorter than his peers, even after treatment.542
Field workers found hookworm’s negative effect on mental cognition even more
disconcerting than its physical disfigurements. Dr. J.S. Lock, for example, was shocked
to find a 2 ½ year old boy in Clay County, Kentucky so “heavily infected with hookworm
and other parasites” that he was still “unable to walk…. dwarfed in body and mind as a
result of the infection.”543 Tennessee’s State Board of Health noticed the devastating
effects of the disease on its youth, too, and concluded in 1911 that hookworm had
“greatly retarded” its children’s mental development.544 North Carolina doctor Benjamin
E. Washburn similarly urged health officials in his state to take all defects seriously they
examined children for the parasite. If hookworm’s residual defects were left untreated, he
warned, poor white youth would “not make the strong men and women that they should
make” and he predicted that “many [would be] permanently deaf and others [would have]
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permanent eye trouble.”545 Modern analysis of treated children’s adult professions and
income suggest that Washburn and others were correct about the long-term social and
economic consequences of untreated hookworm; decades of census data shows that
younger children benefitted most from early detection, were more likely to learn to read,
and generally earned higher wages as adults.546
Reformers also discovered that hookworm made it nearly impossible for infected
children to engage in “normal” twentieth century play and leisure. For middle-class
observers, the discovery that “country children … ha[d] no or very little idea of play” was
alarming enough, but to witness the parasite directly prevent the group from enjoying the
aspects and privileges of childhood was another issue.547 At a basic level, health workers’
reactions reflected the late nineteenth century middle-class view of childhood as a unique
and fleeting time in a person’s life, and one that should be nurtured.548 Organizations like
the Boy Scouts of America and the Camp Fire Girls flourished in the early twentieth
century, made popular for the way they revered youthful vigor and provided spaces for
young men and women to act out their playful natures before transitioning into adult
roles.549 Psychologist G. Stanley Hall gave voice to another strain in the discourse about
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childhood and development, and argued that adolescent boys should be given the chance
to play freely and exercise their “boyhood primitivism,” so that they could reserve energy
to battle neurasthenia and the draining effects of civilization in their adult lives.550
President Theodore Roosevelt powerfully joined in the conversation as well by
combining the discourses of race and gender.551 In both his private and public life,
Roosevelt promoted vigorous athletic pursuits for men, and urged women to have as
many children as possible. He was fearful of “race suicide” and viewed the world as a
battle between the races—a personal opinion which led him to famously advocate
Americans to “take up the strenuous life” for the sake of furthering the white race and
nation.552
But the RSC’s concern about hookworm infection in rural white youth was less a
lamentation of lost childhood due to poverty and overwork than it was real unease that
the disease prevented youth from fulfilling their gendered citizenship roles.553 Infected
boys who were non-competitive and apathetic were poor representatives of the period’s
ideal manliness, and diseased young women who had never menstruated (due to the
parasite’s tendency to create anemia and reduced growth in its victims) meant that they
also failed to meet the period’s expectations of womanhood.554 As a result, reformers
were relieved when hookworm treatment clearly reversed those trends. Dr. L.D. Wharton,
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of Smithfield, North Carolina, for example, described a 15-year-old patient whose
“mother was distressed because she had never been ‘sick.’”555 He treated the “small,
slender, [and] anemic” girl with positive results. One dose of thymol “resulted in a
marked change, especially as to anemia… and figure. She immediately began to fill
out.”556 Dr. L.H. Schubert also recounted his experience treating a 16-year-old girl in
Gibson, North Carolina. She had never menstruated as a result of her severe hookworm
infection, but started to improved under a doctor’s care; her “complexion cleared and life
and energy returned” after a few rounds of thymol, and by the fourth treatment, the girl
was “full of energy and frolicksome (sic).” Most importantly, Shubert noted,
“Menstruation appeared for the first time.”557 Rose also noted this phenomenon in his
summary of the Commission’s work with the Forkemites. On his first visit there in 1910,
when conditions were still quite bad, he met a young woman so seriously weakened from
hookworm that she had almost died in childbirth ten years earlier. She had tried
desperately since that time to conceive, but without success. When Rose returned a year
later, he found that the woman had been treated for hookworm, become pregnant, and
given birth to her second child.558
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The Commission was equally pleased to see how hookworm treatment almost
always restored young girls’ interest in domestic affairs.559 Dr. I.C. Grady, working in
Kenly, North Carolina described how one “pale, bloated,” 24-year-old girl with “lemon
colored skin” transformed into a shining example of middle-class domesticity after just
four treatments. Hers had been a severe case– she could not even walk 50 yards without
assistance– but after she was healed, Grady said, the girl “looks and says she is a new
woman. She is now doing housework every single day and sings often while at work.”560
Dr. T.M. Fly’s work with a 16-year-old Della Gardner of Arkansas was similar to Dr.
Grady’s, and particularly caught the RSC’s attention. The Commission recounted
Gardner’s recovery several times in annual publications and newsletters as it celebrated
the way treatment had restored Gardner’s menstrual cycle and produced other wonderful
“physical transformations.” Fly boasted that she showed “mental and moral and social
improvement” when healed, and had since become “a distinct help to her mother whereas
heretofore she had to be constantly waited upon by some member of the family.”561
Over time, the Commission’s success in treating hookworm– especially in its
youngest patients– inspired some of its workers to address how the RSC, and public
health workers more broadly, played a role in “cultivating” the next generation of rural
white southerners.562 As Georgia’s Franklin County School Superintendent J.W.
McFarland observed, the Commission’s anti-hookworm “crusade,” as he called it, made
“strong bodies” and “strong minds” out of weak and listless children. He declared the
effort the “best movement” ever taken in the county, and averred that local efforts
559
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actually strengthened the nation at large.563 Because America’s “achievement …
depend[ed] upon the development of the minds of our boys and girls who are our future
citizens and homemakers,” McFarland said, destroying hookworm today ensured that the
nation “increase[d] [its] possibility of a large crop of strong and useful men– the greatest
resource of any country.”564
Doctors working with the RSC in other parts of the South echoed that sentiment
many times over. Kentucky’s A.T. McCormick also employed an agricultural metaphor
to explain his confidence in the Commission’s work, and insisted that “the fruit [was]
absolutely ripe” in his state and could be “harvested” if the Commission were willing to
send more doctors to “father it.”565 It would be “such a pity,” he opined, if the work were
not carried out to the fullest extent since “the harvest [was] human life.”566 North
Carolina’s O.H. Hyatt also understood his partnership with the RSC in civic and human
terms, and declared that his young subjects’ renewed health was proof enough for him
that they were “going to be fine citizens some day.”567 Georgia’s A.G. Fort similarly
spoke to the way that hookworm treatment in his state had made children into more “alert
and vigorous pupils” in school. That improvement, he explained, meant that they would
offer the state, “in the long run, a more capable citizenship.”568 Mississippi doctors
simply stated on broadsides that “The future of America depends on the health of its
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children”– urging its residents to be tested for hookworm and build sanitary privies– and
then “signed” the posters with the signature, “Yours truly, A. Child.”569
Similarly, a few clever physicians in Covington County, Alabama, used their
County Fair to visually show how hookworm treatment could “cultivate” young,
disengaged poor whites for future healthful social and political engagement. In 1921, a
group of doctors showcased two sickly boys with moderate hookworm infections and
promised to treat them over the course of the year. Playing off the agricultural theme of
the fair, the men proudly exhibited the clean, vibrant and healed boys in 1922 and
declared them “‘Covington County Products.’”570 The metaphor was both amusing and
apt. By calling the healed poor white boys “products” of the county, the Commission
subtly sent a message about the tangible fruits of their labors, and reminded fair goers
that poor whites were “material for splendid citizenship” if they were placed “under
conditions of good health, sanitary surroundings, and proper training.”571
****
In its fifth and final report, issued in January 1915, the Rockefeller Sanitary
Commission reflected on what it had accomplished in its five years of work. It had
unquestionably succeeded in its first goal of teaching southerners about the reality and
danger of the hookworm, and the need for better hygiene and sanitation.572 It had also
provided a real public health service to thousands of people; the Commission estimated
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that its workers had examined 1.3 million persons in 596 of the South’s 1,142 counties,
and given treatment to more than 700,000 individuals.573
But hookworm was not eradicated in the South when the RSC disbanded at the
end of 1914. Some members of the Commission therefore expected Rockefeller to extend
funding for the program, but he did not; he believed that “the chief purpose of the
Commission” had been accomplished, and reported that he was “satisfied” with the work
as it was. 574 Nevertheless, Rockefeller monies continued to battle hookworm, alongside
other southern public health crises, for the next eleven years under the auspices of the
newly formed International Health Board (an arm of the Rockefeller Foundation.)575
In many respects, the anti-hookworm work in the South proceeded under the IHB
as it had when the Sanitary Commission was in charge; doctors, bacteriologists, and
sanitarians continued to focus on “cast[ing] out disease” through partnerships with local
people, and relied heavily on educational initiatives and public fundraisers.576 But
Rockefeller gradually pulled money away from the American South to focus on
international health work, especially after 1917.577 Although the IHB continued to work
in the region until the mid-1920s, interest in the hookworm campaign slowly dwindled
and then ended as other semi-tropical diseases, like malaria and yellow fever, occupied
more of the public’s attention.578
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The Rockefeller Sanitary Commission’s work in the American South, and its
subsequent support by the IHB, therefore represents a rather short time span in southern
public health history. But, as historian John Ettling has observed, its brief tenure is not
indicative of its level of importance.579 The Commission was in fact critical in
rejuvenating Southern Boards of Health and inspiring public awareness about germs,
disease, and the importance of preventative sanitation. Furthermore, Charles Stiles’
decision to present hookworm as the “germ” of poor whites’ laziness– and as the root of
their racial and cultural difference– catalyzed a regional campaign with lasting
democratic and social consequences. Intersecting with early-twentieth century ideas
about disease, race, and contagion, the early years of the hookworm campaign became
intertwined with calls for poor white uplift and segregation for the sake of public health.
Although the Commission extended its hookworm campaigns into African American
communities, it did so solely to prevent the spread of the disease to poor whites; in so
doing, it unfortunately contributed to the South’s growing interpretation of black bodies
as biological and cultural threats.
The racial consequences of hookworm treatment remained a dominant topic
throughout the RSC’s tenure, although several other concerns also animated the work.
Many doctors and social reformers invested in the anti-hookworm campaign because they
hoped eradication would produce a healthier and more productive South; their economic
concerns intersected with those Progressive reformers who expressed optimism about
hookworm treatment and the way it created happier, healthier rural citizens who could
create vibrant rural communities. Still others addressed how the RSC’s public health
efforts could cultivate formerly apathetic and deficient rural people into engaged citizens;
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their attention to the civic consequences of hookworm eradication were especially
dominant in the period in and around World War I and in the context of the
Commission’s work with children– the nation’s future citizenry. In total, although many
interests and motivations animated the Commission in its anti-hookworm campaign,
reformers were united in their shared belief that the work had national and lasting
consequences. At stake in improving the lives of thousands of poor, white, and wormy
whites, they believed, was the quintessentially Progressive goal of creating a more
integrated, efficient, and streamlined America.
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Chapter 4 - “The Mountain Problem Solved in One Generation”: Alice Lloyd’s
Eugenic Settlement Program and the Cultivation of Citizenship in the Mountains
In November 1916, one year after arriving in the mountains of eastern Kentucky,
social reformer Alice Lloyd reflected on what she understood as the sordid state of the
region and its people. While turn of the century writers and interventionists typically
followed Horace Kephart’s lead and spoke highly of mountaineers and the picturesque
romanticism of the area, Alice Lloyd declared openly that she worked “in the heart of the
worst region.”580 “In remote Knott [County],” she said, there was “no romance about the
Southern Highlander. It is just race decay, inter breeding, illiteracy, [and] filth. It is a
great pity that such a people have been allowed by centralized agencies to come to such a
pass.”581 She conceded that the mountain’s many educational interventionists had
collectively “done wonderful, wonderful work,” but believed that their efforts had
ultimately fallen short. Classifying all previous reform in the area as purely “academic”
or “religious” endeavors–as opposed to her new “civic” approach–Alice Lloyd set out to
re-make the standard of social work in the Kentucky mountains by explicitly and
unapologetically applying eugenic principles–both negative and positive–to social and
educational reform.582
Although ideas of “good breeding” and inherited genetic value pervaded all
mountain work and affected reformers’ assumptions about white superiority and
reformability, the extent to which eugenics shaped reformers’ selection process and
agendas varied greatly. In Lloyd’s view, the application of eugenic principles was the
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crucial missing piece to successfully integrating “backward” and socially isolated
Appalachian mountaineers into the modern American fold. Like other social reformers in
the region, Lloyd understood her work as part of the larger process of cultivating
citizenship in America, and believed that her reform work with mountain whites was as
important to the nation’s future as the Americanization movement was in assimilating
and welcoming immigrants into American culture and politics. But in Lloyd’s
interpretation, missionary and social settlement work done without “eugenic forethought”
produced imperfect Americans.583 She believed that her eugenic community-level
approach would achieve what other methods had failed to do. With it, she declared, “the
mountain problem would be solved in a generation.”584
Eugenic methods were therefore uniquely central to Lloyd’s work of
“Americanizing” Appalachia. Although other reformers in the region similarly
understood their work in a national context, and sought to preserve the purity of the white
Anglo-Saxon heritage and aspects of their mountain culture, Alice Lloyd’s effort was
exceptional for its unabashed emphasis on genetic heritage in cultivating ideal American
citizenship and in her dismissal of certain families as beyond the reach of her civilizing
efforts. Both mountain reformers and immigrant Americanizers debated the place of
eugenics in their cultural and political assimilative work.585 But whereas immigrant
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Americanizers’ infighting culminated in restrictive eugenic immigration laws and
exclusionary policies, Lloyd’s selective eugenic program and blueprint for total cultural
reform remained an outlying approach. Although she tried mightily to expand her
eugenic settlements throughout the region, other mountain reformers rejected that method
and remained more cautious in their public descriptions and characterizations of the
people with whom they worked. They also used eugenic language in their publications
and propaganda when it served them well, or when they felt the ideology would help
them advocate on behalf of their constituents, but the majority of mountain reformers
resisted sweeping negative characterizations of the people in favor of a view that
accepted and appreciated Appalachian cultural difference as a laudable American
“ethnicity.”
Hindsight shows us that Lloyd’s eugenic settlement proved an exception rather
than a rule in Appalachian reform, but contemporary observers and competing reformers
in Eastern Kentucky had no such clarity. They took her proposed interventions seriously,
as the scope and direction of Appalachian reform were far from settled in the first
decades of the twentieth century. And, although most local interventionists rejected
Lloyd’s ideas about the place of eugenics in producing socially, culturally, and politically
integrated Appalachian Americans, many Americans in urban northeastern circles
remained committed to Lloyd’s project for decades. Considering her eugenic settlement,
outlier though it is, alongside better-known and mainstream approaches provides
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important contextualization of turn-of-the-century debates over scope, direction, and
methodology of Appalachian reform.
****
Although the American eugenics movement was disorganized and inchoate at the
turn of the twentieth century, the promise of breeding a better race nevertheless appealed
to contemporaries across the nation.586 Even without an official organization to produce
literature or eugenic research in those years, Americans debated how scientific selection
of human populations might improve on natural selection. Progressive social scientists
and reformers were especially drawn to eugenics. Historians formerly characterized
eugenicists as retrogressive conservatives unmoored by the period’s Progressivism, but
recent scholarship has shown that many social reformers thought a “Progressive
eugenics” was possible–even essential–for real social change.587 Indeed, some social
scientists, anthropologists, and social workers conceived of eugenics as one of the most
forward-looking movements ever created.588 They hoped its application would produce a
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more efficient and streamlined society, ameliorating social ills produced by the period’s
industrialization, urbanization, immigration, imperialism, and secularization.589
Their interest in the subject, and indeed the field of eugenics itself, sprung from
Charles Darwin’s research on evolution. Darwin did not argue for the application of
artificial selection to human populations in his groundbreaking 1859 book, On the Origin
of Species, but readers– including Darwin’s half-cousin Francis Galton–quickly made
that leap. He expanded on his relative’s work and developed the term “eugenics” in 1883
to describe how scientific selection could be applied to human populations and breed a
better race of humans.590 Galton contended that every individual had a right to be “well
born,” as the Greek root of the term suggested, and like many late-nineteenth century
observers, believed that natural selection was slow and inefficient.591 He argued that
humans should replace it with purposeful, artificial selection though a combination of
what he called “positive” eugenics– programs designed to encourage the reproduction of
the best stock–and “negative” eugenics– efforts aimed at discouraging or prohibiting
inferior stock from propagating the species.592
Various theorists and scientists engaged with Galton and Darwin’s ideas over the
next three decades to create a muddied conception of genetics, trait transmission, and
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human value by the early twentieth century.593 As historian Thomas Leonard has
observed, no singular idea of evolution dominated at the time, and that ambiguity allowed
for almost every contemporary perspective to find something in Darwinism to support its
cause.594 Imperialists like Josiah Strong, for example, used Darwinian thinking to
advocate for American imperial expansion by arguing that war was a matter of survival
of the fittest, while eugenicist and peace advocate David Starr Jordan argued the
opposite.595 He claimed that war was actually dysgenic, or counter-productive to breeding
better humans, as it killed the fittest members of society and allowed the weaker ones left
at home to perpetuate the race.596
Men who would eventually become leading figures in the American eugenics
movement–Charles Davenport, David Starr Jordan, Harry H. Laughlin, Edward A. Ross,
Madison Grant, Charles M. Goethe, and Roswell Johnson–gave those ideas scientific
standing through their prolific writings and public addresses in the 1890s, 1900s, and
1910s. Much of their work centered in elite institutions on the East and West Coasts, and
was helped greatly by the establishment of the Eugenics Record Office in Cold Spring
Harbor, New York in 1910. Overseen by Davenport and Laughlin, and funded by Mary
Harriman (the wealthy widow of railroad-magnate E.H. Harriman), the Rockefeller and
Kellogg families, and the Carnegie Institute, the ERO studied human heredity in the
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United States and made recommendations for eugenic living, marriage, and selection
until 1939.597
Leading biologists, anthropologists, sociologists, and embryologists did much to
further eugenic inquiry at an elite level in those years, but the movement’s ideas also
found popular support in the decade before the ERO’s foundation.598 White middle-class
Americans were especially invested in eugenics and hereditarianism. Scholars once
downplayed their interest in the movement and argued that influential specialists
controlled the field, but more recent scholarship demonstrates their serious investment in
the movement’s ideas.599 Especially in the 1920s, middle-class Americans across the
country voluntarily showcased their children in “better baby contests,” willingly shared
their family history with traveling eugenics field workers for genetic scrutiny, and
sometimes sought marriage counseling in advance of their unions to ensure their
partnerships were eugenically sound.600
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Indeed, it was white middle-class Americans’ eagerness to apply eugenic
principles in their own lives– and in others’– that popularized the movement and made its
ideology and rhetoric part of the early twentieth century vernacular.601 References to
one’s stock, fitness, and intelligence became common turns of phrase intertwined with
contemporary ideas about proper gendered behavior, quantifiable intelligence, human
heredity, cultural evolutionism, and the supremacy of the white race.602 While many
white Americans felt a renewed sense of superiority and security with those views–
confident that their heritage was superior to recent immigrants and non-white
Americans–others fixated on the declining white birth rate and related problem of
immigrants’ fecundity.603 They worried that this demographic shift signaled AngloAmericans’ imminent “race suicide,” and advocated eugenic selection as a necessary tool
in preserving whites’ social and political supremacy.604
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****
Alice Spencer Geddes, later Alice Lloyd, grew up in the context of these debates
and ideas. She was born on November 13, 1876, in Athol, Massachusetts, to a
comfortably middle class family. Her parents moved to Boston when she was young, and
she remained in that area for grade school and two years at Radcliffe College. Lloyd’s
biographer, David Searles, admits that she was “at best, a mediocre student.” She
received low marks in her college courses and never completed the degree. Sensationalist
journalism – writing that would “sell” rather than artful prose- was Lloyd’s passion.
During her brief tenure at Radcliffe, she took on a variety of freelance writing positions
with local papers, and even dabbled in newspaper ownership: Lloyd bought the
Cambridge Chronicle in 1903, but the task proved to be too much for the 27-year-old.
The newspaper failed within fifteen months. 605
Lloyd’s response to that failed enterprise was to flee to the Boston suburb of
Wakefield, where she continued to write for various newspapers and served as the
assistant editor of the Wakefield Citizen and Banner until 1908. Lloyd’s writing and
social involvement in a variety of Boston-area women’s clubs over the next five years
garnered her a reputation as a respectable “society woman.”606 By 1913, her selfconfidence and belief in the correctness of her opinions led Lloyd to write increasingly
vocal columns that at once reflected popular middle-class attitudes and earlier Victorian
ideas about sexual morality, the pitfalls of commercialism and modernism, the value of
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eugenics, and the good work done by settlement school leaders inspired by the social
gospel movement.607
Sometime between 1908 and 1910, Alice Lloyd met and became friends with the
man who would eventually become her husband. Arthur Lloyd was a Wakefield
journalist and real estate broker seven years her junior and married to another woman,
Nellie B. Carpenter, at the time.608 Few details about that marriage exist, but the record
indicates that Carpenter lived the final years of her married- life in a sanitarium in
Deerfield, Massachusetts until she died of acute appendicitis in 1911.609 Arthur employed
Alice as a housekeeper for some time in those years, and their professional relationship
blossomed into a romantic one after Nellie’s death. In 1913, Arthur invited Alice to spend
the summer with him at his modest 80-acre rural farm called “The Snuggery,” a few
miles south of Gilmanton, New Hampshire, and she consented.610
That experience marked a turning point in Alice’s personal and professional life.
She wrote journalistic exposés on that “summer vacation that was different,” steeped in
enthusiasm and nostalgia for the “virtues [of] simple… country living.”611 Like many
late-nineteenth century middle-class persons, Lloyd believed that rural American’s
humble lifestyle was, in many ways, purer and superior to urban industrial life. Historian
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T. J. Lears has explained this anti-modernist view and chronicled its development in the
last decades of the nineteenth century, but Lloyd’s continued adherence to antimodernism throughout her life suggests that the ideology remained persuasive to some
reformers well into the twentieth century.612 Indeed, Lloyd’s trepidation over the social
and moral evils associated with commercialization, urbanization, and modernization– and
her quest to morally revitalize mainstream American life by integrating rural values–
suggests that she remained ideologically anti-modernist even as she embraced a variety of
Progressive Era views.613 She praised the simplicity, primitivity, and godliness of rural
people in her journalistic writing, lauding their “poise,” “softness of voice,” and “easy
grace.”614 But even as Lloyd reflected anti-modernist impulses in praising rural peoples’
“authentic” lifestyle, she also echoed Progressive social reformers’ disgust at what she
perceived as rural people’s sexual immorality, poor hygiene, and apathetic work ethic.
The Lloyds’ shared summer in Gilmanton brought the couple closer together, and
Arthur Lloyd proposed marriage to the 37-year-old Alice a few months later. They were
married on February 6, 1914 and relocated, along with Alice’s mother Ella Geddes, from
the Boston-suburbs to the New Hampshire farm.615 Alice appeared blissfully unaware
that the town was floundering economically and had been rapidly losing population since
the 1880s.616 Eager to try her hand at social reform, she quickly organized a scattered
assortment of uplift activities in the area’s lumber camps, including a clothing drive, a
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fundraiser for the local school, the construction of a model playground, and a
marketplace for rural women’s craft industries.617 She developed a “Free Library” for
residents (accessible from her home), organized “flower walks” for local children (with
prizes for those who collected the most), and emphasized through self-promotional
newspaper reports that her work was done without the benefit of a salary.618
Gilmanton residents uniformly resented the Lloyds’ uninvited reform and moral
interventions. They disliked the basic premise of the outsiders’ work from the beginning,
but tensions came to a head in December 1914 when Alice Lloyd issued a fundraising
plea in the Boston Transcript to garner money for her work in what she described as the
morally depraved town.619 Local residents resisted that negative characterization, and
J.W. Sanborn, an agricultural professor at the local Gilmanton Academy, accused Lloyd
of taking “‘the same patronizing air’” as urban-dwelling country life reformers. He
implied that she would do well to return to Boston and leave rural people alone.620
Class and geographic tensions did not produce enough local opposition to drive
the Lloyds from Gilmanton, but the couple’s ill-informed decision to intervene in a local
girl’s “moral regeneration,” as they might have called it, did. Sometime in 1914, the
Lloyds publicly announced that they had “accepted … a little girl from a poor home” into
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their own residence “as a ‘permanent member of their family.’”621 The details of the
girl’s case are few. We do not know her age or the circumstances that brought her to the
poor home, but it is clear Lloyd believed the adoption was essential for preserving the
girl’s health and moral purity.622
It was this adoption and the Gilmanton community’s subsequent outrage over the
situation that eventually drove the Lloyds to permanently leave the area in the summer of
1915.623 They unceremoniously handed over their Gilmanton work to a local Episcopal
Church and proceeded to the Kentucky mountains to try their hand at uplift in that region.
Alice Lloyd had utilized her skills as a sensationalist writer earlier that year to advertise
the New Hampshire work and determine a new location for service. That material caught
the eye of Ruth Huntington of Kentucky’s Hindman Settlement School, who was so
impressed by Lloyds’ description that she coordinated with Boston-based Presbyterian
missionary Henry White to bring the family to Kentucky.624 White invited the Lloyds to
settle at the abandoned Presbyterian mission site in Ivis, Kentucky, just six miles from the
Hindman Settlement School. The family eagerly accepted after the Gilmanton project
collapsed, and arrived at “Hope Cottage,” as they called it, in late September 1915.625
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A strange mixture of failure, hard-headedness, local opposition, and escapism
therefore drew Alice Lloyd to Appalachian reform.626 Because of her hurried departure
and the limited archival evidence from those years, we do not know if Lloyd had a
comprehensive eugenic plan for her New Hampshire work. Given what she referred to as
her “rescue [of the] maturing girl,” Lloyd’s disparaging comments about the town’s
morality, and her journalistic admonitions for women to live with a “eugenic forethought
for the generation that is to come,” we know she found eugenics and social reform
compatible.627 And, like many Progressive reformers who believed eugenics was a useful
tool in promoting an efficient society, Lloyd remained convinced of the rightness of
eugenic living for the rest of her life.628 She never apologized for her methods and was
proud of her approach.
However, Lloyd’s reluctance to discuss the Gilmanton project after she left the
northeast also suggests deep embarrassment with the endeavor’s failure. She privately
confided to Ruth Huntington in January 1916 that the New Hampshire project was
unsuccessful, but removed personal culpability by citing a lack of “cooperation” among
local leaders.629 She further whitewashed the situation over the next several years by
sharing false news stories that progressively erased any mention of her time in Gilmanton
as a reformer. In November 1915, just months after arriving in Kentucky, Lloyd
626
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mentioned in passing her previous “pioneer[ing]”work in a rural New Hampshire hilltown and explained that a local woman had since taken up the Lloyds’ work.630 But over
the next year and a half she mentioned the New Hampshire work less frequently and in
less detail, until it disappeared from her narrative entirely by July 1917. Then, from 1918
and lasting until her death in 1962, Lloyd always explained her family’s decision to
relocate from Boston to Kentucky (rather than from New Hampshire) as a temporary
vacation the family took in order to allow Lloyd to rest and recover from a lifethreatening illness.631
****
Lloyd’s disappointment with the New Hampshire project did not deter her from
taking a similar approach when she arrived in Kentucky. As in the first instance, Lloyd’s
second reform effort consisted of a whirlwind campaign to create social change at
multiple levels. Lloyd sensed she had landed in a more receptive environment. In letters
to her friends and supporters in the northeast, Lloyd boasted that it had taken only a few
months for the couple to “cooperate gloriously” with Ivis residents to construct a simple
Community Center, public library, demonstration farm, and a dispensary.632 She assured
them that the Ivis Community Center and Free Public Library was different from other
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social agencies in the area. Hers was not “an academic institution” like the nearby
Hindman Settlement School, which Lloyd denigrated for providing academic support for
select individuals rather than comprehensive uplifting the entire community. Instead,
Lloyd described the couple’s work as “wholly CIVIC” and focused on “the rehabilitation
of the family.”633 She admitted that the Ivis Community Center’s dispensary replicated
Hindman’s non-academic social services, but dismissed the parallel in the long term.
Palliative heath care, she explained, was merely a temporary effort to meet resident’s
immediate health needs. “Fundamentally,” she said, it would “take years to do the
preventative work.”634
What exactly did Lloyd mean by “preventative,” “civic” work? To her critics, it
appeared that the Ivis Community Center offered services that were nearly identical to
those of the social workers and missionaries who preceded them. They especially
resented Lloyd’s assertion that earlier reformers had done “no constructive social work
AT ALL” in their more than twenty years of working in eastern Kentucky.635 But the
distinction between her work and other settlements made sense to Lloyd: in her view,
early reformers had done “wonderful work” academically but had failed to create lasting
community change because they had not integrated eugenic principles in those efforts.636
Traditional reform provided a short-term solution to the “mountain problem”– a situation
she felt could only be solved through the “preventative work” of eugenically mediating
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mountaineers’ marriage patterns, reproduction, community interactions, and professional
ambitions.
Lloyd described herself as a social engineer, a reformer whose interventions
methodically shaped the entire community rather than supporting “exceptional
child[ren]” as other settlement schools did.637 She believed that her method of social
engineering was superior to conventional reform efforts since she “stud[ied] the
conditions of each community” and then “treat[ed] those conditions as a unit, by the
people and with the people and for the people.”638 What good was it, she asked
scornfully, if settlement schools like Hindman educated students in arithmetic, reading,
and writing, only to return them to an environment where they would sit “in silk
stockings on the porch of a log house” that had “not the slightest trace of sanitation” and
was rife with typhoid, tuberculosis, and other ills?639 In her view, those educated students
quickly slipped back to their old ways and became “victim[s] of euthenics,” unable to
escape the reality and confines of an unhygienic environment.640 If her method of eugenic
“civic education ha[d] been started in the mountains 20 years ago,” she lamented, then
“the mountains would now be ready to take their rightful place in the nation.”641
Unlike other Appalachian reformers who saw certain aspects of mountain culture
as valuable and worthy of preservation, Alice Lloyd loathed much of the region’s culture
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and social practices. She especially despised the people’s “isolation, ignorance, [and]
inter-marriage” and declared that these ills had reduced the quality of Knott County
residents so much that they had sunk “lower and lower in the scale of human types…
until in this generation many [were] not bodily clean.”642 Rural Kentuckians were so
“infested with fleas and other vermin” and lacked “regular habits,” she scoffed, that they
had become “more akin to hibernating animals than twentieth century human beings.”643
In her view, fifty-percent of the “race” was “decayed past rescue.”644
But while Lloyd declared bluntly that there were “certain stocks” she and her
husband “[did not] touch” because of generations of intermarriage and race-decay, she
also believed other genetic lines were the “glorious remnants” of the nation’s first settlers
and were of pure Anglo-Saxon descent.645 Lloyd was unequivocal that her community
work was for the latter group, and she explained to Boston press sources in the fall of
1915 that her efforts were designed to halt the “deterioration of the Kentucky AngloSaxon” and preserve the remaining peoples’ “physical, mental and spiritual vigor.”646
Mountaineers’ racial “deterioration… [could] hardly be afforded” she explained, since
the group had “inherent qualities that [were] greatly needed in the United States.”647
Especially in the decades defined by ethnic immigration, Lloyd’s statement appealed to
contemporaries threatened by America’s increasingly diverse racial and cultural
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landscape. In their view, Lloyd’s efforts to uplift a selected cadre of Kentucky
mountaineers seemed not only a noble cause of helping America’s “forgotten citizens,”
but also one in which they might cultivate their ideal standard of white citizenship.648
Lloyd often framed her work in that nationalistic and patriotic context. She
insinuated that her community-level approach to social engineering would produce
lasting regional change that would allow Appalachians to become culturally and
politically integrated in mainstream American culture. Referencing Galatians 5:9, Lloyd
explained how she planned to “leaven,” or uplift, the Ivis and nearby communities
through eugenic selection and cultivation. By selecting the best Anglo-Saxon families
and providing them with comprehensive social, cultural, and political reforms, Lloyd
believed that her Community Center approach would furnish the region with the leaders
and productive American citizens it needed. Just “a little leaven leaveneth the whole
lump,” Lloyd explained, her student-leaders would eventually return to their home
communities and join her in the work of rescuing its population for “capable citizenship”
through example and influence.649 Guided by the right combination of inborn
independence and the center’s lessons on purposeful living, Lloyd predicted that her
mountain leaders would eventually make outside intervention obsolete. One day, she
said, they would “cast us all out and reach their own citizenship themselves.”650
****
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The Lloyds spent their first fifteen months in Kentucky methodically collecting
data on local people and their living conditions to determine where the most salvageable
families lived.651 They traveled from home to home making a “census of the creeks”
around Ivis and the community of Caney Creek, about six miles away. By the spring of
1917, the couple had enough data to turn observation into action.652 Focusing primarily
on the eugenic promise they saw in select mountain families, Alice Lloyd compiled their
findings into a dense nine-page, single-spaced document to explain to their friends and
supporters how the couple would work in the region. They would first select the best
genetic material in the mountains, restore those persons’ health, and inspire their interest
in civic matters, she explained. Then, selected mountain families would be able to
“develop.... [a] home life and environment that through its own uplifting influence would
rescue to health and citizenship a race that (under present conditions) is gradually and
painfully dying.”653
Lloyd was prone to hyperbole, but in this case her concern with mountaineers’
poor health and sanitation were warranted. Hookworm, typhoid, and trachoma were
serious problems in the eastern Kentucky mountains, and the couple understood they
could not address the region’s social issues without first making basic improvements in
651
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health care and sanitation.654 But Lloyd focused less on the public health consequences of
a dirty environment than she did on what she saw as the social degeneracy wrought by
those circumstances. The couple’s plan, she explained, was “not a sedative to ease a
dying race… but a cure” for the racial decline of the region.655 Ever the sensationalist,
she described how the interrelated and “devastating evils … [of] …. isolation, ignorance,
and intermarriage” led to mountaineers’ mental and physical “degeneration.” Left
unchecked, she warned, these “Three I’s” and “Three D’s” always culminated in “disease
and death.”656
Lloyd painted a dire picture indeed when she explained how racial decay in
Kentucky threatened the future health and prosperity of the region, and by extension, the
nation. She intoned that “When a race of people in ISOLATION, led by IGNORANCE”
married “its own double and twisted cousins for a century, it is not any wonder that a
single strain has deteriorated into producing as its sole asset to the nation: ‘One-blindFit,’ a 28 year old idiot, blinded by red-sore-eyes, stiffened into a perpetual fit by
congenital handicaps.657 Sickly individuals, like the man in her anecdote, threatened the
nation’s health because they could not properly carry out the gendered responsibilities of
American citizenship. Degenerated mountain men, Lloyd scorned, were apathetic,
worthless citizens who preferred to spit tobacco and whittle all day rather than engage in
politics or other intellectual pursuits to improve their communities.658 Diseased and fallen
mountain women were just as responsible for the repugnant state of the people in the
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region; as Lloyd’s anecdote made clear, she felt that mountain women failed at their
primary democratic obligation when they reproduced unhealthy citizens. Most seriously
of all, though, was that unhealthy mountaineers of both sexes threatened to contaminate
and negatively influence the genetically sound mountaineers in their vicinity, and failed
to understand their role in the larger social order.
In the midst of the region’s ill health and poverty, Lloyd believed that eugenic
selection and environmental management would bring to the surface mountain whites’
Anglo-Saxon inherited traits that pre-disposed them for civic contributions in a republic.
It is “hard to kill a pure-blooded Anglo-Saxon!” she exclaimed, and avowed that even
generations of poor hygiene, intermarriage, and isolation could be resolved through
benevolent eugenic oversight.659 She therefore designed Caney Creek’s educational
offerings, model homes, district nursing, and eugenic instruction in courtship and
marriage to restore her chosen families’ racial pride and preserve the American system of
democracy.660 She believed that their “sensitive eager faces” contained the “hope for the
training of leaders so badly needed in our society today.’” If it were not for those
“pioneer [families] in whom the ancestral spark [was] not yet quenched,” Lloyd admitted,
the couple would “withdraw from Caney Creek and leave its cabin people to their losing
battle for mere survival.”661
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****
Between the end of 1916 and beginning of 1917, the Lloyds shifted their primary
focus and residence from Ivis to Caney Creek. Ivis residents had been increasingly
uncooperative and Alice was personally excited by the opportunity to work in the more
remote Caney section.662 A local man by the name of Abisha Johnson granted Lloyd a
small piece of un-farmable land on which to build a small shack, and the Caney Creek
Community Center was born.663 Arthur Lloyd’s background as a carpenter and real estate
broker proved useful as the couple started basic construction on settlement buildings and
the center’s model “Dream Houses.”664 But his influence in the couple’s project was
always secondary to Alice’s, and even critical observers admitted that she was “surely the
queen of the settlement.” 665 That unofficial title took on greater meaning after February
1918, when Arthur Lloyd abruptly left Caney Creek after falling in love with one of the
center’s social workers.666 Lloyd divorced him swiftly but amicably, and continued to
steadily increase the scope of her eugenic work and maintained its management firmly.
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Like other eugenicists of the 1910s and 1920s, Lloyd understood the value of
negative eugenic selection to limit the reproduction of the “unfit,” but she applied those
principles to her work only when she felt it was absolutely necessary.667 In larger cities,
state and benevolent workers often institutionalized those persons –and sometimes
forcibly sterilized them–to prevent unfit members of society from contaminating those
who were more “fit.”668 But in a resource-scarce region like eastern Kentucky, Lloyd
could not rely on benevolent homes to house the unfit, except in extreme cases.669
Instead, she most often applied the principles of negative eugenics to her work by
intentionally withholding support from families she considered “too far gone” so that
they would have fewer opportunities to reproduce and contaminate mountaineers whom
she planned to cultivate according to her eugenic plan.670
As Louise Moody Merrill discovered when passing through Caney Creek on her
way to work for Hindman’s summer school in the summer of 1924, Lloyd was content to
leave mountain families she determined to be unfit in utterly deplorable living conditions.
Although Merrill did not fully understand what she witnessed, the family she described in
her diary that night was almost certainly one that Lloyd had determined was beyond
rescue. Merrill noted that her encounter with “a small tumbledown cabin with just
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openings for windows”—just a half-mile away from Caney Creek—was something she
could “never forget.”671 From her horse, she could make out the “dirty beds” and the
“many children” crawling over them, children who “seemed ill and hungry.” The cabin
was “just filled with big black flies,” and when the grandmother of the home came to the
fence with a child in her arms, Merrill noticed its “pinched face was covered with sores.”
The grandmother seemed to be alone in caring for the brood of children, as “the mother
was working in the field and there was no father visible.” Merrill admitted that she was
“much surprised to find this condition so near Caney” in light of her pleasant experience
with Alice Lloyd at her settlement earlier that day.672
But as adherents to Lloyd’s method proudly explained, the Caney Creek
Community Center was not primarily interested in “teaching the ABCs and 2x2’s to a
multitude.”673 Rather, the institution was openly committed to cultivating “citizenship
and leadership [in] the chosen—carefully chosen—few.”674 Lloyd and her supporters
assumed that helping families whose genes were “badly off” hindered the development of
good stocks, and concluded it was best to allow the deleterious effects of intermarriage to
run their course.675 “In short time,” she explained, eugenically unsound Kentuckians
would “die out, as did our American Indian, thru racial decay with its intermarriage,
illiteracy, social segregation … et cetera.” 676
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Segregating the worst human products from Knott County’s was an important
aspect of Lloyd’s project, but negative eugenic selection alone would not improve the
race or produce American citizens. To do those things and prove that the region’s
isolation and intermarriage had not yet “caused irretrievable deterioration,” Lloyd turned
the majority of her attention and efforts to positive eugenic practices that encouraged the
intellectual, cultural, and biological reproduction of those families whom she determined
were most fit.677 Like many progressives who found eugenics a useful tool in their search
for efficiency and a better social order, Lloyd was frustrated with the slowness of natural
selection and declared it a “tedious and unsatisfactory” method.678 She and other
Progressives believed human-driven artificial selection improved on the concept of
natural selection and prudently ensured “the most efficient route to better heredity.”679
Lloyd was proud of her experimental eugenic project and was excited about its
civic implications. For over four decades, Caney Creek’s letterhead proclaimed that it
was a “sociological laboratory” where “Anglo-Saxon Mountaineers” joined in the “civic
work” of rescuing themselves and “the 4,000,000 mountaineers of the Southern
Highlands... from isolation, ignorance, and race-decay” so that they might “become
economic assets and leading citizens of the United States.” 680 Even after the eugenics
movement declined in popularity in the mid-1930s, Lloyd continued to frame Knott
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County mountaineers’ racial heritage and American birth as valuable national assets
worthy of interventionists’ consideration.681 “‘The wealth of a nation,’” she proclaimed,
lay not in its “‘land or gold,’” but in its “‘cleanness of blood and soundness of the hearts
of its sons and daughters.”682 Caney Creek strove to preserve that blood by “select[ing]
mountain boys and girls who [were] physically fit, mentally capable, and spiritually
righteous” and training them “to become actively efficient and morally consecrated
leaders of their own mountain people.”683
Lloyd also borrowed liberally from the contemporaneous Americanization
movement and its efforts to culturally and politically assimilate recent immigrants. In
1919, she devised a motto that at once situated her work within the context of that
movement and addressed the need for parallel reform in Appalachia. Her center, she
proclaimed, worked for the “The Americanization of Americans by Americans.”684 She
frequently scoffed that early-twentieth century Americans were “neglecting to a criminal
extent” their “native sons and daughters” when they prioritized international relief and
immigrant education over Appalachian reform.685 Why was it, she asked in the midst of
World War I, that mountaineers seemed to be “of less value to the nation at this crisis…
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than hyphenated Americans’”?686 Was not her work “of Americanizing these Americans”
at least as “patriotic… a service” as aid work in France?687 She warned that America
would be ill advised to forget about the “the 11,000 real Americans” in Knott County “in
the midst of the present vast stir of national patriotism.”688 She urged them to join her in
her work of “Americanizing these Americans” who had simply “miss[ed] their highest”
potential because of a lack of opportunity.689 Outsiders’ support, she insisted, would pay
off quickly in democratic dividends, since “the material [was] there for … making …
Americans that would easily rank among the best in our great country.”690
Lloyd’s call to “Americanize” individuals endowed with both whiteness and
citizenship –the two most important categories of social privilege in America–seems
striking to modern readers. But early twentieth century Americans were abuzz with that
debate: was Americanism guaranteed by country of origin? Was there an authentic
American “race?” Could one “learn” to become American, or were naturalized
Americans “less” American than native-born Americans? Most importantly, what
specific behaviors and actions demonstrated that one was, in fact, “Americanized,”
acculturated, and appropriately dedicated to the preservation of American democracy?691
Lloyd’s motto therefore situated her regional work within national debates about
immigration, Americanism and citizenship, as well as the potential for white racial
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decline in unhygienic and primitive environments.692 Her efforts to “Americanize” a
group of people who were both white and native-born American citizens indicated that
she understood “Americanism” as importantly rooted in race and country of origin, but
not guaranteed by it. She hoped that Caney’s “sociological laboratory,” guided by her
eugenic oversight, would teach “Americans of American birth” the behaviors and civic
ideals she felt they currently lacked.693 In providing her selected mountaineers with an
environment that instructed them in the principles of eugenic living and civic
engagement, Lloyd believed she would create ideal American citizens: people who were,
importantly, native-Americans by birth, of “pure” American stock, and who daily carried
out the behaviors she felt were required to preserve American democracy.
****
Lloyd’s ideas about social reform reflected an outdated understanding of heredity
and genetics. By the time she arrived in the Kentucky mountains in 1915, Darwinism had
replaced late nineteenth century concepts of Lamarckian inheritance and recapitulation
theory, but Lloyd continued to cling to those earlier views. Her focus on improving
unhygienic environments– in order to raise living standards and affect biological change
in the region’s descendants– suggests her devotion to neo-Lamarckian principles, and her
continued defense of the people with whom she worked as “timid,” “child-like,”
“elemental,” and “primitive” bespoke her belief in Ernst Haeckel’s recapitulation
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theory.694 That model argued that all social groups went through an “evolution” in the
course of their lives, and made it easy for Lloyd to frame her subjects as embryonic
Americans, beings who had not yet fully developed into idealized American selves.695
She sharply rejected Darwinian ideas about natural selection in favor of reformerguided “social selection” that “improved upon nature.”696 Kentucky mountaineers’
poverty, poor health, and social-ills, she said, were both a “sad commentary upon” and a
“convincing denial and refutation” of Darwin’s theory that humans would “assert and
manifest [their] better qualities” when isolated.697 On the contrary, she believed that the
region’s people “show[ed] the toll” of “ignorance and superstition” when the “the bright
light of civilization [was] dimmed.” In her view, Knott County’s degradation was
evidence enough “that the human race” held “no patent, through heredity or antecedents,
upon intellectuality or fitness to lead.”698
Lloyd thought that education and modernization for a hand-selected group of
mountaineers were the evolutionary catalysts the group needed. Only through these
efforts, Lloyd explained, would Kentuckians be “brought up to the twentieth century” and
made “as modernly American in thought as they [were] in descent.” 699 Referring here to
“thought” synonymously with “cultural and political practice,” Lloyd designed the Caney
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Creek Community Center to provide that instruction.700 She explained her distinctive
approach to a prospective donor in 1917, saying:
“…[We] start with [where] the mountaineer IS. We progress with him-in
the way of sanitation and prevention of disease and eradication of
illiteracy and model homes and responsibility toward the nation- one inch.
If he keeps abreast with us during that inch, we start with him another
inch. If he does not, we go right back where he was before we move him
another inch. This … way, little by little, we have improved the
environment; and we are finding that through the influence of an
improved environment nearly every resident is exceptional- because, given
the right kind of a chance, the race is exceptional. We believe … that it is
civic work that will save the mountains—better living, safer living, higher
community ideals.”701
The Caney Creek project therefore married the concepts of nature and nurture
within its overarching eugenic frame and represented both a challenge to and synthesis of
contemporary ideas about heredity and social reform. Some contemporaries, like
embryologist Edwin G. Conklin, also wondered about human plasticity and debated the
role education could play in bringing out a population’s “potentially present” qualities. 702
But that view was increasingly disputed after 1914, when hardline hereditarians Roswell
Johnson and Paul Popenoe took over the leadership of the leading eugenics journal and
changed the name of the magazine from the American Breeders Magazine to the Journal
of Heredity to reflect that stance.703 Ultimately, Lloyd’s philosophy fell somewhere in
between moderate eugenicists like Conklin and hardline hereditarians like Johnson and
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Popenoe, who insisted that heredity fundamentally accounted for the direction of human
evolution as well as criminality, pauperism, and alcoholism.704
At the heart of Lloyd’s reform project lay the challenge of re-shaping a longstanding trait of the region’s people, and one they took great pride in: their individualism.
Self-sufficiency and independence were, of course, desirable traits for settlers making
their homes in an isolated and harsh environment, but Lloyd worried that those strengths
had become weaknesses over time. Hundreds of years of isolation had produced a people
who “hardly realize[d] that they [were] a part of the United States,” and who assumed
their homes were “an island separated by water from ‘Ameriky.’”705 They were, in her
view, generally unaware of national affairs and seemed apathetic about progress, “content
to work [just] three months out of the year.” To a Progressive like Lloyd, who viewed
society as a social organism, such views seemed self-centered, unprogressive, and
ultimately un-American. 706 Like her role model Jane Addams, Lloyd metaphorically
envisioned society as a living, breathing body and conceived of the nation’s health as
related to the health and aptitude of its people- its “cells.”707 As they were, sickly and
culturally backward mountain whites seemed a cancerous threat to the vitality of the
white race and to the American nation.
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Although Kentucky mountaineers currently weakened the social body more than
they supported its growth, Lloyd held fast to her belief that mountain whites preserved a
certain amount of ideal Americanism because of their race and country of origin. She
believed they could be easily reformed, and felt called to select the best members of the
community for what she described as the dual “restoration” of the race and “redemption”
of the nation.” 708 She believed that Caney Creek’s positive eugenic program would
simultaneously restore white racial hegemony in America and cultivate civically and
socially engaged citizens for the nation. Through her sociological laboratory’s benevolent
eugenic oversight, Lloyd declared, Caney Creek’s mountaineers would learn– in just one
generation– how to “assert… their rightful heritage of leadership.” 709 By acting with
purpose and awareness of the larger social order, and by abandoning the habits of
intermarriage and excessive individualism of their forefathers, Caney Creek’s studentleaders would represent to the nation true “undefiled Anglo-Saxon Americanism.” Her
graduates—her “Americans of American birth”—would solve the mountain problem
themselves as they became modernized, culturally Americanized, and engaged in the
democratic process and social organism of the American state.710
****
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Lloyd believed that selected families and students could be made into ideal
American citizens, but doubted their ability to do so without constant supervision.711 She
tried a more hands-off approach to social reform in her first year in Kentucky, and sent
twelve Ivis area-students to Berea College for vocational training with the understanding
that they would join her in the Caney work upon graduation.712 One such student,
Guerney Baker, successfully trained as an agriculturalist at Berea and later worked with
Lloyd at the center’s model farm and community cannery.713 But in a matter of months,
Lloyd became angered with his over-confidence and unwillingness to work under her
command. She dismissed him after a short tenure because he “thot (sic) he knew it all”
and did poor quality work.714
Just one year later, in the spring of 1917, Lloyd embraced a comprehensive and
more intimate approach to her Kentucky work that integrated her conglomerate ideas
about Progressivism, eugenics, and citizenship. Central to that model was the
development of an institutional philosophy for Caney Creek that became known as the
Purpose Road. To better represent that idea to illiterate or minimally educated
mountaineers, Lloyd developed a visual diagram to accompany its message and then
intertwined the philosophy in all aspects of education and domestic life at Caney
Creek.715 She printed, displayed, and shared her Purpose Road diagram in almost all of
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the Center’s printed media for the next forty years, and discussed how it taught Caney
students to live with “ethical forethought” in their lives.

Figure 4: Diagram- The Purpose Road Philosophy, n.d.
Based heavily on Harvard philosophy professor George Herbert Palmer’s ideas about
children’s innate goodness, and contemporary notion of balancing the spiritual, mental,
physical, and social aspects of one’s self, Lloyd designed the Purpose Road to motivate
her students to live their lives with direction.716 Unlike their forefathers who drifted
meaninglessly through life, trapped in a permanent child-like state she termed
“thinghood,” Lloyd taught Caney students to move through life with a specific goal in
mind. She demanded they think and act with awareness of how their individual behaviors
supported the larger work of “world service.”717 Guided by “conscience,” “duty,”
“action,” “courage,” and a sense of sacrifice and dedication to a goal that Lloyd
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summarized as “consecration,” Lloyd’s students learned the “Christian ethics” they
needed to succeed at “the science of living.” 718
People who abided by the Purpose Road became part of the Caney Creek
“family,” and stood in sharp contrast to earlier generations of mountaineers, whom Lloyd
scorned as apathetic and self-centered “drifters.” The “ditch” of life, she warned, was
“filled with … drifters [who] aim not, dare not, care not, try not, will not, do not and can
not.”719 She rejected their laissez-faire lifestyle and contrasted it with the purposeful
approach to living that Caney’s “trained leaders” took as they traveled intentionally
through life as balanced “human machines.” Her students, she intoned, were mindful of
their place in the larger social order and acted at all times with ethical “forethought.”720
This consideration for “‘for the age unborn’” was central to the lessons Lloyd taught her
students, and reflected her belief in the importance of eugenics in social reform.721 In
later iterations of the Purpose Road, Lloyd added a spiritual dimension to remind students
that an “all supply[ing]” being gave Earth and all life its existence. It was for this being,
as well as for the health and safety of future generations she explained, that humans
worked.722
****
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The Purpose Road philosophy provided Caney Creek students with a new way of
thinking about themselves, their communities, and their relation to the American nation–
but it did little to change the overall region’s poverty, poor sanitation, and sub-par
housing. In order to create long-term and comprehensive change in Appalachia, Lloyd
resolved that entire mountain families needed “some counteracting, enlightening
influence” to show them “the way out” of their bad habits.723 Based on their observation
of mountain homes in the 1916 eugenic survey of the area, the Lloyds concluded that
providing better living conditions was “the only method of saving the waste of life at
present going on unchecked.”724 Concurrent with their move from Ivis to Caney Creek,
Arthur and Alice had spearheaded a housing project to eventually build ten model homes,
called “Dream Houses,” so they could supervise and instruct families according to their
eugenic and civic standards.725 The homes were simple and cost $300 to construct; Lloyd
described them as functional but modern two-three room homes with plank sides,
windows, and proper ventilation.726 They met a real community need, as most log cabins
in the area had dirt floors and lacked windows or other ventilation for chimney smoke.727
Hygiene and sanitation were especially bad, as families polluted their own water supplies
with poorly located wells, privies, and hog-pens. It was not uncommon to find families of
eight or more in these small spaces.728
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While all Caney homes would have benefitted from modernization and improved
sanitation systems, Lloyd offered the Dream Houses to select families whom she believed
had eugenic promise and were willing to abide by the Center’s strict rules.729 She was
vocal about her intention to eugenically shape residents’ “mental conceptions” and
“physical activities” through the homes and lessons of the Purpose Road philosophy.730
Lloyd reasoned that this benevolent oversight, or “rehabilitation,” would teach mountain
families how to act with civic and social responsibility, and cultivate hundreds of leaders
for American citizenship.731
Dream House residents sacrificed a significant measure of their personal freedoms
and traditions in exchange for their new homes and educational opportunities. Lloyd
required all tenants to sign a detailed contract for the duration of their five-year lease that
reduced them to tenant laborers under her panoptic eye. Dream House residents–children
and adults– were required to attend Caney’s day or night schools and clubs, and pledged
not to drink or make liquor, spit on the floor, swear, fight, curse, carry a gun on campus,
or engage in any contact with members of the opposite sex. 732 They consented to at-will
inspection of their homesteads, outhouses, and barns, as well as thrice-daily check ins
from social workers who made sure occupants abided by middle-class standards of
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hygiene, dress, and domestic science.733 All prospective mothers were required to use the
center’s nurse for pre- and post-natal care (as opposed to the traditional reliance on
midwives and grannies), and agreed to in-house domestic science lessons and instruction
on the “proper” way to care for their children. 734 In terms of economic pursuits, women
and children in the Dream Houses were required to learn a marketable craft to sell at the
center’s exchange store, while men returned 20% of their annual wages to the center,
gave 50% of their products to the Industries Building, and donated 33% of any crops
cultivated in a year in lieu of rent.735 If a Dream House family displeased Lloyd by not
living up to her expectations, she could– and did– evict them with little notice.736
Although she left no clear record of the program’s eugenic criteria– other than
firm admonitions she would not work with “worn out stocks” – it is clear that Lloyd’s
conception of fitness differed from that of local residents.737 Ivis and Caney area families
were perplexed, for example, when she offered a Dream House to Sam Slone and his
seven children, since most people considered him a poor provider for his family and
rather “hopeless.”738 Locals were particularly disgruntled by Lloyd’s association and
support of Jo Jones, who was “a perfectly lawless soul” and “good for nothing” man who
was known for his cruelty to women.739 He had been married three times and divorced
twice, and in the second year of Lloyd’s Caney experiment, was in the process of suing
733
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his ex-wife for desertion of her children.740 Rather than spurn Jones, Lloyd made him the
chief manager of Caney Creek and worked closely with him for years. Her decision to
give the notoriously disreputable man a second chance was no doubt inspired by the fact
that her twenty-two year-old Massachusetts-born nurse, Miss Polly Stickney, became
intimately involved with him about six weeks into her Kentucky stay. Stickney quickly
became Jones’ third wife and the couple had a son nine months later, in mid-1916.741
Lloyd’s criteria for selecting Dream House families seems to have been rooted
more in their public devotion to her program and willingness to abide by the center’s
strict rules than in any measurable scientific data. Vague conceptions of eugenic promise
allowed her to choose families whom she thought could be reformed–because of some
measure of genetic “sturdiness,” as she called it– and who would be reformed–as a
consequence of their willingness to change. The families of Abisha Johnson, Rufus
Owens, Alec Jacobs, and “Preacher Billy” met this rather arbitrary standard, and were
among the first Caney residents to receive Dream Houses.742 Little information about
Dream House inhabitants remains, but we know these families lived in close proximity to
the center in the decades prior to the Lloyds’ arrival and that they were particularly
instrumental in helping the couple establish themselves in the region. Collectively, they
offered land, free labor, or public support for their cause: Abisha Johnson sold 150 acres
of his land to the Lloyds and encouraged them to develop a school in the area, and
Preacher Billy proved to be an outspoken advocate for Lloyd when an angry mob accused
740
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her of being a German Spy and planned to blow up the newly-constructed community
center. 743 No information about the Owens’ family has survived, but medical records
indicate that Lloyd’s interest in the Jacobs family stemmed from one of its children; she
believed that seventeen-year-old Napoleon Jacobs showed unique “mental promise.”744
He was “worth it,” she explained to a fellow reformer, even though he had “defective
eyes” produced by two generations of first-cousin marriage. Lloyd hoped simple medical
attention would solve Napoleon’s eye troubles enough for him to become a local teacher
and support his family.745
The eugenic selection and surveillance of the Dream House program– combined
with the ethical and moral lessons of the Purpose Road– supported Lloyd’s agenda of
perfecting the race for the sake of national improvement. Her plan ensured mountain
whites’ racial uplift and cultivated what were, in her view, ideal American citizens by
teaching them progressive ideas about morality, sacrifice, and service to the greater good.
Her belief in the work of race perfection to save the republic reflects what historian Beryl
Satter has identified as “evolutionary republicanism,” and explains why Lloyd felt
comfortable linking the homesteading project to American nation building.746 In
describing the program to prospective donors in the midst of World War I, for example,
Lloyd spurned critics who encouraged Appalachian reformers to abandon their work in
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favor of international aid. Lloyd averred that she was involved in America’s wartime
effort: just as “the foreign committees [were] fighting to save the shattered families
abroad,” she explained, Caney Creek was “fighting in this wilderness… to save a race of
vanishing men to citizenship in the United States.”747 In her view, deserting the mountain
work was unpatriotic and inconsistent with the war’s aim of spreading democracy.748 It
was “merely a question of priorities,” she mused, “as to whether an entire family of pureblooded Americans [was] worth half as much as one French baby.””749 Funding Caney
Creek’s work, she declared, was an easy way to make a patriotic investment in real
American citizenship.750
***
Lloyd advertised the Dream Houses to donors as simple, modern homes for
mountaineers to begin a new hygienic and civically minded life. Her financial requests
were tremendously successful, especially in northeastern circles. In 1918, Lloyd issued a
special Dream House Christmas leaflet to 25,000 people that raised $6,000 in personal
donations and secured a $5,000 annual pledge from Colgate and Company.751 This
support, while notable, was not an unusual event. Lloyd had three extensive files of
backers’ contact information at Wellesley, Smith, Vassar, Mt. Holyoke, Radcliffe, and
Oberlin colleges, and she spent hours a day writing appeals to those friends and
acquaintances from her Olivetti typewriter.752 Her previous experience as a melodramatic
journalist prepared her well to write compelling, if not hyperbolic accounts, that allowed
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her to collect between $400 and $500 a day when she was heavily involved in a financial
campaign for the center.753 Without a doubt, Lloyd’s method and intention appealed to
hundreds of northern middle-class Progressives.
On-site visitors were less impressed. Social reformers John C. and Olive D.
Campbell visited Caney Creek at Alice’s invitation in November 1917, and Olive
remarked that the settlement was “lovely [but] very primitive.”754 The buildings were
scattered over the very steep hillsides, “huddled together without flare or furnish.”755
When Alice proudly showed the Campbells her newly constructed Dream Homes and
hospital, Olive was surprised by their crudeness and poor quality. She found that the
homes were “built on an exceedingly steep edge” of the hillsides, lacked suitable farm
land for each plot, and had only bracket pipe chimneys.756 The interior walls were made
of “raple (sic) board covered with heavy-tarred paper,” and “looked chill[y] and
uninsulated (sic).”757
Although they never admitted it in pleas for financial support, the Lloyds clearly
knew their Dream Houses were hardly a dream to live in. They freely admitted to the
Campbells that the homes were created as cheap temporary residences to incentivize
tenants to move out and build their own homes after a period of years.758 Furthermore,
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Olive remarked, the Lloyds “did not believe in building any substantial building” because
they “planned to work in each place a while and then move on to another needy spot.”759
But the Lloyds’ plans to migrate deeper into the mountains never came to fruition,
and Caney’s temporary buildings became permanent residents. The quality of Dream
Houses built after Arthur Lloyd’s departure in early 1918 was almost certainly poor, as
his carpentry background had been useful in early construction efforts. After he left,
Alice had to rely on twenty-five untrained volunteers to build the homes.760 They were
constructed at a rapid pace: Caney Creek had only a handful of cabins when the
Campbell’s visited in late 1917, but that number had risen to six model homes a year
later.761
Lloyd was more far more concerned with selling the concept of the Dream
Houses to her donors than she was in providing adequate housing for the people she
served. Critics accused her of developing a settlement that “support[ed] and fit[ted] the
pride of the head rather than … actually perform[ing] a service to the people of the
mountains.’”762 That indictment seems fair in light of the fact that she spent considerable
time, money, and effort making a short silent film about the Dream Houses in the midst
of real financial struggles at the center.763 Footage from her 1919 film The Hope of the
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Hills has not survived, but descriptions of the production describe it as a combination of
social propaganda and advertising for the center.764 Harry Levey of Universal's
educational division co-directed the film onsite with Lloyd, and local actors Sam Slone,
Elizabeth Stacy, and Jo Jones played the mountaineer roles while Jean Armour stood in
as a fictional Mrs. Lloyd.765 The American Multigraph Company also donated to the
film’s production since their addressograph, which was crucial to Lloyd’s publicity pleas,
was advertised at two different points in the six-reel film.766
The Hope of the Hills was surprisingly popular outside Kentucky and received a
good amount of press attention.767 Attendees at the February 1919 Semi-Annual meeting
of the Association of National Advertisers (ANA) enjoyed a private screening, as did a
select group of New York City donors later that year.768 Tim Thrift of the American
Multigraph Company personally supported Lloyd’s work (enough so that she named a
Dream House after him) and his colleagues at the ANA enjoyed the film and its
premise.769 It reinforced negative stereotypes about the region while depicting Lloyd’s
Dream Homes as the “Hope of the Hills” that would regenerate 11,000 Knott County
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residents into respectable American citizens.770 At the time of its release, viewers found
Lloyd’s model compelling, and indicated that there was a real possibility her unique
approach to “physical and mental” reform would spread throughout the Appalachian
region.771
Locals, on the other hand, were shocked by Lloyd’s brazenness and condemned
the film as exploitative. Even Jo Jones, who acted in the film, chastised fellow cast
member Sam Slone for “wearing rags” in the picture and making Caney’s circumstances
appear worse than they were.772 Hindman observers were entirely frustrated with the
production and Lloyd’s general penchant for the theatrical. One Hindman affiliate mused
with disgust that Lloyd was so intent on framing the Dream Houses as the answer to the
mountain problem that she moved Preacher Billy’s family into his Dream House before it
was completed– simply so she could film his old cabin burning and have the new home
dramatically rise out of the smoke.773
Hope of the Hills was the tip of the iceberg when it came to local animosity for
Lloyd. Lucy Furman, of the Hindman settlement school, considered her a pathological
liar “incapable of real reform,” and the school worked hard to distance itself from
Lloyd’s approach and negative characterization of the region and its people.774 Olive
Campbell described Lloyd as a “fanatic” who “believe[d] that the means justify the end”
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and remarked that she thought Caney’s leader was “clearly at the edge of a breakdown, if
not actually unbalanced at times.” 775 Olive’s husband, John C. Campbell, spoke with
similar candidness to Lloyd about the need to work more slowly, carefully, and
compassionately with local people, and urged her visit a Sanatorium in Nashville.
Although Lloyd admitted to friends that she was at the point of extreme exhaustion due to
the Caney Creek work, she does not appear to have followed Campbell’s advice.776
Instead, Lloyd coped with the emotional toll of her divorce and husband’s
departure by working more vigorously to expand her sociological laboratory’s work. She
had long-envisioned her eugenic settlement’s method of community regeneration and
character development spreading through Knott and surrounding counties—even through
the seven southern Appalachian states.777 At times, she voiced her desire for the federal
government to take up her work in the form of six Civic Centers scattered throughout the
mountains, while at other times seemed unable to give up control of the work.778 In her
private writing, Lloyd spoke about the possibility of controlling the reform efforts of
hundreds of schools through small outposts which she referred to as little
“Macedonias.”779
The name of these bases reflected Alexander the Great’s reliance on checkpoints
to manage the affairs of his empire, and indicates her emphatic belief in the Caney model.
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But her efforts to expand eugenic settlement work were met with limited success.780 In
1919, Lloyd invited Grace Hatch, a social worker at Hindman, to visit her center to
discuss the value of sociology, economics, eugenics, and euthenics in reform work.781 We
do not know how Hatch responded to that request, but Lloyd’s 1922 attempt to convince
Berea’s President Hutchins to offer a teacher-training course on social engineering, and
her 1923 publication Suggestion Book for Mountain Teachers, failed to expand the Caney
School model.782 Lloyd had a moderate, but short-lived accomplishment in the fall of
1919, when she formed a confederation of settlement and civic centers in the area around
Caney Creek under the auspices of the Knott County Community Improvement
Association (KCCIA). For a short time at least, the schools at Hollybush, Vest, Topmost,
and Ball’s Fork, were under Lloyd’s control. She rejoiced at that achievement and
declared Caney Creek the “capitol of the Civic Conscience of Knott County,” the “the
Mecca toward which” the “awakened County” faced.783
Very few records of the KCCIA have been preserved, but it is clear that the
organization disbanded a few years later, sometime in 1921.784 Poor record keeping was
ironically one of the primary criticisms Lloyd’s detractors offered in explaining their
reluctance to work with her, but they also seriously disagreed with her selective eugenic
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methods, tedious micro-management, and negative publicity about mountain people.785
Kentucky reformers ultimately found partnership with Lloyd impossible for a variety of
reasons, and rejected her methods by refusing to work with her.786 W.T. Francis, for
example, a respected local minister and ex-county clerk in Knott County, believed
earnestly that “mountain children… need[ed] every educational and religious advantage
possible,” but denounced Lloyd’s approach after she failed to uphold her terms of the
contract to help build a school at Carr Creek, fifteen miles from Lloyd’s center.787 “I
would not speak a word to hurt any work that I thought was good,” Francis confessed, but
said that “Mrs. Lloyd’s system and theories” were not “what the mountain people need.”
After working with her briefly, Francis declared that he would not endorse Lloyd “for
anything.”788
The majority of support for Lloyd’s work therefore remained outside of the
region. William Goodell Frost averred that the Lloyds should be allowed to carry out
their experimental methods but avoided association with Caney Creek, and only William
D. Funkhouser, a zoology professor at the University of Kentucky with overtly eugenic
views, supported Caney’s method.789 Despite limited local support, Lloyd continued to
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bring in funds for her settlement from the northeast.790 When the school’s finances were
especially strained in 1923, Lloyd launched a two-decade long program of “Forgotten
Children’s Crusades,” which sent a handful of her star-students on well-attended lecture
tours throughout the east and northeast. She estimated that the first tour group addressed
more than 200,000 people over the course of their several month trip, and their fame
grew: President Hoover even hosted Caney’s crusaders at the White House twice in the
late 1920s. 791
****
Lloyd’s critics were consistently flummoxed by her ability to “get… into all kinds
of prominent places” and tried with no avail “to head her off.” Lloyd, they said, was “too
canny for” them.792 But because they did not share her views, Lloyd’s Kentucky-based
critics failed to understand the broad appeal of Lloyd’s approach and end goal. Her
interpretation of and solution to the mountain problem was appealing to many
northeasterners who shared Caney Creek’s concerns about Appalachians’ “premature and
needless [race] decay” and agreed that eugenic settlement work was useful in cultivating
culturally American citizens.793 Especially for northern urban elites persuaded by
nativistic sentiment in the mid-1920s, Lloyd’s plan for “regeneration” of “Anglo-Saxon
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Americanism” was immensely appealing, and even seemed to some an answer to the
ethnic “pollution” of immigration.794
Like those individuals, Lloyd embraced a narrow vision of Americanization and
Americanism rooted in race and country of origin. But unlike her Kentucky peers, Lloyd
did not believe those characteristics automatically produced “Americanism.” Guided by
her personal belief in the value of eugenic living and Appalachians’ stunted evolution,
Lloyd instead maintained that Knott County residents were like children who needed
“elementary instruction” in modern ways. 795 As Caney Creek’s motto made clear, Lloyd
worked for the “Americanization of Americans by Americans” and operated on the
assumption that its eugenic selection and support of a people who were white, nativeborn American citizens of the best genetic material would, with proper training, also
become the country’s best citizen-leaders. Appalachians, as she found them, hardly lived
up to the expectations of the race or nation, but she believed they could. Through her
work at Caney Creek, Lloyd worked to cultivate ideal Americanism by strengthening the
clout of Appalachian whiteness and citizenship. Negative and positive eugenic measures
were, of course, important tools in her arsenal for the cultural reform of a people for
political ends.
Lloyd failed to remake the standard of reform in the region, but as her fundraising
success demonstrates, her ideas resonated with Americans in urban northeastern circles
for decades. Many Americans who shared Lloyd’s concerns about white racial decline
were highly persuaded by her overtly eugenic appeals and selection process for the
purpose of cultivating ideal American citizens. As they debated the scope and nature of
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American citizenship, and the role of race and genetic heritage in that equation, many
Americans considered Lloyd’s distinctive approach appropriate and necessary to produce
socially, culturally, and politically integrated Appalachian Americans.
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Chapter 5- American Type and American Folk: Mountain Whites and the
Redemption of Modern America
By the mid-1910s, the economic, social, and educational conditions in the
Southern Highlands that had originally drawn late-nineteenth century reformers’ attention
had changed dramatically. Although much of the region still lacked acceptable public
schools and roads, other mountain areas showed industrial capitalism and modernity’s
telltale marks: factories, railroads, and mining camps, as well as new hairstyles, modes of
dress, moving pictures, excessive drinking, wage labor, and prostitution.796 Rural
Appalachia was hardly made “modern” by those changes, but reformers knew that it was
quickly approaching its tipping point.
As Katherine Pettit and May Stone wrote to northeastern donors in 1913, there
was no use denying that “the older order [was] changing … in the mountains.”797 They
had spent the past decade reforming mountaineers’ agricultural practices, modes of dress
and speech, religion, and educational pursuits, and they remained committed to that
enterprise in future years. In fact, they and other mountain workers maintained, social
work in Appalachia was more necessary than ever to ensure that the region’s
modernization tipped in the “right” direction.798 They were hopeful that their Progressive,
Christian influence would ensure mountain whites’ modernization mirrored white
northern middle-class urbanites’ experience more than it did urban workers’– thus
avoiding the moral pitfalls and social vices of modern society.
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But the scope and intensity of the region’s changes also caused Appalachian
interventionists and observers some pause in the 1910s and 1920s as they considered
what might be lost in the process of modernizing the mountaineer. They wondered:
would something vitally authentic to American identity vanish in the process? Would the
nation erase its own history as it economically, culturally, and politically integrated the
region and its people into modern American society? Worst of all, would the
Americanization of Appalachia expunge the nation of its best and most foundational
characteristics, and the very people who had made the nation in its infancy?799
Searching thus for the means by which they might save “all that was native and
fine” in the region while still integrating Appalachians into the larger American fold,
reformers variously turned their attention to the cultivation of a biological “American
type” and the preservation of a culturally distinct “American folk” in Appalachia.800 The
former looked to the region and its people with an eye to eugenics and race preservation–
postulating, as Maryville College president Samuel Tyndale Wilson did, that America’s
Southern Highlands were “a great mountain reservoir of humanity” whose Anglo-Saxon
“type” could be used “a source of refreshment and strength to the nation” in the wake of
the period’s burgeoning immigration and related cultural and political changes.801 Others
appraised the region’s traditional people and culture as a potential antidote to the rapidly
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changing economic and social world of the early twentieth century– and wondered if
Appalachians might serve as a ballast against modernity’s various ills.
Put another way, as the stresses of the modern age mounted and the nation’s racial
and civic boundaries fluctuated, Appalachian reformers and their supporters looked to
rural mountain whites as sources of redemption and authenticity. Some mountain
workers, eugenicists, and anthropologists framed mountain whites and other “Old
Americans” as the truest American type– the demographic means by which Americans
could restore the nation’s “genuine” white Anglo-Saxon identity– while anti-modernists,
folklorists, and Progressive social reformers increasingly interpreted Appalachian cultural
difference through the lens of tradition. They accepted the region as both “primitive and
legitimately discrete,” and anticipated that its simpler lifestyle, folk art, and crafts might
culturally rejuvenate middle-class Americans struggling with what they felt was an
overly materialistic and superficial modern culture.802
At the heart of these varied concerns lay the future of the nation’s culture, race,
and citizenship– the very boundaries of Americanism. Much excellent scholarship has
explained twentieth-century Americans’ fears regarding non-white immigrants and their
perceived threat to the nation’s identity; this narrative sheds light on related efforts to
conserve native-born white Americans as “a saving bulwark” for the nation and the
race.803 Indeed, reformers’ efforts to uplift the Appalachian people within the context of
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national debates about race and immigration, citizenship, and “authentic” Americanism
demonstrates that Americans were as concerned with restoring the nation’s racial and
civic identity from within as they were in preserving a homogeneous American race
through immigration quotas and restrictions.804
However, reformers’ efforts to marry the most laudable aspects of the “old”
tradition with the superior developments of the “new” were riddled with irony and
contradictions. Ballad collectors like Cecil Sharp and Olive Dame Campbell clamored to
collect the region’s folksongs and ballads, sung in a version of Elizabethan dialect, yet
most Americans spurned Appalachians’ crude language and queer turns of phrase.805
Progressive social workers like Frances Louise Goodrich yearned to provide mountain
women with an economic outlet through which they might find self-sufficiency and
purpose, yet the middle-class consumers who purchased their hand-made coverlids,
baskets, and rugs shopped predominantly in the urban shops and stores associated with
the capitalist structure that had created mountain women’s economic duress. Similarly,
nostalgic anti-modernists felt inspired and refreshed by short vacations to the mountains
where they enjoyed a slower, simpler pace of life, before always returning to the hustle of
the cities on which their economic and social futures depended.806
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In the end, reformers’ attempts to preserve what they felt were the best aspects of
America’s quickly disappearing “pioneer past”– and their decision to present
Appalachian whites as an ancient American ethnicity worthy of preservation–exoticized
the group more than it assimilated them. Constructing Appalachian mountaineers as an
American folk effectively demarcated the group’s whiteness and culture as inferior to
reformers’ own middle-class lifestyle and values, and ironically produced a hierarchy of
cultural Americanism that racialized mountain whites and reinforced a graduated scale of
race and culture.807 This was neither the cultural pluralism contemporaries like Horace
Kallen and Franz Boas hoped for, nor was it the product of overbearing reformers’
cultural hegemony.808 Instead, the Americanization of Appalachia and the invention of a
white American Folk created a middle-ground, a tenuous liminal space, in which
reformers stymied their own overarching pursuit of a homogeneous culture by creating an
idea of a people whose quaint primitivity would forever be essential to, but never fully
“of,” the existence of the modern American nation.
****
Few mountain reformers were as prescient as Berea’s president William Goodell
Frost, whose characterizations of Appalachians at the turn of the century anticipated the
way many interventionists would think and speak of mountain whites– as an American
type and folk– in the mid-1910s and 1920s. As early as 1899, Frost highlighted mountain
whites’ racial purity and high rates of reproduction, observing that while middle-class
urban families had “ceased to be prolific,” mountain white families still reared “vigorous
children in numbers that would satisfy the patriarchs.” He suggested that their numbers
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could be used to “reinforce the whole circle of Southern States” in the wake of the
nation’s increasing ethnic heterogeneity, but also noted that mountain reformers would
have to execute that work carefully in order to preserve the region’s distinctiveness.809
The greatest challenge in that work, he predicted, would be to “bring the best elements of
civilization within reach of the people” without “mak[ing] them conform to the regulation
type of Americans.” 810
A handful of early regional educators and medical reformers shared Frost’s ideas
about cultivating Appalachian whites for the sake of their racial heritage, but most did not
focus on the racial implications of their work until the 1910s and 1920s when Americans
openly debated immigration laws and the future of non-whites’ social and political place
in the nation.811 In that context, Appalachian reformers found it useful to go beyond
framing their work as matter of integrating a “forgotten” white people into the nation or
supporting the region’s “fittest” members. That shift did little to change the day-to-day
work of mountain reform, but profoundly affected how the American public understood
regional efforts. In a matter of years, what had previously been sporadic instances of
speculation that “immigrant hordes” were infiltrating and destroying the nation became
the new standard in American political and social discourse.812 Eugenicists and
contemporaries concerned by white Americans’ declining birthrate felt emboldened, and
increasingly presented mountain work as the means with which Americans could
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cultivate an “American type” and restore the nation’s “authentic” white Anglo-Saxon
identity.
To do this, as Appalachian reformer Samuel T. Wilson explained in his popular
1906 volume, The Southern Mountaineers, contemporaries needed to first understand the
Southern Highlands as a pure “racial reserve” of native-white Americans. He contended
that God himself had “stored away” mountain whites in isolation until interventionists–
“prospectors” for “human power”– could cultivate the region’s people as a racial
counterweight in the nation’s “Armageddon” of foreign immigration. Presenting
Appalachian whites as a cultivatable and biological American type, Wilson argued that
the group’s ancestry and racial purity– which he described as “embodied power and …
stored-up promise”– would help the nation fortify its “real” identity in the twentieth
century and serve as an armament against the period’s increasing ethnic diversity.813
Wilson’s idea of Appalachia as a racial reserve was bold when his book was first
published, but commonplace by the end of World War I. By that point, it had been
reprinted six times and its message echoed by dozens of other contemporaries who had
similarly grown dissatisfied with what historian Gary Gerstle calls “civic nationalism”– a
view that defined behavior and civic dedication to the nation as more important than
race.814 In the wake of urbanization, immigration, racial-ethnic mixing, however, an
increasing number of Americans started to gravitate toward a narrower, race-based
interpretation of citizenship and belonging, or “racial nationalism.” Gerstle and others
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have typically situated that ideological shift as occurring around the end of the first
World War, but a vocal contingent of Appalachian reformers and advocates promoted
their racialized view of nationalism among U.S. politicians, philanthropists, and ordinary
people a decade before that time.815
White supremacist and anti-immigrant Martha Sawyer Gielow was especially
skillful in that pursuit. Although she is most often remembered for her 1917 writing, The
Call of the Race, which urged the federal government to abandon its immigrant
Americanization work in favor of mountain uplift, Gielow spoke candidly about
mountain whites’ racial and civic value years before that article’s publication.816 She was
disappointed by the slow pace of mountain reform spearheaded by philanthropic
educational organizations like the GEB and SEB, and decided to establish her own
organization in 1906 to better serve what she felt were the region’s needs.817 Focusing
expressly on the “neglected white children” of the Southern Appalachian mountains,
Gielow’s Southern Industrial Educational Association (SIEA) raised funds for existing
highland settlement schools and served as a clearinghouse for those schools’ institutional
propaganda until its dissolution in 1926.818
In a matter of years, the SIEA became an important avenue through which
middle-class and elite Americans learned about Appalachian educational reform and its
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stakes. Scholar Kathleen Curtis Wilson has observed that the organization encouraged
cooperation between various Appalachian settlement schools and incited federal
intervention in the region, but the SIEA was also pivotal in spreading a particularly
racialized view of nationalism through its published Quarterlies, craft sales, and
fundraising galas- all of which began in 1909.819 Indeed, although the SIEA was based in
Washington D.C.– to reflect Gielow’s understanding that mountain work was of concern
to the entire nation– six auxiliary branches in Philadelphia, New York, Baltimore,
Richmond, San Francisco, and Birmingham disseminated the organization’s nativist
views to supporters in other major metropolitan centers. Each branch operated
independently to court local donors and then convened annually in the nation’s capitol to
share news of their campaigns, which collectively framed mountaineers as the nation’s
truest Americans, and their uplift as an essential tool in the period’s fight to preserve
what Gielow called “the eternal glory … and supremacy of the Anglo-Saxon race in this
country.”820
In the years before World War I, various other educators echoed the SIEA’s and
Wilson’s ideas about race, nationalism, and a “pure” Appalachian reserve. Reverend Ilsey
Boone’s popular textbook, The Conquering Christ, for example, was first published in
1909 and offered students discussion questions that prompted them to think of
mountaineers as a biological type, and to connect that heritage with latent worth and
Americanism.821 That chapter, which situated mountain uplift alongside mission work in
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Cuba, Puerto Rico, and South America, was immediately followed by a lesson on
contemporary problems wrought by the new century’s “foreign invasion.”822 It analyzed
Appalachian uplift as an antidote to “unassimilable” foreigners. Similarly, North
Carolina’s Episcopal Board observed in 1910 that “the lover of American and American
institutions” would be heartened to know Appalachians reproduced more than 100,000
new citizens “of the purest American type” every year– a useful cache, they opined, in
the face of the fifty-percent increase of the “low type of immigrant…from the slums of
Europe” in the nation’s cities.823
Even President Theodore Roosevelt, who was himself a proponent of civic
nationalism, created programs in his administration that inspired Americans to equate
citizenship with race and to look to Appalachia in times of crisis. To be sure, Roosevelt’s
Country Life Commission and National Conservation Commission, both formed in 1908,
were focused on improving rural life and conserving natural resources across the nation–
but the uplift of Appalachian people and the conservation of the region’s timber,
minerals, and waterways were especially important to the success of that work.824 As he
had explained in his popular Winning of the West (1885-1895), Roosevelt believed the
pioneer struggles of virile and energetic backwoods-Kentuckians had made AngloAmericans a powerful and conquering people; it therefore seemed reasonable, in the
wake of the early twentieth century’s urbanization, industrialization, and declining white
birth rate to turn to them again as a source of national redemption– as a model of real
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American character.825 Declaring the medium-sized rural farmer the quintessential
American citizen and his economic success essential to the preservation of American
identity, Roosevelt’s Country Life Commission and National Conservation Commission
set out to ameliorate the social and economic changes produced by turn-of-the-century
Americans’ exodus from the country to the city and preserve the “strenuous life” in
America. 826
Appalachia was a particular point of concern for the two Commissions from the
outset.827 The Forestry Division of the U.S. Department of Agriculture had conducted an
earlier study of the region (1900-1902) to assess the effects of late-nineteenth century’s
industrialization and resource extraction, and concluded that the Southern Highlands–
and its people– were on the verge of collapse. They determined that the only way to
prevent future loss from poor farming practices, repeated fires, and destructive lumbering
was to turn the area over to the Federal Government in the form of a Federal Forest
Reserve– to create an “eastern Yellowstone” in the Southern Highlands.828 Various
legislators lobbied Congress over the next decade until the successfully passage of the
Weeks Act in March 1911, which gave the federal government power to purchase private
lands through the National Forest Reservation Commission if the acquisition was deemed
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necessary to protect rivers and watersheds.829 Later that year, the government acquired
the Mt. Mitchell, Nantahala, Pisgah, and Yadkin areas of western North Carolina, and in
1916, established the first national eastern forest at Pisgah.830
Eastern foresters and conservationists active during the Taft and Wilson
administrations approached their work with same outlook as Theodore Roosevelt’s chief
forester, Gifford Pinchot. Viewing its residents as “men as trees walking,” regional
workers sought to manage the Southern Highland’s people as much as they did its natural
resources.831 Whereas conservationists on the West Coast protected natural resources,
like California’s Redwood forests, in a metaphorical attempt to “defend… race purity and
ensur[e] the survival of white America,” Appalachian foresters endeavored to literally
conserve and protect mountaineers’ Anglo-Saxon stock.832 Southern lawyer, writer, and
white supremacist Thomas Nelson Page made that intention especially clear in his
address to the American Forestry Association in January 1911 when he dedicated an
equal amount of time to describing the value of Appalachian coal, timber, and waterways
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as he did to the necessity of conserving Anglo-Saxon mountaineers’ “breed” as a “human
resource.”833
Page understood mountaineers’ Anglo-Saxon heritage as a critical aspect of what
made America “America.” Designating mountain whites as “the guardians of liberty in
the western world” and the “custodians of the… old racial traits,” he stated that
Appalachian whites represented a “great reservoir” of the type of American who had first
made the republic, protected it in the Civil War, and, he maintained, would save it again
in the face of rising ethnic heterogeneity.834 Then, arguing that the group’s ancestry and
racial heritage made them as valuable and as in need of protection and management as
the nation’s oldest trees, pristine lakes, and impressive peaks, Page declared that
“conserv[ing] the American strain in the Appalachian range” would create “the basis of
the greatest government park that this or any country ha[d] ever known.” 835 In short,
Page believed that safeguarding Appalachian whites’ racial purity would create a federal
reserve of native-born whiteness the nation could turn to for generations to come– a
secure refuge to restore America’s white identity and preserve its democratic system for
posterity.836
Other regional advocates joined Page in analyzing Appalachians’ racial heritage
as a eugenic and civic defense for “authentic” American identity, and also linked the
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group’s continued existence to the burgeoning conservation movement.837 DAR president
Julia Green, for example, explained to the National Conservation Congress in 1911 that
white middle-class women–“the mothers of this generation” who acted “in the interest of
our future home-makers”– had as much a right to insist “upon the conservation of the
supremacy of the Caucasian race in our land” as they did the upkeep of the nation’s
natural resources.838 Georgia reformer Martha Berry similarly wove together the period’s
tangled ideas about environmental and human conservation, race purity, and Appalachian
uplift in her promotional literature of the 1910s, describing in two pamphlets how her
school served “Some of America’s Untouched Capital” and “Conserv[ed] the Human
Resources of the Southern Mountains.”839 Labeling photos of barefoot, hopeless-looking
incoming students as “raw material,” and images of its graduates in sharp suits and ties as
“finished products,” Berry’s brochures presented mountain whites as economic, racial,
and political assets the nation needed to protect and cultivate. 840
While it is difficult to determine the extent to which their words reflect personal
opinion or exemplify astute advertising in the nation’s anti-immigrant climate, it is clear
that mountain workers felt more comfortable linking their work with racialized
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nationalism in the 1910s and 1920s. Especially as the “the immigrant question” and
debates about the possibility of a new “American type” produced by the era’s ethnic
mixing took center stage in American newspapers, various Appalachian advocates made
explicit comparisons between the quality of their students’ race and their capacity for
citizenship in contrast to the new arrivals.841 Kentucky writer Josiah Combs, for example,
lamented in 1911 that Americanization programs provided immigrants with better
educational opportunities than mountain whites, since he believed that the latter group
was “worth more to the nation.” Quoting an earlier tract by Methodist missionary
William Thirkield, Combs advocated cultivating mountaineers’ “strain of pure AngloSaxon blood to reinforce the depleted blood” of the heterogeneous nation.842 Western
North Carolina nurse Lydia Holman suggested something similar in 1913 when she
bluntly stated that work with immigrants in the east meant the nation was “neglecting
[its] native youths.” She encouraged social workers to spend their energies “cultivating
rural America[ns]” rather than foreigners, and maintained that the former group produced
more authentic citizens than the Americanization programs of northeastern urban
centers.843 Journalist Emerson Hough concurred: he maintained that Appalachian whites–
as exemplars of “the Old American type”– should be encouraged to emigrate from the
region into the rest of the nation. That exodus, Hough concluded, was “the best kind of
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immigration” the nation could hope for, as it created “New Americans” from its original
stock.844
****
While many early-twentieth century Americans therefore looked to Appalachia
and its people to restore what they felt were America’s “authentic” demographics, many
others turned to the region for cultural mooring. Like their contemporaries who
developed and pushed an idea of an American type in the region, many Appalachian
interventionists felt that the mountains preserved a way of life that was vital to American
identity. They feared that rural places’ bucolic scenery and quaint “country people” were
losing ground in the wake of the period’s rising industry and mechanization, and sought
to preserve that earlier form of life and economic production in pursuit of a more
“genuine” American culture in the new century.845 Equally inspired by the late-nineteenth
century’s Arts and Crafts movement, the developing field of folklore, and a Progressive
impulse to make rural living enjoyable and fruitful, Appalachian cultural reformers
sought to restore dignity to older modes of living, art, and labor while also improving the
more negative aspects of impoverished country communities.
Preserving the region’s hand-made goods and arts became one of their first tasks,
and several of the region’s early proponents of the handicraft revival visited Jane
Addams’ Hull House–which embraced the period’s American Arts and Crafts movement
as an aspect of reform– to study its Labor Museum after it opened in November 1900.846
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Addams had designed that program to showcase immigrant workers’ various modes of
industrial production and give Hull House residents an honorable outlet for their Old
World skills; that method appealed to Appalachian social workers who similarly wanted
to improve the quality of mountain life but realized that modern forms of industry were
quickly changing the region’s social and economic conditions. The question at hand, as
one of reformer explained in 1900, was how to preserve the old techniques and workers’
“elements of independence and thrift and steadfastness” while also accounting for the
rapid industrial and social changes of the new century.847
Early Appalachian handicraft leaders struck that balance by focusing more on
how the work could ameliorate economic and social problems than they did on
preserving authentic craft products.848 They recognized that economies of scale and
assembly were changing in the new era of factory production, and observed that rural
people–especially rural women–were not able to access growing capitalist markets.849
Faced, therefore, with limited economic opportunities in their isolated mountain homes,
many young mountaineers– and sometimes whole families–left the uplands for coastal
and lowland factories and mills, where they lived in sub-standard conditions and toiled
for twelve hours a day on assembly lines.850
This exodus from the country to the city, or out-migration, further depleted rural
areas’ store of social and human capital. Endeavoring to put an end to that relocation and
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improve the quality of rural living, several Appalachian reformers followed Addams’
lead and developed “fireside industries”– programs dedicated to the production and sale
of regional handicrafts. By 1904, the Log Cabin Settlement School, the Allanstand
Cottage Industries (both in Asheville, North Carolina), Berea College, Hindman
Settlement School, and the Church Mission Settlement (in Berea, Hindman, and Proctor,
Kentucky, respectively,) had departments associated with the production and promotion
of homemade baskets, weavings, rugs, linens, and coverlets.851 “Traditional” goods such
as these were in great demand with middle-class urbanites, who clamored to decorate
their turn-of-the-century homes with various exotic and semi-exotic crafts made at home
and abroad.852 Appalachian reformers capitalized on that interest by marketing mountainmade goods to those metropolitan consumers, and hoped that the exchange would
preserve old-fashioned modes of production while also providing rural mountain women
with newfound financial independence and a sense of pride in their work.
Although fireside industry leaders would hold up mountain handicrafts as
important symbols and products of Appalachia’s “folk” population in the mid-1910s and
beyond, social reformers in the first decade of the new century did not explicitly connect
that work with the folk idea. Instead, the earliest efforts to construct and think of
Appalachian whites as a primitive but progenitive American people were conducted by
folklorists and anthropologists associated with the American Folklore Society (AFS) in
the late 1890s. Founded in 1888 by Harvard philosophy professor William Wells Newell,
the AFS identified the mountaineers of Southern Appalachia, southern blacks, native
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peoples, French Canadians, and Spanish Americans as the nation’s significant ethnic
groups worthy of special study.853 Like those groups, folklorists considered Appalachian
mountaineers a “peculiar type” of people who were also “distinctly American”– a white
folk population whose isolation and separation from modern culture made them different
from contemporaries, and yet also representative of an earlier American era.854
Folklorists were eager to “collect” and “rescue” those marginalized ethnic
communities’ cultural practices, songs, and dances before they were subsumed by
modernity– but were slow in discovering those practices in Appalachia. That tardiness
was due largely to observers’ willingness to accept second-hand accounts about mountain
life and culture rather than entering the field themselves. As poet and writer Haywood
Parker remarked in an address on North Carolina mountaineers’ folklore in 1906, he had
not found any ballads in his brief forays into the region, but suspected that “remnants” of
old English and Scottish ballads likely “still lingered in some isolated coves” based on
friends’ stories. Much to his chagrin, Parker admitted only personally interacting with
mountaineers who sang more recent songs– although he did note that the tunes were
accompanied by old-fashioned banjo picking and exuberant foot tapping.855
Undeniably, it was the region’s pioneering female reformers–who lived and
worked alongside mountain families for years–who originally stumbled on the songs and
recognized their cultural value. Hindman’s Katherine Pettit was a frontrunner in that
853
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work and published a short collection of mountain ballads gathered during her travels
through Harlan County, Kentucky in the Journal of American Folklore in 1907.856 Her
friend and fellow reformer Olive Dame Campbell developed a similar interest in
Appalachian music in December 1908, when she and her husband, John C. Campbell,
visited Pettit at Hindman as they conducted survey work for the Russell Sage
Foundation’s Southern Highland Division.
Olive recounted in her diary that night that the experience of hearing “Barbry
Allen,” sung by one of the school’s students was “so strange, so remote, [and] so
thrilling” that she could never forget it.857 Her personal interest in recording the songs’
lyrics and melodies grew over the next several years, and by 1910, her collection of
hundreds of folk tunes from Kentucky’s Knott, Perry, and Clay counties, Georgia’s
Rabun, Habersham and Walker counties, and the area around Flag Pond, Tennessee
attracted the attention of musicologists and folklorists, like Harvard’s George Lyman
Kittredge.858 He declared the assemblage “remarkable” and “of real interest and
importance,” while Tufts music professor and folklorist L.R. Lewis opined that they were
“‘a substantial and unique contribution to the literature of what might be called American
Aboriginal Music.’”859
Both men were interested in Campbell’s work because they conceived of the
songs as folk music and their creators as American folk. Their academic interest in
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Appalachian whites– as an ancient American ethnicity worthy of preservation– only
slightly preceded contemporary’s understanding of the group in the same light; Kentucky
and North Carolina founded state ballad and folklore societies in 1912, and Virginia did
the same in 1913.860 By November 1913, even the U.S. Bureau of Education had joined
in the period’s growing enthusiasm for preserving regional songs, and issued a bulletin
advertising a “national ballad search” to be undertaken across the Appalachian region the
following year.861
From this moment on, folklorists’ conception of mountain whites as an American
folk increasingly matched how Appalachian reformers thought of and presented the
group. Prior to this time, settlement workers and their supporters had focused primarily
on the group’s integration into the greater American social and economic order, and
generally viewed modern developments in education and public health as blessings,
rather than encroachments, on mountain life.862 But as modernization in the mountains
advanced more rapidly than reformers felt its people could adapt to the changes,
interventionists feared that the new developments threatened to smother– or even
extinguish– Appalachian mountain whites’ distinctive culture.863 That sentiment
advanced gradually and unevenly throughout the region as different populations in the
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mountains became more constrained than assisted by modern developments.864 Timber
companies had arrived en masse in the region in the 1880s and 1890s, but that industry
did not seriously change mountain whites’ pre-modern, familial, subsistence-based
lifestyle the way that coal production and the extension of the railroad throughout the
region would.865 Coal companies encouraged mountaineers to move from their remote
mountain homes into the area’s valley mining towns where they lived, worked, shopped,
and went to school via institutions made by and overseen by the mining agencies. No
longer able to grow their own food or barter with their neighbors for necessary goods,
coal miners thus became dependent on their cash wages to buy over-priced goods at the
local company store.
Those changes began around the turn of the century and lasted into the mid1920s, dramatically reshaping Appalachia’s landscape, economy, and culture.866 West
Virginia– the first mountain state to be thoroughly crisscrossed by railroad lines–
modernized and industrialized between 1900 and 1910 due to its growing coal industry;
eastern Kentucky followed suit with its coal boom, which lasted from 1910 to the mid1920s.867 Tennessee and Virginia experienced similar changes on a smaller scale, with
both states beginning major coal production in 1900 and gradually expanding that
industry through the mid-1910s.868
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The economic, cultural, and social changes produced by the arrival of King Coal
and the railroads were as rapid as they were significant. In 1913, just five years after the
Lexington and Eastern Kentucky Branch of the L&N laid track through Hazard,
Kentucky, one resident remarked that the place no longer “‘seem[ed] like the same
country” because there were “so many new towns, people and coal companies.”869 He
reported that twenty freight trains passed through Hazard a day, as well as two local and
four passenger trains– a remarkably different scene than the one Katherine Pettit
encountered on her horseback trips as a rural librarian to the area in 1895.870 The
transformations in and around Kentucky’s Harlan county were even more pronounced;
that county gained access to the railroad in May 1911 and shipped out its first coal in
August of that year.871 In 1914, Harlan county produced more than one million tons of
coal a year and continued that growth for six years. By 1920, it had doubled its
population and become the largest coal-producing county in the state– a position it held
until that industry’s peak in 1928, when it produced more than 14 million tons a year.872
Harlan county residents struggled to come to terms with the new industrial order,
commercialism, and modernity– as did Pine Mountain’s Katherine Pettit and Ethel de
Long. That pair had relocated from Hindman to Pine Mountain in early 1914– shortly
before the railroad arrived in Harlan– to establish a second settlement school that they
hoped would reach a more rural population than the rapidly developing community
869
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around their former institution.873 They were also disappointed to realize their new
student body was no longer remote due to the area’s rapid industrial development, but
were more frustrated to see how the area’s coal camps quickly changed people whom
they had formerly respected into immoral women and thriftless and unimaginative wagelaboring men.874 De Long, for example, described one fifteen-year-old female student
who resisted the school’s eight o’clock bedtime because she had grown accustomed to
“running to cheap movies night after night” in her earlier role as a waitress at a men’s
club in the mining camp, while another family whom she had known well before they
turned to coal mining suddenly traded in their traditional log cabin for “the crudest little
shack, hastily put up further up the branch” to construct a coal tipple at the site of their
former home.875 In addition to being too small for the family, the new residence was
over-filled with “boarders playing cheap music incessantly on a talking machine,” and
the girls all “wore silk dresses and chewed gum.” “There wasn't even a decent place to
keep the food they bought instead of raising,” de Long chided, and concluded that “the
bed [she] slept on was “so dirty that there was nothing left even to the imagination … All
privacy, all individual ownership, all thrift seem[ed] to be gone.”876
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As educators like Pettit and de Long observed, modern industry in Appalachia
seemed to alter both residents’ labor and character. Wage work transformed independent
and proud mountain men into helpless and dependent laborers too busy to make their own
tools and utensils for the home; it reduced creative and industrious mountain women–
who had once carefully stitched blankets, woven rugs and baskets, and mended homemade clothes– into domestic drones or flirtatious socialites unable to adequately watch
over and care for their children.877 No longer the owners of their own homes, no longer in
charge of their own land, their own labor, or their own time, modernized mountaineers
sunk deeper into what reformers already felt was a poor and un-cooperative community
spirit. Worse still, observers discovered, mountain whites started to buy cheaply made
store-bought goods rather than produce the handicrafts of earlier generations, and were
often drunk as they turned to store-bought hard liquor in place of their own moonshine;
they also tended to spend their newly earned cash on inexpensive entertainments rather
than saving the money for home improvements or education for their children, and
increasingly enjoyed contemporary dance and music played on the phonograph rather
than the fiddle and banjo-accompanied folksongs and “running sets” of their parents.878
Once they realized there was “a grave danger that the new type of civilization …
lack[ed] something of the solid values for humanity of the old,” regional workers doubled
down in their efforts to preserve local customs and traditions and became some of the
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most effective promoters of the idea that their subjects were an “American folk.” 879
Beginning in the mid-1910s and deepening over the course of the next decade,
Appalachian interventionists worked hard to “revive” traditional arts like basketry,
coverlet making, loom weaving, and the use of non-synthetic vegetable-based dyes
through their schools. They also prepared their students through more traditional
classroom settings to read, write, and think of themselves in relation to others; in other
words, how to be good Progressive citizens and homemakers in the new century.880
But even though students spent a good portion of their day in the classroom,
reformers rarely discussed those experiences with donors. Instead, they preferred to
emphasize in monthly newsletters how their mountain students reflected and maintained
old-fashioned ways in their mannerisms, speech, and actions. They intentionally
described their subjects as preservers of tradition and a quintessentially American way of
life– as a people who were naturally closer to the land and more in touch with the beauty
of a simple life. They endlessly contrasted that slower-paced experience with modern life
outside the mountains. Ultimately, they sought to maintain that cultural distinction while
also providing modern education and hygiene to the area. They followed the counsel of
the Oneida Institute’s James Anderson Burns, himself a mountaineer, who had cautioned
fellow educational reformers in 1912 to give rural Appalachians their “northern culture”
while leaving the group’s “civilization” intact. Reformers had to find a way to enhance
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regional life without erasing its differences, and to protect the group’s unique identity and
social order even as modern developments came to the region.881
In projecting that plan and narrative to U.S. politicians, influencers, and ordinary
people in the years before World War I, regional workers often presented Appalachian
people, art, and their simple lifestyle as cultural relics for reflective modern Americans
who wanted to make sense of the period’s social and economic changes. Settlement
leaders encouraged donors to visit mountain schools to experience the quaint simplicity
of the region for themselves, and many tried to paint a pastoral, serene picture in their
supporters’ minds by describing, in monthly and quarterly newsletters, the romantic
experience one enjoyed watching a gentle mist rise over the mountains in the morning, or
hearing the soft sounds of a mountain mother singing to her young “brood” of children,
all gathered in familial love in a picturesque log cabin. 882 In addition to dabbling in localcolor writing, settlement workers also shrewdly discussed how they could best market
their students’ hand-made goods to middle-class urban women interested in decorating
their bungalows and summer cottages with various mountain-made crafts.883 Many
schools turned to the SIEA– which established an annual craft exchange in 1909– as a
clearinghouse for that effort, and were pleased with the results.884 A handful of
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Appalachian towns even became highly desired tourist destinations for urbanites seeking
fresh mountain air and a brief retreat from their city lives.885
Over time, these actions encouraged Americans to not only embrace Southern
Highlanders as an American folk, but to laud the region’s cultural difference as “a
veritable historical museum.”886 Interpreted as thoroughly American but inescapably
primitive, Appalachian America gradually became seen as a temporally distinct region–
as historian Jane Becker argues, a place that preserved “the legacy of an idealized
colonial past” without trespassing on the larger nation’s modernity or progress.887
Contemporary writer Margaret Morley even suggested in 1913 that the Southern
Highlands were a “palimpsest” for Americans to study as they discerned their nation’s
“true” roots and tried to understand the complexities of their present moment.888
That introspective and discerning impulse was strikingly different from turn-ofthe-century Americans’ desire to advance the nation by imbuing it with middle class
cultural values, and a far cry from the boastful claim Berea’s President Frost made in
1899 when he declared that mountaineers’ pre-modern civilization “furnish[ed] a fixed
point” from which outsiders could “measure the progress of the moving world!”889
Indeed, in the wake of the twentieth century’s rapid changes– urbanization,
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industrialization, immigration, ethnic mixing, and commercialism–Americans of the mid1910s and 1920s still looked to Appalachia as a metric of their own advancement. This
time, however, they wondered if mountain whites preserved a lifestyle and culture that
modern Americans might learn from and use as a kind of social and cultural redemption.
Thus viewing the region and its people through a romantic and nostalgic lens,
Americans turned to the Southern Highlands in late-1910s and 1920s with an uneasy
awareness of the difference between their respective lifestyles and experiences. Some
observers lamented the divide with an anti-modernist mindset; journalist and writer
Emerson Hough perceived that contemporary Americans were all too often “lost in …
swarming commercialism” and wondered if mountaineers who lived away from the rush
and distractions of the city needed interventionists’ assistance less than the nation
“need[ed] them.” He boldly queried if it were they– or urban Americans– who had “‘the
greater need of exchange.” 890 Martha Berry echoed that point in her school’s literature,
as well, when she described her students as mercifully “unspoiled by the luxuries and
vices of the cities.”891 She maintained that their simple country childhood had preserved
in them “qualities of noble manhood, efficient service and true citizenship” that were “so
much needed in [the] present civilization,” as did other regional workers who proposed
that their students’ rural simplicity and natural vigor might be an enervating model for
urbanites suffering from neurasthenia. Contemporaries considered that disease– an
nervous affliction limited to the “over-civilized” and “highly evolved” cosmopolitan
population– to be an serious problem, and Appalachian reformers were quick to observe
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that rural mountaineers maintained their pioneer “nerves” and other “sterling traits of
character.”892
Middle-class and elite women especially embraced Appalachians as American
folk, and their home-made crafts as a desirable folk art, in their struggle to define their
own modern identities and domestic spaces. As historians Kristin Hoganson and Matthew
Frye Jacobson have observed, turn-of-the-century female consumers were eager to think
of themselves in relation to their neighbors and to the world.893 They exuberantly
decorated their homes and bodies with foreign-made objects and goods to display their
financial status and personal sense of aesthetic, and the success of Appalachian fireside
industries in the 1910s and 1920s suggests that cosmopolitan women were equally keen
to use mountain-made goods in that pursuit.894 While regional producers experienced the
greatest demand for their handicrafts in the 1930s, the preceding decades witnessed the
growth of urbanites’ interest in the region and its people as consumerism became a
guiding principle in modern Americans’ lives.895
Urban patrons’ interest in Appalachian folk art bespoke a prevailing attraction to
handcrafted items in a machine-made age, but those items also appealed to consumers in
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their search for clearer personal and national identities. In a very real sense, their
purchase of Appalachian handicrafts was rooted less in an interest in the tangible objects
and more in how those goods made them feel. As one contemporary writer observed in
1913, mountain-made goods fascinated middle-class consumers because they offered a
visual reminder of a time and place “where the people themselves make what they need.”
Seeing those goods, she explained, returned urban women “in imagination to an age of
peace and plenty for everybody, to an era of happiness free from hurry, worry, and sordid
ideals.” It did not matter if this retreat was fanciful and removed from mountaineers’
actual experience; she concluded that “a touch of romance [would] cling” to the goods
even “if the reality [fell]… short of the poet’s fancy.”896
Questions of individual desire and pleasure therefore mixed with pensive queries
about America’s identity and its “best” self in the production, sale, and enjoyment of
Appalachian crafts. For Americans made nervous by modernity’s various ills, the
“imaginative peace” they incurred through the acquisition and enjoyment of traditional
Appalachian folk art offered a temporary retreat from the stresses and social changes of
the present, as well as a signpost for their future development as individuals and
Americans. First Lady Ellen Axon Wilson’s decision to conspicuously decorate the
White House’s Blue Room with mountain-made handicrafts showcased this duality
clearly.897 Selected by the SIEA in 1911 as its honorary Vice President and longinterested in the South and its people, Ellen Wilson became a willing spokesperson for
mountain whites’ uplift and for the cultural value of their traditional art until her death in
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August 1914. Her decision, therefore, to commission two well-known weavers from
North Carolina’s Allanstand Industries in 1913 to create the room’s hand-woven rugs,
homemade fabric curtains, armchair, three slipper chairs, and chaise lounge – as well as
various other mountain goods made by workers at Hindman’s Fireside Industries–
married the best of what she felt was an “authentic” and laudable American past with the
preeminent symbol of American democracy and future progress: the White House.898
The Blue Room’s carefully curated décor– and its position as a singular room in
the White House- signified the way Americans would think of mountain whites as both
an American type and American folk in the ensuing decades: as an Anglo-Saxon people
and culture that was undeniably American, but distinct enough from modern experience
to merit special observation, study, and preservation in a contained yet visible space. The
room’s ornamentation at once lauded the group’s cultural productions as a noble and
respectable part of the nation’s past but also, as historian Jane Becker has observed,
ensconced Appalachian whites as “preservers of tradition in the ‘modern world.’”899 That
status meant that mountain whites– as a people and culture– were understood in contrast
to outsiders’ superior contemporary development. Indeed, although twentieth century
Americans looked to Appalachia to reinforce narratives about America’s “authentic”
Anglo-Saxon racial and cultural roots– to “go back … occasionally” to the “primitive
life… for rejuvenation,” as one contemporary writer put it–they were equally quick to
note the necessity of their “return” to the modern era.900 Just as the First Lady felt
comfortable using traditional American artifacts to decorate a singular room in her home,
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so too did Americans find solace in returning– briefly– to mountain whites’ culture as a
reference point for understanding their own roots and for planning their future
trajectories.
****
The impulse to characterize Appalachian whites as an authentic American folk
only intensified in the late 1910s and 1920s as anti-modernists continued to bemoan the
mechanization of labor in urban centers and ignored similar changes in labor and
production in the mountains. They remained especially impressed that Appalachian
workers engaged in traditional crafts or economic pursuits maintained control of their
own time and labor; as Ethel de Long boasted to donors in 1917, visitors would not find
Pine Mountain students working “just to earn their livings,” like so many urban workers
of the age; instead, she said, mountaineers at her school enjoyed their work as “a [way of]
life”– they were simply living as their forefathers had done before them.901 Journalist
Lida Rose McCabe noted a similar attitude and experience among workers at a handicraft
shop in Tryon, North Carolina that same year. She remarked that there, one would not
find “specialized human machines with [their] eye [on the] clock,” beholden to “a time
keeper’s vigilance.” Instead, visitors would find “joyous crafters” who relished in their
work because it allowed them to express their individuality. This self-expression
“through the labor [of their] hands,” McCabe exclaimed, was “each crafter’s chief reason
d’ être”– a wonderful purpose in her view, that stood in contrast to the moneymaking
pursuits of urban capitalists.902
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Other observers applauded mountain whites’ slower pace of living and described
that lifestyle as more authentically “American” than the rush of the present day. Ballad
collector Cecil Sharp, for example, refuted critics who disparaged mountain whites as a
socially degraded people and insisted that their so-called “arrested development” was
actually “arrested degeneration” from all that was decadent and immoral in the modern
world.903 Although he supported the efforts of industrial settlements like Pine Mountain
and Hindman, Sharp ambivalently wondered if reformers really could “introduce
[mountaineers] to anything better” than their pleasant rural lives.904 He was, therefore,
strangely pleased to learn that one 13-year-old-student, whose schooling he had agreed to
finance, had run back home after just one day at the settlement. He wrote to his wife of
his “admiration” for this girl’s decision to return to her simple log home as it seemed
“‘…nothing less than barbaric … to spoil her and turn her into an ordinary respectable
half-educated American girl’” at the school.905
Sharp’s appreciation for Appalachian mountain whites as preservers of a
traditional American lifestyle came out of his background in British musicology and
folklore. He had spent several years studying and collecting folksongs and dances in the
rural parts of that country, and in 1915, reached out to Olive Dame Campbell to suggest
they work together to methodically collect and record Appalachian folksongs.906 He, like
other contemporary folklorists, maintained that those melodies were actually eighteenthcentury English ballads that had been transplanted from the Old World and then handed
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down over many generations–and that mountain whites’ primitive culture was therefore
that of the English peasantry “preserved in its original form.907
Campbell enthusiastically agreed to the project, which the pair conducted between
1916 and 1917. She explained to Sharp that her interest in mountain songs had originated
almost a decade earlier out of a two-fold desire to “preserve the ballads and to help the
people,” but had escalated out of her concern that the art would disappear if experts did
not immediately “rescue” them for posterity.908 She and other contemporary “song
catchers,” as they were often called, were frustrated by modernity’s effect on
Appalachian music, and were particularly dismayed to find that many rural people
preferred to sing “catchy but empty” modern songs rather than the traditional ballads of
their parents.909 Sharp even remarked that residents of Clay County, Kentucky received
him with a “superiority of air that was almost contemptuous” when he asked them to
perform the traditional tunes.910
Both ballad collectors believed that Appalachian folk songs were not only the
“root” of all modern American music, but also the most “real, sincere, and pure” of any
type produced in the nation’s history.911 They maintained that something vital to
American identity would be lost if the songs and Appalachians’ primitive lifestyle were
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not preserved–and were equally convinced that their music might be an invigorating
source for future American art and culture if they were properly utilized. Sharp suggested
that modern Americans could turn to the melodies as a reference point for their own
artistic work, while Campbell asserted that the ballads represented what was “native and
fine” about the region better than any other cultural form.912
The pair published their collection of more than 4,000 mountain ballads in 1917
with the title English Folk Songs of the Southern Appalachians– a designation that
importantly strengthened contemporary Americans’ understanding of mountaineers as a
pure Anglo-Saxon people.913 That conceptualization was incomplete, however, and the
authors knew that it was. In fact, Sharp wrote to Campbell shortly before the book’s
publication explaining his decision to remove several of the ballads they had collected
because he had recently learned that they were “actually” negro spirituals.914
Sharp’s selectivity in the collection and final presentation of the ballads–
emphasizing English roots while downplaying the region’s African American, German,
and Dutch traditions– was common among twentieth century regional observers who
made sure their data substantiated claims that mountaineers were an English and Scottishdescended folk.915 A few other contemporaries noted pocketed but sizeable populations
of ex-slaves in places like Kentucky’s Knott, Clay, and Perry counties, but with little
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effect.916 Most Americans continued to espouse the romantic conviction of English Folk
Songs, treating Appalachia as a white racial reserve and its people as living vestiges of
what Sharp called the nation’s “first epoch.”917 Indeed, by the end of the next decade,
folklorists and record labels had successfully drawn a “musical color line” between white
and black folk music– a process that was shaped in part by Sharp and Campbell’s ballad
search and their efforts to reify Appalachian whites as America’s quintessential folk.918
****
Concerns about the preservation of a white biological type persisted alongside the
idea of an Appalachian cultural folk in the late 1910s, and only grew stronger over the
course of the 1920s. Northeastern urbanites in particular sustained earlier debates
surrounding ethnic immigration and the concept of human “types” in journalistic
inquiries and academic circles, and newspapers reported frequently on the subject of a
quantifiable cultural or biological “American type.”919 They hypothesized that the
American melting pot would soon create a new category of American out of the period’s
“fusion of the races”– which horrified nativists and eugenicists. While early proponents
of cultural and racial pluralism were heartened by that possibility, others decried the
development of a cultural American type in favor of a racialized one.920 Books like
Arthur W. Spaulding’s The Men of the Mountains (1915), Madison Grant’s The Passing
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of the Great Race (1916), and Martha Sawyer Gielow’s The Call of the Race (1917), for
example, warned of what they called Nordic and Anglo Americans’ inevitable
“submersion” in a sea of ethnic immigration and advocated for immediate immigration
restriction to preserve white Americans’ racial purity and civic authority.921 Each treatise
specifically presented mountain whites’ “unpolluted” racial heritage and native birth as
an antidote to foreigners’ presumed “damage” to the nation’s racial and democratic
character.
Regional advocates echoed those authors’ racialized and nativistic ideas.
Emphasizing how mountain whites’ racial purity could be a “future source of strength” to
the nation as it redefined itself in the wake of the period’s demographic and social
changes, reformers argued that the nation would be well served to “turn to the hills for
loyal citizens, bred to primitive virtues and strong with the undegenerated strength of our
native stock” as it fought over “the immigrant question.”922 Others insisted that
mountaineers were the “purest strain of American citizenship” in the nation, and
predicted that their service and power was destined to be global in scale–even going so
far as to suggest that mountaineers’ “white blood” would be “sorely needed” to ensure
the spread of democracy in Europe after the war.923
Each of those writers capitalized on the growth and popularity of the
contemporary eugenics movement by presenting Appalachian whites as a safeguard for
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democracy and the nation’s “authentic” race and culture. Moderate eugenicists had
emphasized the intersection of heredity and environment in human development for more
than a decade, but their ideas became less popular after 1914 when strict hereditarians
assumed control of the movement in the United States.924 From that point on, American
eugenicists focused primarily on individuals’ innate potential and heredities– and became
fierce advocates of racially restrictive immigration policies.925
But even as hardline nativists and eugenicists, like Edward A. Ross, championed
ethnic immigrants’ exclusion to preserve “authentic” Americanism, he and other
contemporaries continued to look to the Southern Highlands to reinstate the country’s
original racial and civic identity from within. Describing the region and its pure racial
“type” as “pocketed Americans” in a two-part essay published in The New Republic in
1924, Ross declared that their “human stuff”– their hereditary make up– was better than
80% of recent foreigners.926 He surmised that interventionists could cultivate the isolated
people through positive eugenic measures to improve the overall quality of what he
called the “American breed.”927 Smithsonian physical anthropologist Ales Hrdlicka
proposed something similar– he wondered if America should actively preserve its “Old
American type” by requiring the group to only marry other “Old Americans”– rather than
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allowing them to mix with newer arrivals and strains.928 Likewise, Kentucky historian
Lewis H. Kilpatrick described Appalachians’ geographic isolation as an asset to
reformers seeking to nurture and maintain a pure, white American type. He labeled
Appalachian uplift in the 1920s as the means by which the “highland race [would] be
reborn” and “saved for itself and all of America”– and thanked regional settlement
workers whom he felt prepared mountain whites to take their place in guiding the nation
toward “its natural destiny.”929
Regional workers were equally straightforward in assessing the national value of
preserving an Appalachian type and folk in the Southern Highlands in the 1920s. Berea’s
O.H. Blackman, for example, declared that the school provided the nation with “a stream
of graduates… endowed with the pioneer qualities of free spirit, high courage and
unjaded mind,” as did his colleague Marshall Vaughn, who maintained that there was
undeniably “a strain of blood in the mountains that America need[ed] to perpetuate the
ideals of the fathers” in the modern age.930 The school’s former president, William
Goodell Frost, even announced that it was “God’s Plan for the Southern Mountains” to
use the region as “seeds of a whole new American nation” in the face of the period’s
changing demographics and social mores, and North Carolina reformer Warren Wilson
averred that America needed to preserve mountaineers– where they were and as they
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were– so they might continue to be “a source of white, sturdy, Protestant[ism]” for the
nation at large. 931
In total, these statements reminded the schools’ friends and supporters that
educated mountain whites preserved characteristics that had shaped the nation in its
earliest moment, and implied that those traits were at risk of erasure in an ethnically
diverse, cosmopolitan, and modernized era.932 They were also persuasive: reformers’
presentation of mountain whites as safeguards of an authentic American identity appealed
to so many contemporaries in the 1920s that Appalachian settlement schools became
more financially secure than ever before.933 Donations for student scholarships, for the
schools’ Fireside Industries, and for general support and expansion of their work poured
in. Furthermore, middle-class Americans’ demand for hand-made mountain goods
became so great that most schools maintained a lengthy commission list of orders in their
handicraft departments. By 1926, Americans’ interest in mountain education and the
preservation of the region’s folk art had become so consistent and substantial that the
SIEA determined its services were obsolete. They trusted that their annual craft sales and
quarterly publications, which had once functioned as important physical spaces and a
means of connecting mountaineers with urban markets and donors, were simply no
longer needed in an age when settlement workers wrote directly to a wide array of
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donors, and mountain-made goods could be bought in regional department stores or from
the producers themselves.934
The second half of the 1920s also witnessed the emergence of a new form of
experimental education in the region that gave tangible expression to the idea of
Appalachians as preservers of American tradition: the folk school.935 That form of
education was modeled on the work of Nicholas F. Grundtvig, a nineteenth-century
Danish bishop whose romantic ideas about cultural nationalism in that country had
inspired him to open rural schools centered not on book learning and memorization, but
on experiential learning and traditional revivals. His people’s colleges, or folkeskoles,
operated on the belief that rural common people retained a “genuine national spirit” that
was disappearing as Danes increasingly spoke German instead of their native tongue,
migrated to cities, and abandoned traditional methods of living for modern ones.936
Seeking to reverse that trend, the Danish folkeskoles gave no exams, offered no grades,
and allowed students over the age of 18 to select courses based on what they felt was
most useful to their personal development as rural citizens in a local and cooperative
community.937 The ultimate goal of the movement was to teach Danish peasants how to
live happily and cooperatively, taking pride in the fact that they maintained a simpler way
of life in a modern era.
Similar demographic and cultural problems obtained in early-twentieth century
Appalachia, as the region became integrated with modern America. A handful of
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Progressive regional educators had expressed interest in applying the folkeskole model to
regional education as early as 1909, but their ideas did not gain much traction among
settlement workers until the mid-1920s.938 Even then, major proponents of the folk school
model– like North Carolina educators Warren Wilson and Olive Dame Campbell–
remained outliers.939 Regional workers could agree that mountain whites’ physical
isolation from one another, fierce independence, and out-migration were the greatest
stumbling blocks to the formation of cooperative rural communities–which the folk
school was designed to produce– but they were largely unwilling to try the new approach
with their mountain students because they remained focused on younger children, rather
than adults, and generally considered mountaineers too “unsocialized” and communally
unconscious to benefit from the model.940
Despite the lack of support from her fellow social reformers in the mountains,
Olive Campbell continued to insist that the folk school would work in the Southern
Highlands because the people were– as Danish peasants were for Denmark– America’s
most authentic people and preservers of its oldest traditions.941 Campbell explained that
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she “ke[pt] going back to the fact that they are products of a very definite culture” worthy
of protection, and wondered if outsiders could even “distinguish what [was] really vital in
that culture” let alone determine “what [was] really vital among the many things we
would graft on to it.”942 Like Grundtvig, who was interested in preserving rural
commoners’ culture as the nation’s culture, Campbell envisioned Appalachian folk
schools as places where “no particular effort [was] made to change methods of life.”943
Aside from introducing a more vigorous sense of Christian morality and personal hygiene
to residents, Campbell clarified, Appalachian folk schools would not seek to change
mountain whites into what her husband, John C. Campbell, had once called “‘nice little
northerners.’”944 Instead, she concluded, folk school leaders would work with the
residents to conjointly develop “what [was] ‘native and fundamental” in mountaineers’
background, and then share those traditions with the country at large.945
Despite the popularity of the idea of Appalachians as an American folk and as
bearers of a traditional Anglo-American race and culture in the 1920s, folk schools never
took off Appalachia as Campbell hoped they would. She spent years surveying the region
for an ideal spot to establish the John C. Campbell Folk School– which Campbell did
eventually locate in Brasstown, North Carolina in 1925– but did not begin serious work
with the institution until late 1931.946 Other institutions dedicated to the preservation of
Appalachian culture and handicraft continued to emerge well into the mid-twentieth
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century, but they never became the kind of culturally restorative spaces of their Danish
corollaries. Indeed, it seems that the term “folk school” became a rather fluid label to
describe new, and even radical forms of education in the mountains. Myles Horton, Don
West, and James A. Dombrowski’s Highlander Folk School, established in Monteagle,
Tennessee in 1932, was a far cry from Campbell’s conception of the Appalachian
folkeskole, as its primary focus was on empowering Appalachians as workers and
restoring their dignity as laborers.947
****
Americans’ interest in experiencing their nation’s “authentic” past through the lens of
Appalachians’ tradition– as an exploration of an idealized American past– was certainly
part of a larger romantic and nostalgic trend of the 1920s and 1930s. Colonial
Williamsburg, the American Wing of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and Henry Ford’s
Greenfield Village were all created between 1924 and 1933, and were similar in that each
space allowed visitors to reflect on the nation’s simpler pre-modern history while also
celebrating how that period had led to its modern achievements.948 Those sites, like the
ideas of a biological type and cultural folk preserved in Appalachia, were popular with
contemporaries hoping to ground their modern selves in a historical context, but were
also importantly different from regional reformers’ celebration of mountain whites as a
“lost tribe of America,” as one contemporary writer put it.949
Indeed, unlike those model villages and museums’ celebration of what were
clearly by-gone eras and people, twentieth-century Appalachian reformers presented
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contemporary mountain whites–a living people, with a vibrant and existing culture– as an
eighteenth-century population preserved for outsiders’ edification, enjoyment, and use.
They and other Americans were so eager to locate their own authentic selves in the midst
of the period’s cultural, demographic, and political changes that they felt comfortable
delimiting Appalachian identity to the boundaries that best-suited narratives of AngloSaxon Americanism. They ignored the region’s demographic diversity, its state-by-state
complexities, and were all too happy, as contemporary critic Rollin Lynde Hartt
observed, to “make [a] particular mountaineer [into] a museum of them all” if those
behaviors or customs buoyed contemporaries’ beliefs about Appalachian primitivity.950
Even Olive D. Campbell, arguably one of the region’s most Progressive and
altruistic social reformers, inadvertently racialized mountain whites as an ethnic group
separate from modern Americans in her embrace of the folk paradigm. Campbell began
her work with mountain whites because she wanted to make country life more enjoyable
and because she believed Appalachians’ culture was nationally valuable; she later turned
to ballad collecting and the folk school model because she feared that efforts to
modernize and improve life in the mountains did more harm that good. Worried that
mountain whites’ primitive traditions would be erased if outsiders did not carefully
cultivate and protect them as part of a folk tradition, Campbell worked to strengthen that
label through her Folk School’s courses and handicraft productions.951 Ironically,
Campbell’s attempt to give space and voice to Southern Highlanders as the nation’s truest
Americans ultimately made them preservers of a simple tradition in an evolving and
modern century, and her efforts to encourage mountain folk to enjoy their simple country
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lives as they “s[ang] behind the plow,” as the school’s motto announced, corralled them
in a geographically and culturally distinct space and time.952
That construction proved useful though, to early-twentieth century Americans as
they faced modernity’s various ills–urbanization, immigration, racial-ethnic mixing, and
commercialism– and served at once as a reminder of what the nation once was and as a
signpost for what it could be again. Especially for anti-modernists, nativists, and
eugenicists, Appalachians’ racial purity, traditional lifestyle, and cultural productions
came to represent an experience and feeling of “Americanness” that was invaluable in its
ability to “ground” a nation whose identity was contested and in flux.
Indeed, because contemporaries anticipated that mountain whites’ race and
primitivty could be used as biological and cultural counterweights to redeem the nation
and restore it to a better, more “authentic” past, reformers were unwilling to accept
deviations from the Southern Highland’s “original” demographics and customs. As
modern industry and industrial development left its mark on the landscape and people
over the first two decades of the new century, regional interventionists became fierce
advocates of the folk paradigm, and joined folklorists and anthropologists in efforts to
preserve the region and its people in an earlier stage of development. That impulse was
rooted partly in the belief that their activities would benefit mountain whites– but was
also executed because outsiders thought that conserving a primitive white American
people in the Southern Highlands would remind the nation of its roots and help it find
order in a disordered world.953
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Contemporaries’ presumptions about mountain whites’ racial and cultural utility
therefore demonstrates that the construction of an American type and folk went hand in
hand with the period’s racial nationalism.954 Mountain whites benefited considerably in
the process– most notably in terms of the enduring link made between whiteness and
Americanism– but mainstream Americans continued to see them as different. To be sure,
Appalachian ballads and handicrafts enjoyed several decades in the commercial
limelight, and outsiders’ interest in folk art gave regional producers a new avenue
through which to achieve economic independence and freedom. But even as
contemporaries heralded mountain whites’ folk culture as evidence of a laudable
American ethnicity worthy of preservation, and their purchase of mountain-made goods
allowed their cultural productions to be “woven into the rich fabric of national life and
thought,” Appalachian mountain whites were demarcated as inferior and unequal to
modern Americans.955
Analyzed as the nation’s representative common people, Appalachian
mountaineers became conceived of as permanently simple and pre-modern– a collective
group whose history and existence were undeniably essential to the creation and future of
the nation, but whose contributions and presence were subsidiary to a grander and
superior modern experience. They had played an important role in the formation of the
United States, and contemporary Americans agreed that hints of that foundational
character– their racial heritage, modesty, simplicity, vigor, proud independence, and
cultural productions– had to be preserved if the nation were to expand and retain its
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original strength and identity. But because their culture was ultimately seen as a lessdeveloped version of modern American civilization–as an important but primitive
American prototype– mountain whites’ folkishness was considered out of place if it was
not positioned in the literal context of the Southern Highlands or in a quaint country
bungalow decorated in the “traditional” manner.
In the end, then, the Americanization of Appalachia and the promotion of
mountain whites as an American type and folk left the group paradoxically glorified and
scorned, respected and disparaged. They were trapped in a fragile-border zone of blood
and culture that was essential to–but never fully a part of– a nation striving to define
itself. In an era of massive social, cultural, and racial change, Appalachian whites
remained an important part of the nation’s past and present, but were ultimately
interpreted as a people and culture most useful for their reflective utility, rather than for
their present contributions.
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Conclusion
“Do you ever reflect where the sources of the nation’s life lie? Do you suppose that the
life of a tree is derived from its fruit? Do you not know that the life of a tree is derived
from these unseen origins which lie beneath the soil, where everything is dark and hidden
and silent? ... All the sources of strength and renewal come from the bottom up, not from
the top down.”956
–New Jersey Governor, Woodrow Wilson, 1908
By the time Woodrow Wilson uttered these words in support of mountain white
uplift to an enthusiastic middle-class audience gathered at Carnegie Hall in 1908, the
Americanization of Appalachia had been underway for more than a decade. Searching for
a method by which they might re-affirm the nation’s “authentic” identity in the face of
rapid social and economic changes– and integrate a “forgotten” region and white people
into the national fold– turn-of-the-century Progressive Americans looked to the
mountaineers of the Southern Highlands. Variously analyzing the rural group as
quintessential Americans, as preservers of the nation’s “real” racial and cultural identity,
and as a backwards, pre-modern people who had been overlooked in the nation’s modern
march of progress, Appalachian reformers understood that their work was intimately
related to the future of American culture and politics. In the face of so much change, they
reasoned, Americans would do well to reflect on the nation’s “roots”– and to remember
that the country could neither stand nor grow if those buried lines were not nurtured and
maintained.
This dissertation has examined their myriad efforts to do that work: to cultivate
the roots of the American nation through progressive educational, medical, and social
reform in Appalachia. It has shown that those impulses were informed by cultural and
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political desires ranging from white nationalism and white supremacy to anti-modernist
concerns about a disappearing “authentic” rural American people and experience, and it
has revealed that regional reform was as much about changing the mountain interior as it
was about solidifying the nation’s racial and civic identity. Most significantly, this project
has illuminated the central role that rural white Appalachians played in the formation and
re-formation of early-twentieth century Americans’ ideas about the relationship between
race, citizenship, and Americanism.
****
Reformers’ work began with the creation of a purposeful narrative that combined
contemporary ideas about racial hierarchy and evolutionary development. Relying on
Ernst Haekel’s recapitulation theory– that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny– mountain
reformers and their advocates argued that Appalachian whites were not racially decayed,
as some eighteenth century accounts suggested, but were merely arrested in their
potential evolutionary progress. They maintained that the region’s topography and
remoteness, combined with centuries of isolation from mainstream America’s progressive
and modernizing forces, had prevented the group from advancing past the primitivity of
the eighteenth-century. They admitted mountaineers were backward people by twentieth
century standards of civilization, but insisted that they were no more underdeveloped
than the nation’s white forefathers, from whom they were purportedly descended.
Put another way, recapitulation theory gave interventionists space to admit to the
group’s differences and excuse their violence and coarse standards of living while
asserting that those flaws were neither unchangeable nor evidence of racial degeneration.
They reasoned that the group’s latent racial potential would surface if outsiders provided
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mountaineers with education and medical care in their youth– before the mountain
culture and environment stunted their individual growth.
Those projects took a variety of forms, but depended collectively on hundreds of
Progressive social reformers who took it upon themselves to bring those resources to the
mountains. Private industrial settlements proved essential to that work, as regional
educators discovered that Appalachia’s public schools ranged from inadequate to nonexistent. Eager to bring a form of living and instruction that trained the head, the hand,
and the heart– and encouraged rural people to stay in the mountains– private school
educators hoped that their programs would convert “underdeveloped” mountain whites
into exemplary modern American citizens. Eventually, public school educators joined in
that work as well, but centered their efforts on an overlooked sub-group in the mountains:
illiterate adults. Inspired by shifting ideas about intelligence and learning, and further
stimulated by the political and social crises of World War I, those adult educators helped
to inaugurate a new era of American education policy and encouraged Americans to
regard regional reform with more optimism than ever before.
Public health efforts proved equally important in improving mountaineers’
clearest deficiencies and in welcoming them into a cohesive white American fold.
Regional reformers had successfully presented mountain whites as a superior group that
was distinct from the racially degenerated “poor white” of the lowland South by the time
the Rockefeller Sanitary Commission began its work in 1909, but the reality of the
group’s ill health and physically different appearance from mainstream American society
remained. Eradicating hookworm from the South– but especially the mountains–
therefore became essential to reformers’ efforts to transform the region from a
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problematic racial and cultural zone to one that could supply the nation with virile,
prolific, and civically minded native-born white citizens.
Eugenic thinking was therefore central to all aspects of Appalachian reform.
Although the eugenics movement was more often inchoate than organized before the
1920s, ideas about race, heredity, and the need to cultivate mountain whites’ “germ
plasm” circulated long before that time. To be sure, the entire movement to nurture the
development of ideal American citizens in a region long-regarded as a reserve of
“uncontaminated” Anglo-Saxon stock was rooted in those ideas– and even those
reformers who would not have thought of themselves as “eugenicists” were therefore
implicated in a massive project to reinforce America’s white identity.
Some contemporaries so glorified mountain whites’ ancestry that they imagined
their racial heritage as a reserve for the nation– a “sequestered store” of “the original stuff
of which America was made”– that Americans could and should turn to in the face of the
early-twentieth century’s shifting demographics.957 Many others though, were equally
preoccupied with the group’s culture and rural lifestyle; those reformers strove to
“preserve all that was native and fine” in mountain life while erasing its more negative
aspects.958 Although they began the century’s work with unwavering optimism and
confidence in the superiority of modern ways, by the mid-1910s reformers started to fear
their very efforts to modernize the region would erase the nation’s last stronghold of
“genuine” American culture.
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Inspired by the developing fields of folklore and anthropology and seeking, as
they had before, to incorporate Appalachians into the national fold, reformers thereafter
presented mountain whites as an authentic “American type” and “American folk.” Those
decisions were made, as folklorist Tristam P. Coffin has observed, with “conscious aims
and ends” in mind, as they simultaneously allowed nativists and white supremacists to
present the group as an unchanging racial “type,” and encouraged anti-modernists and
Progressive social reformers to laud simple, rural country living as the most “authentic”
form of American experience.959
Both constructions had immediate and lasting consequences for Appalachians and
for the nation at large. The idea that rural Appalachian whites represented a pure,
valuable, and laudable American race and culture paradoxically glorified and trapped the
group in a pre-modern paradigm that benefited Americans outside the region more than
the mountaineers themselves. Although they profited socially and politically from
contemporaries’ interpretation of the group as a pure Anglo-Saxon people, Appalachian
mountaineers’ newfound position as an American type and folk also exoticized them.
Indeed, in an increasingly nationalistic American climate that sought to define
Americanism according to race and place of birth–rather than behavior and dedication to
the nation’s civic principles– mountain whites became valued most for their ancestry and
for their preservation of a “traditional” American culture. Caught in a delicate ideological
space between the distant past and contemporaries’ hopes for the future, mountaineers
were thereafter interpreted as a people whose existence and lifestyle were undeniably
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“American” and important to the nation’s identity– but whose experience could never
become mainstream if the nation were to retain its authentic roots.
In the end, early twentieth-century Appalachian reformers and their advocates
brought to life the metaphor Wilson employed in support of the work: they reflected on
what they felt were the sources of the nation’s “life,” and, upon finding it ensconced in
the Southern Highlands, nurtured those roots to maintain a healthful national “tree.”
Although many contemporary Americans preferred to think of America as a “melting
pot,” countless others found the logic of the nation as an organism permanently grounded
in its original sources, and free of graft, more appealing.960
America is once again at a crossroads in this analysis, and the nation would be
remiss to forget the words of historian John Higham, who has observed that history
moves “in cycles, but never in circles.”961 Much like they were at the turn of the twentieth
century, Appalachian Americans remain economically and educationally marginalized,
and outsiders continue to culturally stereotype the region. However, Americans today are
also engaged in an unsettled and deeply contested debate about race, immigration, and
the appropriate scope of American citizenship. General audiences are more engrossed
than ever with discussions of whiteness, class, and racial unrest, and it seems easy to
draw connecting lines between the period examined of this study and the present.
It is not so simple; best-selling contemporary works, like Nancy Isenberg’s White
Trash, J.D. Vance’s Hillbilly Elegy, and Robert Wuthnow’s The Left Behind, collectively
speculate about the roots of rural white America’s persistent “backwardness” and rage,
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but they ultimately provide thin examinations of the historical conditions that produced
our current moment, and offer even fewer suggestions for how to solve those
problems.962 In contrast, this dissertation reminds us, as Higham explains it, that “every
upthrust of nativism [has] left a mark on American thought and society.”963 In other
words, it examines a crucial moment and place where ideas about science and culture
intersected with anti-immigrant sentiment, racism, and debates about the role of race in
national conceptions of citizenship. In so doing, it highlights the ideological
underpinnings of modern white supremacy, privilege, and nativist calls to restore
American greatness. Perhaps we may use this study as a guide then, in today’s
increasingly polarized political climate, to consider how and why contemporary
Americans think the way they do about whiteness, rural America, and “authentic”
Americanism– and consider how those ideas should or should not be used again in the
creation of social policies and programs aimed at remedying our current discontents.
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